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Preface

For sheer audacity, no plan by humans exceeds the one now being hatched to take control of the Earth’s climate. Yet it is audacity born of failure, a collective refusal to do what must be done to protect the Earth and ourselves from a future that promises to be nasty, brutish and hot. In my 2010 book *Requiem for a Species: Why We Resist the Truth about Climate Change*, I relied on the best science to set out that expected future. Even under optimistic assumptions about when the nations of the world will wake up to the danger and how quickly they will then respond, dramatic and long-lasting changes in the Earth’s climate now seem unavoidable.

The task of *Requiem* was to explain why we – ‘the rational animal’ – have been unable to hear the insistent warnings of science academies around the world. It is into the yawning gap between the urgent response scientists say is needed and the timid measures governments are willing to take that geoengineering has stepped. Its promise seems irresistible – it is cheap, effective and free of the unpalatable side-effects of carbon abatement, such as the wrath of fossil fuel corporations and the resentment of voters willing to make only symbolic changes to their ways.

Superficially, climate engineering (here synonymous with geoengineering) appears to be another application of human technological ingenuity; yet, I will suggest, it actually represents a profound change in the relationship of Homo sapiens to the Earth. In the twenty-first century the fate of nature has come to depend on the ‘goodwill’ of humans, and to the extent that humans are part of nature the Earth system itself has acquired a moral force. So geoengineering is not just a technological problem, nor even an ethical one as usually understood; it goes to the heart of what it means for one species to hold the future of a planet in its hands. While most of this book is devoted to the who, what, why, where and when of geoengineering, I hope it will provoke the reader to reflect on a deeper question: What have we become?
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Why Geoengineering?

Climate fix

As the effects of global warming begin to frighten us, geoengineering will come to dominate global politics. Scientists and engineers are now investigating methods to manipulate the Earth’s cloud cover, change the oceans’ chemical composition and blanket the planet with a layer of sunlight-reflecting particles. Geoengineering – deliberate, large-scale intervention in the climate system designed to counter global warming or offset some of its effects – is commonly divided into two broad classes. Carbon dioxide removal technologies aim to extract excess carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and store it somewhere less dangerous. This approach is a kind of clean-up operation after we have dumped our waste into the sky. Solar radiation management technologies seek to reduce the amount of sunlight reaching the planet, thereby reducing the amount of energy trapped in the atmosphere of ‘greenhouse Earth’. This is not a clean-up but an attempt to mask one of the effects of dumping waste into the sky, a warming globe.

Diligent contributors to Wikipedia have listed some 45 proposed geoengineering schemes or variations on schemes. Eight or ten of them are receiving serious attention (and will be considered in the next chapters). Some are grand in conception, some are prosaic; some are purely speculative, some are all too feasible; yet all of them tell us something interesting about how the Earth system works. Taken together they reveal a community of scientists who think about the planet on which we live in a way that is alien to the popular understanding. Let me give a few examples.

It is well known that as the sea-ice in the Arctic melts the Earth loses some of its albedo or reflectivity – white ice is replaced by dark seawater which absorbs more heat. If a large area of the Earth’s surface could be whitened then more of the Sun’s warmth would be reflected back into space rather than absorbed. A number of schemes have been proposed, including painting roofs white, which is unlikely to make any significant difference globally. What might be helpful would be to cut down all of the forests in Siberia and Canada. While it is generally believed that more forests are a good thing because trees absorb carbon, boreal (northern) forests have a downside. Compared to the snow-covered forest floor beneath, the trees are dark and absorb more solar radiation. If they were felled the exposed ground would reflect a significantly greater proportion of incoming solar radiation and the Earth would therefore be cooler. If such a suggestion appears outrageous it is in part because matters are never so simple in the Earth system. Warming would cause the snow on the denuded lands to melt, and the situation would be worse than before the forests were cleared.

More promisingly perhaps, at least at a local scale, is the attempt to rescue Peruvian glaciers, whose disappearance is depriving the adjacent grasslands and their livestock of their water supply. Painting the newly dark mountains with a white slurry of water, sand and lime keeps them cooler and allows ice to form; at least that is the hope. The World Bank is funding research.
Another idea is to create a particle cloud between the Earth and the Sun from dust mined on the moon and scattered in the optimal place. This is reminiscent of the US military’s ‘black cloud experiment’ of 1973, which simulated the effect on the Earth’s climate of reducing incoming solar radiation by a few per cent. Consistent with the long history of military interest in climate control, the study was commissioned by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, the Pentagon’s technology research arm, and carried out by the RAND Corporation, the secretive think tank described as ‘a key institutional building block of the Cold War American empire’. I summon up the black cloud experiment here to flag the nascent military and strategic interest being stirred by geoengineering. As we will see in chapter 5, the attention of the RAND Corporation has recently returned to climate engineering.

In 1993 the esteemed journal *Climatic Change* published a novel scheme to counter global warming by the Indian physicist P. C. Jain. Professor Jain began by reminding us that the amount of solar radiation reaching the Earth varies in inverse square to the distance of the Earth from the Sun. He therefore proposed that the effects of global warming could be countered by increasing the radius of the Earth’s orbit around the Sun. An orbital expansion of 1–2 per cent would do it, although one of the side effects would be to add 5.5 days to each year. He then calculated how much energy would be needed to bring about such a shift in the Earth’s celestial orbit. The answer is around $10^{31}$ joules. How much is that? At the current annual rate of consumption, it is more than the amount of energy humans would consume over $10^{30}$ years, or 100 billion billion years (the age of the universe is around 14 billion years). This seems like a lot, yet Professor Jain reminds us that ‘in many areas of science, seemingly impossible things at one time have become possible later’. Perhaps, he speculates, nuclear fusion will enable us to harness enough energy to expand the Earth’s orbit. He nevertheless counsels caution: ‘The whole galactic system is naturally and delicately balanced, and any tinkering with it can bring havoc by bringing alterations in orbits of other planets also.’

The caution is well taken, although the intricate network of orbital dependence has stimulated another geoengineering suggestion. The thought is to send nuclear-armed rockets to the asteroid belt beyond the planets of our solar system so as to ‘nudge’ one or more into orbits that would pass closer to the Earth. Properly calibrated, the sling-shot effect from the asteroid’s gravity would shift the Earth orbit out a bit. Of course, if the calibration were a little out, the planet could be sent careening off into a cold, dark universe, or suffer a drastic planet-scale freezing from the dust thrown up by an asteroid strike.

Some of these schemes seem properly to belong in an H. G. Wells novel or a geeks’ discussion group, and too much emphasis on them for the delights of ridicule would give a very unbalanced impression of the research programme into climate engineering now underway. That imbalance will be rectified in the next chapters where we will see that serious work is being conducted on schemes to regulate the Earth system by changing the chemical composition of the world’s oceans, modifying the layer of clouds that covers a large portion of the oceans and installing a ‘solar shield’, a layer of sulphate particles in the upper atmosphere to reduce the amount of sunlight reaching the planet. There are some who believe that we will have no choice but to resort to these radical interventions. How did we get to this point? The simple answer is that the scientists who understand climate change most deeply have become afraid.

**Hope against fear**

In 1959 David E. Price, MD, US Assistant Surgeon General, addressed a conference of industrial
hygienists with these words:

we live under the shadow of a haunting fear that something may corrupt the environment to the point where man joins the dinosaurs as an obsolete form of life. And what makes these thoughts all the more disturbing is the knowledge that our fate could perhaps be sealed 20 or more years before the development of symptoms.¹

The shadow under which Americans lived was the dual fear of atomic radiation and chemical pollution. Trepidation that the air might be unsafe to breathe gripped the nation. It was the not-knowing that gave rise to a ‘mass investment in worry’ unmatched, said Price, by an investment in efforts to find out. All that was to change within a few years, spurred by Rachel Carson’s earth-shaking book *Silent Spring*, published in 1962, which both confirmed American anxieties about the impact of the chemical war in agriculture and triggered the rise of modern environmentalism.

The haunting fear that something is corrupting the environment has returned, at least for some. Within our breasts fear and hope are duelling. For a few, the reasons to be afraid have prevailed; for most, hope fights on valiantly. Yet hope wages a losing battle; as the scientists each month publish more reasons to worry, and the lethargy of political leaders drains the wellsprings of hope. In 1959 Dr Price invoked that all-conquering sentiment of American greatness, unbounded optimism: ‘Stronger than fear is the conviction that what may at times appear to be the shadow of extinction is in reality the darkness preceding the dawn of the greatest era of progress man has ever known.’⁹ He was right about the post-war decades. But the world has changed, and now there is a constant trickle of defectors, traitors to hope. To pick out one, the chair of the International Risk Governance Council, Donald Johnston, for ten years the secretary-general of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), recently wrote: ‘By nature I am not a pessimist, but it requires more optimism than I can generate to believe’ that the world will limit warming to 2°C higher than the pre-industrial level.¹⁰ Business as usual is a more likely scenario, he added, taking the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere from its pre-industrial level of 280 parts per million past its current 395 ppm to 700 ppm this century, ‘with horrendous climate change and unthinkable economic and societal consequences’.

The anxiety deepened each year through the 2000s as it became clearer that the range of emissions paths mapped out by experts in the 1990s were unduly optimistic and that the actual growth in emissions, boosted by explosive growth in China, has described a pathway that is worse than the worst-case scenario. When scientists announced that the growth of global greenhouse gas emissions in 2010 was almost 6 per cent, breaking all previous records and wiping out the benefits of a temporary lull due to the global recession, many climate scientists around the world drew a sharp in-breath.

The International Energy Agency of the OECD is a staid organization that for years has shared the worldview of oil and coal industry executives. It is the last international body that could be accused of green sympathies, other than the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries. So a frisson of dread ran through the climate change community in November 2011 when the IEA released its annual *World Energy Outlook*, the ‘bible’ of the energy sector. It exposed the target of keeping warming below the ‘dangerous’ level of 2°C as a pipe-dream; on current projections, the energy infrastructure expected to be in place as early as 2017 will be enough to lock in future carbon emissions that will warm the Earth by much more. Coal-fired power plants have a lifetime of 50 or 60 years. Waiting for new energy technologies is not an option. If governments do no more than implement the policies they are currently committed to, the IEA expects the world to warm by 3.5°C by the end of the century. *On planned policies, rising fossil energy use*
will lead to irreversible and potentially catastrophic climate change.\textsuperscript{11} If those policy goals prove to be more aspirational than actual then the world is on track for average warming of 6°C above pre-industrial levels, which is almost unthinkable.

It’s hard to communicate to the public what a world warmed by 3.5°C will be like, let alone 6°C, or even that the IEA, and all the other organizations saying the same thing, should be taken seriously.\textsuperscript{12} After all, for many people one unseasonable snowstorm is enough to nullify decades of painstaking scientific study. And psychologists have discovered that, after accounting for all other factors, when people are put in a room and asked about climate change they are significantly more likely to agree that global warming is ‘a proven fact’ if the thermostat is turned up.\textsuperscript{13} Patients with diseases they believe to be serious but untreatable are markedly less likely to agree to diagnostic tests.\textsuperscript{14} If it’s bad, I don’t want to know. Suffice it to say here that 3.5°C means a different kind of world, one hotter than it has been for 15 million years, and not the kind of world on which modern life forms evolved. It would be, eventually, a world without ice – no glaciers, no Arctic sea-ice, no Greenland ice sheet and, almost inconceivably, no Antarctic ice mass. The destabilization of the Earth’s climate and natural systems expected this century under the IEA’s more ‘optimistic’ scenario would cascade through the centuries beyond.

For at least a decade, climate scientists and environmental groups have been disturbed by the widening gap between the actions demanded by the evidence and those being implemented or even considered by the major emitting nations. A creeping fear took hold that the truth would be faced too late. After the 1997 Kyoto agreement to reduce global emissions there was an expectation that, having recognized the danger, the world would respond with policies to turn the curve of global emissions downwards. Despite the almost immediate repudiation of the protocol by the United States and Australia it was possible to retain the hope that good sense would prevail. Yet the attacks on the protocol were so persistent and effective that even today journalists unthinkingly reproduce talking points of climate change deniers such as that ‘China refused to sign’ the treaty. (In fact, China ratified the protocol in August 2002.)

By 2005 the Kyoto Protocol had been ratified by enough nations for it to enter into force. Yet by then it seemed like a pyrrhic victory, its inadequacy highlighted by the fact that growth in world emissions, far from turning down or even stabilizing, had actually accelerated. In the 1970s and 1980s global emissions of carbon dioxide from burning fossil fuels grew at 2 per cent each year. In the 1990s they had fallen to 1 per cent, giving some grounds for cheer. However, from the year 2000, driven mostly by China’s astonishing economic expansion, the growth rate of the world’s carbon dioxide emissions almost trebled to 3 per cent each year.\textsuperscript{15} For those who grasped the enormity of what was at stake, the remnant forces of hope for international action were gathered together for one last mighty push at the Copenhagen conference in 2009. The collapse of the talks left an abyss of despair for the future of the world, one that was not papered over by the milquetoast agreement in Durban in 2011 to begin negotiations for a treaty, to be agreed in 2015, to take effect not before 2020. It is as if the ostriches had awarded themselves another decade to bury their heads. As philosopher René Girard asked: What do we make of today’s political leaders ‘who claim to be saving us when in fact they are plunging us deeper into devastation each day?’\textsuperscript{16}

While governments have been dragging their feet on abatement measures, there has been no shortage of enthusiasm to open up new sources of fossil energy. The Canadian government has facilitated the development of that country’s vast tar sands, the most environmentally destructive source of oil. The Russian government, after sending a submarine to plant a flag on the floor of the ice-depleted Arctic sea, encourages its firms to drill for oil, while other oil
companies circle. To fend off peak oil (the point after which petroleum production goes into decline because oil fields are being depleted and no new ones can be found), governments in China, South Africa, India and Australia are backing companies that want to revive processes that convert coal into oil. Each of these is worse for the environment than existing sources of fossil fuels, yet they present lucrative commercial opportunities and attract official backing. After pointing out that the amount of carbon in the world’s proven coal, oil and gas reserves is five times greater than the amount scientists say it is safe to put into the atmosphere, Bill McKibben notes the irony of US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton travelling to the Arctic to see the damage caused by warming – ‘sobering’, she called it – before getting down to negotiations with other foreign ministers about how to get access to the new Arctic oil reserves.17 In this schizoid world, perhaps no nation can compete with Australia. While a modest price was introduced on carbon emissions in 2012, the expansion of new mines to augment the nation’s coal exports, already the largest in the world, proceeds apace. According to one estimate, over the next decade the impact on global greenhouse gas emissions of the expansion of Australian coal exports will be 11 times greater than the reduction due to the carbon price legislation.18

At the same time, science has come under attack from a well-organized and increasingly vociferous campaign of denial. We will see the contours of this campaign later in the book, but it has taken the form of a flat-out rejection of climate science. News outlets, especially conservative ones, have given prominence to a handful of apparently qualified people who claim to be able to disprove all of the main propositions of climate science. These ‘sceptics’ have not been able to come up with any evidence for their claims and so they cannot be found in the scientific journals; but that has not dented their appeal to large numbers of lay people, newspaper columnists and political leaders who are looking for a reason, any reason, to reject the vast accumulation of evidence from a range of sources showing that we are in deep trouble.

In a question and answer session following a public lecture, the prominent (and genuinely sceptical) climate scientist Chris Rapley was vociferously challenged by a climate denier in the audience. (The individual’s wife fled the lecture theatre as he rose to speak!) After responding calmly to a torrent of accusations, to no effect, Rapley stopped and asked his accuser what it would take to convince him that he was wrong, that climate change is real, dangerous and caused by humans. His critic ignored the question and it was clear to the audience that no amount of evidence could change his mind. A fair-minded man, Rapley later posed the same question to himself. He answered that he would change his mind in response to a research paper, published in a peer-reviewed journal, revealing a feedback effect that neutralized climate change, along with an explanation as to why it had remained undetected or latent until now. The new evidence would require confirmation from an expert in the field whom he holds in esteem.19

A sceptic is one who carefully filters received knowledge to see which propositions stand up to independent scrutiny. But one thing we immediately notice about the contributions of climate ‘sceptics’ is the absence of a quizzical, thoughtful approach. Among those who debate the science of climate change they are the ones who profess to be most certain, insisting vehemently on the falsity of the claims of climate scientists and convinced of the correctness of their own opinions. The true sceptics are, of course, to be found among climate scientists themselves. As a matter of cultural practice and professional rivalry, research scientists routinely subject the work of their peers to the most critical scrutiny. It is a mark of quiet professional pride to find mistakes in the work of one’s fellow researchers. If the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) of the United Nations can be accused of anything, it is of an excess of caution in reporting the science.
Feedback science

While climate scientists observed these baleful political developments, their work provided additional grounds for disquiet. Building on the discoveries of palaeoclimatologists and more advanced knowledge of the functioning of the Earth system, they began to focus on the dangers of feedback effects in the climate system, that is, responses in the Earth system that amplify or dampen the direct effects on warming of rising greenhouse gas emissions. For example, as warming melts the Arctic ice cap (which coats the Arctic Sea) the exposed water is darker than the highly reflective ice it replaces and absorbs more heat from the Sun. ‘Arctic amplification’ has seen the rate of warming in the Arctic occur at two to four times the global average. Many in the expert community were shocked by the dramatic declines in Arctic summer sea-ice in 2005 and especially 2007. Warmer Arctic waters are causing complex changes to climate patterns in the northern zones, including melting of permafrost (now a misnomer). The release of frozen methane, a highly potent greenhouse gas, is expected to further amplify warming.

There are negative feedback effects that dampen warming and tend to return the climate system towards an equilibrium state – for example, over very long timescales enhanced chemical weathering of rocks may see more carbon dioxide taken out of the atmosphere and stored in the deep ocean – but overall the destabilizing effects are expected to be much more powerful. Since the early 2000s research into feedback effects has gathered pace, not least because understanding these processes is essential to filling the gaps between the climate models and the actual behaviour of the climate system.

The study of feedbacks has been closely related to another emerging idea – that of tipping points. For example, when warming in Siberia reaches a certain threshold the frozen ground will thaw, releasing methane into the atmosphere. The Earth’s climate is a ‘non-linear’ system, that is, changes in one variable do not lead to simple proportional changes in related ones. The equations are far more complex. In non-linear systems, a small change in one state may initially have only small effects but at some point a threshold may be crossed where the system, driven by amplifying feedbacks, flips suddenly into a new state. Research emerging from palaeoclimatologists has fed these concerns. They have discovered many instances in the Earth’s climate record of the climate shifting abruptly from one state to another within a few decades. The esteemed palaeoclimatologist Wally Broecker highlighted this fact when in 1995 he wrote: ‘The palaeoclimate record shouts out to us that, far from being self-stabilising, the Earth’s climate system is an ornery beast which overreacts even to small nudges.’ The existence of tipping points destroys the comforting idea that the slow build-up of greenhouse gases is causing a gradual change in temperature and that when it gets bad enough we can do something about it. The essential belief on which global negotiations were founded was increasingly seen to be dangerously wrong.

The emerging science of abrupt climate change was reviewed in a landmark report, published in 2002 by the US National Research Council. One of the authors, the director of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, noted ‘recent and rapidly advancing evidence that Earth’s climate repeatedly has shifted abruptly and dramatically in the past, and is capable of doing so in the future.’ Dr Robert Gagosian went on:

This new paradigm of abrupt climate change has been well established over the last decade by research of ocean, earth and atmosphere scientists at many institutions worldwide. But the concept remains little known and scarcely appreciated in the wider community of scientists, economists, policy makers, and world political and business leaders. Thus, world leaders may be planning for climate scenarios of global warming that are opposite to what
The idea was born that within the next few decades we may face a ‘climate emergency’. Palaeoclimatologists explained that although the Earth’s climate has always been in a state of flux, shifts may be so sudden that natural systems, such as forest ecosystems, are unable to adapt and thus disappear. Abrupt climate change in the past is thought to explain some mass extinctions. In 2009 a group of eminent Earth scientists summarized their growing concerns about feedback effects, tipping points and abrupt climate change in an article in *Nature*. Current climate models, they wrote:

> do not include long-term reinforcing feedback processes that further warm the climate, such as decreases in the surface area of ice cover or changes in the distribution of vegetation. If these slow feedbacks are included, doubling CO₂ levels gives an eventual temperature increase of 6°C (with a probable uncertainty range of 4–8°C). This would threaten the ecological life-support systems that have developed in the late Quaternary environment [the last half to one million years], and would severely challenge the viability of contemporary human societies.

**The floodgates**

In the face of ever-increasing global greenhouse gas emissions, political inertia and worries about sudden climate change, some scientists began to mull over what could be done to slow the world’s apparently unstoppable rush into the abyss. Among themselves they began to talk about possible responses to a climate emergency, such as a massive methane release following accelerated melting of permafrost, the collapse of the West Antarctic ice sheet, or rapid disappearance of the Amazon forests due to heat-stress and drought. Any of these could quickly shift the global climate into a new state, and there would be no way of recovering the situation. How could we intervene to prevent these things happening? If Plan A, persuading the world to cut emissions, is failing, shouldn’t we have a Plan B? The search for an alternative to emission cuts led to the idea of engineering the climate.

In the 1990s proposals for geoengineering were regarded by the mainstream as fanciful and a distraction from the real task of reducing emissions. Although Plan B had been a topic of private speculation for some years, almost all climate scientists took the view that the availability of an alternative to cutting emissions, even if manifestly inferior, would prove so alluring to political leaders that it would further undermine the will to do what must be done. To canvass climate engineering, let alone advocate it, would be unethical. But the longer political leaders prevaricated the louder the silence surrounding geoengineering became. The frustration became too much for Paul Crutzen, the eminent Dutch atmospheric scientist who had shared the Nobel Prize for discovering the key chemical reactions needed to explain the hole in the ozone layer. So he penned an editorial essay, ‘Albedo enhancement by stratospheric sulfur injections: A contribution to resolve a policy dilemma?’, published in the journal *Climatic Change* in 2006. His intervention broke the taboo on geoengineering.

Expecting the political process to respond adequately to the imperative to cut emissions, Crutzen argued, had become a ‘pious wish’. It would be prudent to invest in a substantial research programme to test the feasibility of cooling the Earth by injecting sulphate aerosols into the upper atmosphere in order to reflect a greater portion of sunlight back into space. Crutzen expressed particular concern at the ‘Catch-22’ presented by the fact that governments in developing countries are following industrialized countries with measures to clean up urban air pollution from cars, factories and power plants, responsible, he wrote, for some 500,000 premature deaths each year. That pollution, especially the high sulphur emissions over much of East Asia, is helping to cool the planet; cleaning up the air would, over a brief decade, lead to an unprecedented increase in global temperature by almost 1°C over land, and 4°C in the Arctic.
Without an ‘escape route against strongly increasing temperatures’, he wrote, continued emissions growth combined with anti-pollution laws would bring about potentially catastrophic effects on ecosystems. Noting that the development of the Antarctic ozone hole was ‘sudden and unpredicted’, Crutzen wanted to alert the world to the risks of unexpected warming.

Many of Crutzen’s colleagues at the Max Planck Institute and elsewhere reacted angrily to his intervention. In anticipation, one of his associates, Mark Lawrence, wrote a paper in his defence titled ‘The geoengineering dilemma: To speak or not to speak?’ Lawrence referred to the ‘passionate outcry by several prominent scientists claiming that it is irresponsible to publish’ calls for research into geoengineering, and provided several counter-arguments for why it was time to break the taboo. Nevertheless, the ferocity of the response shocked Crutzen. He weathered the storm and time presently proved that if he had not intervened someone else would have soon enough; the pressure had become irresistible.

By early 2009, three years after Paul Crutzen opened the floodgates, more than half of leading scientists who responded to a poll by the Independent newspaper agreed that ‘the situation is now so dire that we need a backup plan’. That was before the Copenhagen fiasco. A third disagreed with the proposition, not because they assessed the situation differently but because they believed the better response is to commit more strongly to Plan A. The Copenhagen conference in December 2009 was the first of the annual international climate change jamborees at which geoengineering proposals had a significant presence at various side events. A year later the IPCC decided for the first time to incorporate into its next report an evaluation of geoengineering as a response to global warming.

Research into various schemes to engineer the climate has been accelerating rapidly. A network of scientists, entrepreneurs and advocates has formed and is gaining influence in the scientific community and in government. According to one observer, John Vidal:

From just a few individuals working in the field 20 years ago, today there are hundreds of groups and institutions proposing experiments. . . . The range of techno-fixes is growing by the month . . . Most are unlikely to be considered seriously but some are being pushed hard by entrepreneurs and businessmen attracted by the potential to make billions of dollars in an emerging system of UN global carbon credits.

When this was written in 2011, I think the first claim was something of an overstatement, although it will be true soon enough. While the number of researchers expressing interest in the area has grown substantially, and entrepreneurs and scientists are registering patents for various techniques, the international debate over geoengineering and its governance remains dominated by a very small group of experts, mostly scientists but including a handful of economists, lawyers and policy experts. In 2009 some members of that small group could write: ‘Nearly the entire community of geoengineering scientists could fit comfortably in a single university seminar room, and the entire scientific literature on the subject could be read during the course of a transatlantic flight.’ That was an exaggeration then and is certainly untrue now as the scientific literature has ballooned.

That someone of Paul Crutzen’s stature and undoubted commitment to protecting the natural world – he was described in Time magazine as ‘the chief scientific caretaker of life on the planet’ – should call for serious research into geoengineering as a response to global warming must give pause for thought. Geoengineering presents a profound dilemma, not just for climate scientists, but also for environmentalists. It is a dilemma that all citizens will soon need to face. Many find repellent the idea, embodied in some geoengineering schemes, of attempting to take control of the Earth’s climate as a whole. It is, surely, the ultimate expression of humankind’s technological arrogance. Yet if the alternative is to stand back and watch
humanity plunge the Earth into an era of irreversible and hostile climate change, what is one to do?

Perhaps Crutzen’s only offence was to arrive at the conclusion a decade ahead of most others. On the other hand, his well-meaning intervention might legitimize the stance of hitherto fringe voices whose motives are less politically pure or sympathetic to environmental protection. That was his colleagues’ fear, and it was a reasonable one. As we will see, climate engineering is intuitively appealing to a powerful strand of Western technological thinking and conservative politicking that sees no ethical or other obstacle to total domination of the planet. It is a Promethean urge named after the Greek titan who gave to humans the tools of technological mastery. Promethean plans have always met resistance from those who share a deep mistrust of human technological overreach, those who heed the warning that Nemesis waits in the shadows to punish Hubris. If Prometheus is the god of technological mastery, who is the Greek divinity of caution? Perhaps the closest is Soteria, the goddess of safety, preservation and deliverance from harm. I will suggest that climate engineering is the last battle in a titanic struggle between Prometheans and Soterians, with the prize nothing less than the survival of the world we know now.

As will become apparent, one cannot assume a simple correspondence between Promethean and Soterian sympathies and support for and opposition to geoengineering. Paul Crutzen, for example, is a Soterian. As will become apparent, I have serious doubts about the wisdom of any attempt by humans to take control of the weather. The reasons will become plain, but at their heart is a conviction that the Earth is unlikely to collaborate in our plans, and we should heed the kind of warning most famously expressed by Robert Burns:

The best laid schemes of Mice and Men
oft go awry,
And leave us nothing but grief and pain,
For promised joy!

I hope to explain, not least by drawing on Earth system science, an understanding of the Earth that inclines to this conviction.

Yet if I am not for geoengineering then that means I must accept climate disruption, doesn’t it? If most of the world continues to entertain the fantasy that global warming is trivial or a long way off, or that governments will respond in time to avoid climate chaos, and if Crutzen and a few others, despairing at this blindness, want to be ready to intervene radically when the world comes to its senses and realizes cutting emissions will come too late, where does that leave me politically and philosophically? Answering that question is a work in progress, one I hope will be resolved by the time I reach the last chapter of this book.
Sucking Carbon

The great carbon cycle

Geoengineering methods are typically divided into two types. Carbon dioxide removal methods aim to extract the gas from the atmosphere and deposit it somewhere safer; as we will see, they variously identify these storage options as the soil, vegetation, the oceans and back underground. They would work by manipulating one of the great natural processes that makes the Earth a dynamic evolving entity, the global carbon cycle, which continually exchanges carbon between the atmosphere, the oceans and the biosphere (and, much more slowly, the lithosphere). The second type, solar radiation management (considered in the next chapter), aims to cool the planet by reflecting a greater proportion of incoming radiation from the Sun back out to space. While carbon dioxide removal methods target the source of the malady – too much carbon in the atmosphere – solar radiation management methods target one of its symptoms: too much heat.

The usual distinction between geoengineering methods conceals as much as it reveals. Although all aim to alter the global climate, perhaps a more useful division would be between those that aim to intervene in the functioning of the Earth system as a whole, where the risks are greater, and more localized interventions that have only regional environmental impacts, where the costs of failure are lower. Nevertheless, the usual distinction also points to an important difference – whether the intervention targets the disease or only a symptom of it – and for that reason I stay with it in this and the next chapter to describe how they work.

However, when it comes to the larger questions of geopolitics and ethics, and what climate engineering can tell us about humans in the twenty-first century, it will be more enlightening to focus on the system-altering technologies rather than localized ones.

Fossilized carbon is congealed solar energy, deposited millions of years ago when massive numbers of dead organisms were transformed by heat and pressure beneath layers of rock. When we extract fossil fuels from coal mines, oil wells and natural gas deposits, and burn them for their captured energy, the carbon atoms combine with oxygen and float into the atmosphere as carbon dioxide. By absorbing more heat near the Earth’s surface, the atmosphere enriched by carbon dioxide causes global warming. But then what happens to the carbon? As it circulates around the globe, some carbon dioxide is absorbed by land-based plants and microorganisms in the soil. Some is absorbed by the oceans. In fact, over the last decade or so the biosphere and the oceans have each absorbed a quarter of our emissions.¹ But that is only the beginning of the story.

In the case of the terrestrial biosphere, vegetation and other life forms are in a constant flux of growth and decay. At times the flows do not balance each other out. In recent decades, the net amount of carbon stored in the Earth’s soils and vegetation has been gradually rising; despite continued deforestation in parts of the world, the take-up has been greater than the release. But this can only be temporary as there is a limit to the capacity of the biosphere to absorb carbon, a limit that will decline as more land is turned over to farming, as trace nutrients are depleted and as climate change advances. In future decades we cannot rely on the terrestrial
biosphere to soak up much, if any, of our extra emissions; indeed, it may well become a net source of emissions. Growing trees is good, but it cannot save us from climate change.

So the capacity of the world’s oceans to absorb carbon dioxide is of decisive importance to the future climate. How does it work? Carbon dioxide from the air initially dissolves into the top layer of the ocean, more so in choppy turbulent seas. But the top layer is saturated and can absorb only as much carbon dioxide as is drawn down into the deep layers, layers that are not well mixed and so can take up more carbon dioxide. Cold water can absorb more carbon dioxide than warm water so the cold ocean layers of the high latitudes (towards the poles) do most of the work, even though they account for only 2–3 per cent of the Earth’s surface.²

However, as more carbon dioxide is absorbed the surface layers of the oceans become more acidic (mixing carbon dioxide with water produces carbonic acid), slowing their ability to take up our carbon dioxide emissions. And as the globe warms so do ocean waters, further reducing their capacity to soak up more carbon. Nevertheless, over decades and centuries the atmosphere and oceans will continue to exchange carbon dioxide in a process of ‘equilibration’. So over the long term some 70–75 per cent of this century’s carbon dioxide emissions will eventually be absorbed by the oceans, with some 20–25 per cent remaining in the atmosphere. Some of the increased carbon dioxide ‘stored’ in the atmosphere will stay there for many centuries, long after the last tonne of fossil carbon has been shovelled into the furnace of a coal-fired power plant. Over an even longer time-scale, the excess carbon dioxide very gradually penetrates the ocean depths, slowly drawing down the atmospheric content over thousands of years. Even so, 10 or 12 per cent of our fossil fuel emissions would persist in the atmosphere after 10,000 years.³ As far as scientists can estimate, if we released all of the fossil carbon, the Earth would remain 3–5°C warmer in 10,000 years’ time, having peaked at around 8°C hotter in a century or two.⁴ From table 1 we can see where the Earth’s carbon is today, and how humans have shifted carbon around the planet over a century and a half of industrial and agricultural activity. What flows from one reservoir must go to another, so the right-hand column adds up to zero. It is apparent that we have redistributed a substantial amount of carbon from its ancient storehouse under the ground into the atmosphere and the oceans. What leaps out from the table is the fact that by far the largest share of carbon on planet Earth is stored in the deep and intermediate layers of the oceans (the surface layer holds relatively little) – ten times more than is stored underground as coal, oil, natural gas and peat. The table does not show the enormous amount of carbon stored in carbonate rocks in the lithosphere because that carbon is so firmly fixed that over human timescales it hardly changes at all.⁵ The carbon stored in rocks is effectively immobile while carbon in the atmosphere, the biosphere and, less so, the oceans is highly mobile.⁶

Table 1 Where is the Earth’s carbon stored?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carbon reservoir</th>
<th>Pre-industrial amount stored (GtC)</th>
<th>Change from pre-industrial times (1850 to end 2010) (GtC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atmosphere</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>+219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land (vegetation, soils)</td>
<td>3,800</td>
<td>−16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fossil carbon</td>
<td>&gt;6,000</td>
<td>−363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean (surface, intermediate and deep)</td>
<td>38,000</td>
<td>+160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note: GtC = gigatonnes (billions of tonnes) of carbon. The land change is the sum of uptakes to land (+137 GtC) and cumulative emissions from land use change (−153 GtC).


It is immediately apparent why getting more carbon more quickly into the oceans is so alluring. As the quantities there are so vast our additions would not seem to make much difference. However, as we will see, things are not so simple.

It is not feasible to describe here all of the proposed methods of climate engineering, so in this chapter I concentrate on those carbon dioxide removal methods that are attracting most attention from researchers and investors or seem more likely to attract the interest of policymakers. They are ocean fertilization, liming the oceans, enhanced weathering of rocks, air capture and some ideas for bio-geoengineering, including carbon sequestration in soils. I give more space to those technologies that are receiving more attention from researchers and which I judge to be most likely to prove attractive to implement at some stage in the future. Each technology has its own champions and some will disagree with my emphasis.

A few overviews of the technologies are available but to date there is no book that provides a thorough explanation of them for a lay audience. This chapter and the next are necessarily somewhat technical. My aim is to explain it all in a way that can be understood by the reader whose scientific education stopped, like mine, before university. Even so, the less interested reader may prefer to skim them. The essential message is that when we mess with ecological systems things soon become much more complicated than they first seem, and as the complications multiply so do the uncertainties and the dangers.

Fertilizing the ocean

Compared to around 800 billion tonnes of carbon occurring in the atmosphere, and almost 4,000 billion as organic matter in the biosphere, the quantity of carbon sequestered in the deep ocean is enormous. The 38,000 billion tonnes stored in the oceans makes the annual emissions by humans into the atmosphere, 10 billion tonnes, appear paltry. Why, scientists are asking, can we not find a way to send some or all of our annual emissions into the ocean depths, where they would be barely noticed?

One way to do so might be to capture our carbon dioxide waste somehow and inject it into the deep ocean using pipes. That has been proposed, but more interest has been devoted to finding ways to accelerate the natural mechanism by which carbon finds its way to the deep ocean. The effect would be to hasten transfer of carbon from coal mines and oil fields via the atmosphere into the watery depths. How might we enhance the natural process of sending carbon to the deeps? The answer might lie in what is known as the marine biological pump.

Nutrients continuously circulate through the oceans, not only horizontally but vertically through a constant mixing of water layers. In the upper layer (the top 200 metres) turbulence due to winds and currents mixes carbon dioxide from the air into surface waters, as bubbles which then dissolve. Tiny marine plants known as phytoplankton absorb dissolved carbon dioxide, minerals and sunlight, and multiply into ‘blooms’ of growth. On death, gravity causes
the plankton to sink. But not much of their carbon reaches the bottom, as on the way down most is oxidized into carbon dioxide again by decomposer organisms. Sooner or later it is returned to the surface waters by upwelling currents. However, phytoplankton are only part of the marine food web. Some are devoured by larger sea creatures, whose excrement and carcasses add to the ‘marine snow’ of organic detritus falling to the deep ocean. This is shown in figure 1.

![The biological pump](image)

**Figure 1** The biological pump

Unless the depths are to become increasingly saturated with carbon from the marine snow, there must be a process that brings some of it back to the surface. Over very long periods, carbon-rich deep currents of cold water eventually find their way to the surface, where some of their carbon is oxidized and released into the air as carbon dioxide. This may take centuries or millennia. Deep currents can move so slowly that some waters have not felt the sunlight of the ‘photic zone’ for a thousand years or more.

The rate at which carbon is ‘pumped’ down to the intermediate and deep ocean layers by gravity depends on how much organic material is being created in surface waters (known as ocean productivity), which in turn depends on the suitability of conditions for marine life. Among those conditions are the availability of macronutrients – phosphorus, nitrogen and carbon itself (‘macro’ because organisms need a lot of them) – and micronutrients, especially iron. It occurred to scientists that if a shortage of one of these was limiting plankton growth in an area of ocean, then perhaps the artificial addition of the missing ingredient could stimulate algal blooms. So the idea of ocean fertilization was born.

Observation of natural events has reinforced the idea. Satellites can now send us images of green swaths of phytoplankton forming across oceans after dust storms have dumped iron-rich
dust from land. Intriguingly, the effect can be so powerful that iron concentrations in the oceans have been linked to ice ages. Ice-age peaks (known as glacial maxima) are associated with atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations 80–100 parts per million lower than the pre-industrial average of 280 ppm. (Today the concentration has risen to 395 ppm.) It’s estimated that around a third of that decline of 80–100 ppm was due to an enhanced biological pump associated with elevated iron in the oceans.⁸ The origins of the additional iron are uncertain, although for some time palaeo-oceanographers have known from ice cores that huge algal blooms have occurred in the Southern Ocean after natural injections of iron sourced from dust blown in from continents to the north (Africa or South America) or from the melting of icebergs, iron-enriched by dust storms, calved from South American glaciers.

Enthusiasm for iron fertilization was stoked by laboratory studies suggesting that one tonne of iron added to the ocean in a suitable form could remove 30,000 to 110,000 tonnes of carbon from the atmosphere. As further research revealed more complex ecosystem effects, however, estimates of the sequestering potential of added iron fell sharply. Zeal has been dulled, but the prospects remain high enough for research to continue. The evidence suggests that the efficiency of the biological pump (its effectiveness in taking carbon to deep layers) varies widely, from 20 per cent near Hawaii to 50 per cent in the cold waters of the North Pacific. One important factor is the type of phytoplankton whose growth is boosted. Diatoms, a type of hard-shelled zooplankton, perform well, as they are less favoured by predators and sink more quickly, before they are oxidized by decomposition back into carbon dioxide. One of the few predators of hard-shelled diatoms are gelatinous animals of 1–10 centimetres known as salp. These ‘jelly balls’ can vacuum up huge quantities of phytoplankton and excrete ‘large, heavy, carbon-rich fecal pellets that sink much faster than the feces or dead bodies of other zooplankton’.⁹ So it’s suggested that phytoplankton blooms combined with salp colonies may be particularly effective at getting carbon out of the air and down to the bottom of the sea.

Yet already we begin to feel uneasy about this kind of enterprise. If we have learned anything from the science of ecology it is that interventions in natural systems often turn out to be more complicated the more they are scrutinized. And they often reveal counter-intuitive effects. We know that natural processes on land are never simple; in the oceans ecological and biogeochemical dynamics are equally intricate. For a start, ocean ecosystems have three dimensions. And while the land stays in one place, the oceans are constantly on the move. Plankton (the name derives from the Greek word ‘wandering’, because they have no propulsion system but drift in surface currents) form the bottom rung of the marine food chain; any major change will cascade through the ecological system, often in unexpected ways. As we saw, a bloom of phytoplankton (plants) is typically set upon immediately by tiny zooplankton (animals). Krill, fish, whales and other marine creatures join the feast. Much of the carbon fixed in the phytoplankton does not find its way to the ocean floor but circulates in the surface waters before being emitted as carbon dioxide back into the atmosphere. But some does make it to the intermediate ocean layers – where it may remain for decades before surfacing – and to the deep ocean, known as the abyssal zone.

But that is only the beginning of the ecological ramifications. An algal bloom fertilized by an artificial injection of iron soaks up large amounts of other nutrients, like phosphate, nitrate and silica, depleting surrounding waters. While iron fertilization stimulates biological productivity in one area, macronutrient stealing can see it fall in others. Making one pump work harder slows down others. As one expert said: ‘you might make some of the ocean greener by iron enrichment, but you’re going to make a lot of the ocean bluer’.¹⁰ And those less productive blue patches will send less carbon to the depths, so it is a self-compensating system.
By distorting the bottom of the food chain, iron fertilization naturally affects its composition further up. Stocks of some fish species will swell (which may or may not be a good thing for humans) and some whale populations too. When they eat phytoplankton, krill concentrate iron in their bodies. When whales, which devour huge quantities of krill, swim on and excrete their iron-rich faeces they fertilize the oceans elsewhere and stimulate further algal growth. So iron fertilization may see whale numbers expand. Hunting has caused a crash in the populations of some whales in the Southern Ocean, which has in turn depleted iron levels and thus that ocean’s ability to soak up carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. So one of the benefits of ending whaling may be to enhance the biological pump.

In short, fertilizing the ocean on a scale large enough to extract substantial amounts of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere would bring about large but little understood changes in planktonic communities and the wider ocean ecosystems that sustain them.

There are further effects. By turning the ocean green, plankton blooms may block sunlight needed for growth by corals, although iron fertilization is unlikely to be tried in waters near coral reefs. Greener ocean surfaces are also less reflective and so may absorb more solar radiation, warming that part of the seas and changing circulation patterns. Against this, and to complicate matters considerably, plankton blooms produce a gas called dimethyl sulphide, a sulphur compound that rises into the atmosphere. There it oxidizes to form sulphate aerosols, tiny particles that in turn supply the nuclei around which water vapour condenses to form clouds. The oceans naturally give off huge amounts of dimethyl sulphide, which has been called the ‘smell of the sea’. (Astonishingly, it is thought some seabirds use its odour to find rich feeding areas.) Dimethyl sulphide from phytoplankton is believed to play an essential role in the regulation of the Earth’s climate because cloud cover affects the Earth’s albedo or reflectivity. So by stimulating the oceans to give off more of this gas, iron fertilization may increase cloud cover and have a cooling effect. Indeed, some geoengineering schemes, considered in the next chapter, are designed to do precisely that – increase low-altitude marine cloud. However, our understanding of the dense network of links between ocean biology, atmospheric chemistry, cloud physics and Earth’s albedo is in its infancy.

Since the early 1990s scientists have carried out a dozen or so iron fertilization experiments. The waters best suited to iron fertilization occur in the Southern Ocean. The Southern Ocean is dominated by the massive Antarctic Circumpolar Current (figure 2). Linked to all other major ocean currents, the Antarctic Circumpolar Current follows a 20,000 kilometre path around the Antarctic ice mass, moving west to east at a dawdling one knot (a little less than 2 kilometres per hour). Four kilometres deep and 100–200 kilometres in breadth, it carries water equivalent to 150 times the volume of all of the world’s rivers combined. The Southern Ocean is of enormous importance to the global climate and the carbon cycle, although it is not well understood. While the least polluted in the world, over recent decades its waters have become warmer, less salty and more acidic. The Southern Ocean is a gigantic carbon store, responsible for soaking up around 40 per cent of anthropogenic carbon dioxide absorbed by all the oceans. It has also absorbed a disproportionate amount of the Earth’s additional heat due to global warming.
The Southern Ocean is attractive as a site for accelerating the biological pump because the potential productivity due to high levels of macronutrients is constrained by low levels of iron. It is easy to become excited from the deck of a research vessel as iron slurry pumped in its wake almost immediately changes the colour and even the smell of the seas. But in the cool light of analysis the results have been disappointing. While it is straightforward to increase biological productivity in the surface waters, getting the carbon down into deep waters for more long-term storage meets obstacles. Measured at a depth of 200 metres, each tonne of iron seems to sequester only around 200 tonnes of carbon, a tiny fraction of the new productivity that blooms on the surface, and a far cry from the theoretical 30,000–110,000 tonnes. Initial estimates suggesting that a programme of iron fertilization could remove as much as a billion tonnes of carbon from the atmosphere each year – around one-tenth of current human emissions – now appear optimistic. It would require assigning all of the Southern Ocean to a continuous process of iron fertilization. The flow of carbon would then be from coal mines and oil wells into the atmosphere (via power plants and vehicles) and then into the artificially created ‘plughole’ in the Southern Ocean, ideally ending up in the ocean depths.

Experiments in iron fertilization alter the chemical composition of perhaps a hundred square kilometres of ocean over several days. The results provide few clues as to the implications of altering the chemistry of an area big enough to change atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations measurably. Nevertheless, using the highest estimates for the rate at which carbon dioxide could be soaked up from the air and for the rate at which carbon could sink to the bottom, cumulative sequestration from a massive fertilization effort over 100 years is in the range of 25–75 billion tonnes of carbon, compared with expected cumulative emissions from fossil fuel combustion of 1,500 billion tonnes under business as usual, around 3 per cent. In the meantime, ocean acidification and temperatures would reach a level at which algal populations would be severely reduced. This is one reason why climate engineering without emissions cuts would be disastrous.

Oceans are in continuous flux; even at abyssal depths, storage is not permanent. Still waters run deep; but even at its deepest, seawater is not still. After around 100 years, three-quarters
of the carbon exported to the ocean floor is returned to the surface by upwelling currents. However, the iron in the dead organic material is decoupled from the carbon and other nutrients and mostly stays in the depths, so if the carbon that has resurfaced is to be absorbed once more by phytoplankton the ocean will need to be fertilized with iron again.

It may have occurred to the reader that manipulating the global carbon cycle through promoting marine life must also disrupt other processes on which life depends, notably the great cycles that distribute phosphorus and nitrogen through the Earth system. Phosphorus, an essential nutrient, is cycled through the biosphere (living things), the hydrosphere (water) and the lithosphere (the Earth’s crust) by bio-geochemical processes. The oceans are integral to the slow cycling of phosphorus through living systems. It might be thought that phosphorus-deprived oceans could be augmented artificially. However, with the use of phosphoric fertilizers in agriculture humans are already washing nine to ten times more phosphorus into the oceans than occurs naturally, promoting algal blooms and expanding the area of the world’s oceans starved of oxygen. Moreover, supplies of phosphorus (on which agriculture depends) are limited, with some experts predicting ‘peak phosphorus’ in 2030. In addition, studies point to human intervention already being responsible for ‘a massive disruption of the global nitrogen regime’. Disturbances to the phosphorus and nitrogen cycles have been named among the nine ‘planetary boundaries’ the transgressing of which ‘may be deleterious or even catastrophic’ due to the high risk of triggering abrupt environmental change at a planetary scale.

Hopes that iron fertilization could provide a substantial response to global warming waned in 2009 after a three-month experiment carried out in the Southern Ocean by a team of German and Indian scientists. (Perhaps dreading 40 days of German food, the Indians took their own spice supply and cook.) The experiment, known as LohaFex, was embroiled in controversy before it began, and the voyage was stalled while the German environment and research ministries arm-wrestled over its legality. Eventually the ship set sail for the southern Atlantic, searching for a suitable eddy – a rotating water column with a diameter of around 100 kilometres that would provide a well-defined zone for the experiment. After 4 tonnes of iron dust, dissolved on board with seawater, had been spread over a 300 square kilometre patch of ocean, phytoplankton quickly bloomed, with instruments showing carbon dioxide being drawn from the waters. Against expectations, however, the bloom’s growth stopped after two weeks. The algae had attracted abundant predators, mainly in the shape of small crustacean zooplankton known as copepods (meaning ‘oar-feet’). The ecosystem went into recycling mode, with the carbon dioxide cycling through the planktonic life forms in the upper ocean zone, so that very little of the bio-captured carbon made it to the deep.

The LohaFex scientists realized that the problem could be traced to the fact that waters in that part of the Southern Ocean contain no silicon, the element used by diatoms to make their glassy shells, shells that deter predators so that the carbon can find its way to the ocean floor. They speculated that the silicon had been extracted in the past by natural blooms fertilized by dust storms from Patagonia or by melting icebergs. Instead of diatoms a host of softer plankton flourished and they were immediately eaten by a range of predators before they’d sunk a few metres. A previous study had found that iron fertilization could take more carbon dioxide to the deep ocean if carried out in a region sympathetic to diatom blooms.

It turns out that two-thirds of the Southern Ocean has very little silicon so iron fertilization would be ineffective at sending carbon to the ocean depths. Efforts would need to be concentrated in those areas where fertilization would favour diatoms. Solving humanity’s global warming problem seems a heavy burden for these tiny marine creatures. The researchers
estimate that if the silicon-rich third of the Southern Ocean were seeded with iron, the biological pump would at most take 1 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere each year. On that basis, the deployment of full-scale iron fertilization would see a third of the Southern Ocean – around 5 per cent of the Earth’s surface – serve as a sink for a tenth of the world’s current annual excess carbon dioxide emissions.

**Liming the seas**

Iron fertilization is but one method aimed at getting carbon out of the atmosphere and into the oceans. Instead of attempting to exploit fickle biological processes in the ocean, another method would exploit well-known and simple chemical reactions. As we saw, the surface layers of the oceans, whipped up by winds, interact with the atmosphere and the mixing allows carbon dioxide to pass from one to the other. In some conditions there may be a net absorption of carbon dioxide into surface waters, in others a net desorption. Cold water can absorb more carbon dioxide, but when upwelling currents bring warm water to the surface carbon dioxide is released back into the atmosphere. Unless disturbed, a natural back and forth process between atmosphere and ocean maintains a balance over time.

When humans increase the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere by burning fossil fuels the oceans absorb more carbon, which increases their acidity. In fact, the oceans are absorbing a quarter of anthropogenic emissions; without this effect global warming would have been faster. But when combined with seawater, carbon dioxide creates carbonic acid, a weak acid that reduces the oceans’ alkalinity. Acidification slows down the biological pump (because many marine creatures cannot cope), and warmer oceans from the enhanced greenhouse effect make carbon dioxide less soluble. Both processes limit the ocean’s ability to take up more carbon dioxide. Acidification is also worrying because it inhibits coral growth and shell formation by all sorts of sea creatures. If it continues, it will severely disrupt marine ecosystems. In the absence of major emission cuts, or other offsetting measures, coral reefs are expected to come under severe stress within decades.24

One approach that is garnering interest – first put forward by Haroon Khashgi25 – aims to counter the acidification of the oceans by sprinkling lime (calcium oxide) over the oceans. The idea is simple: enhance the ocean’s ability to absorb carbon dioxide by dispersing lime, an alkali, so as to return its alkalinity to normal levels. While iron fertilization relies on marine biota and the biological pump, which we have seen is a complex and uncooperative beast, enhancing ocean alkalinity by adding lime relies on some simple and well-established chemical reactions.

If the recipe says ‘just add lime’, where do we get it? In the manufacture of cement, lime is extracted from limestone by heating it to very high temperatures. In the chemical reaction (called calcination), carbon dioxide is released, which seems to make our problem worse, except for the fact that when lime is added to seawater the chemical reaction absorbs almost twice as much carbon dioxide as was released during lime-making. The copious amount of heat needed to extract lime from limestone (cement manufacturing accounts for around 3.4 per cent of all fossil emissions26) is usually from burning natural gas, which of course generates carbon dioxide. It is proposed to overcome this problem by capturing the carbon dioxide from burning natural gas and storing it in underground sites. Here the proposal runs into trouble. If we had a well-developed and economic technology for capturing and sequestering carbon dioxide, why would we not simply use it to capture emissions from coal-fired power plants, instead of deploying it to reduce the emissions of a large new industry built to offset one of the
effects of emissions from coal-fired power plants?

Instead of natural gas, low-or zero-emissions sources of energy could be used to generate the heat needed to calcine limestone. Suggestions include solar energy, geothermal heat, biomass burning and nuclear power. But if we had a surplus of energy sources to make lime to offset carbon emissions from burning coal, why would we not simply use the surplus energy to replace coal and avoid the problem in the first place? We would – unless the energy supply was not available to substitute for coal because it was so far away from the electricity grid that it would not be commercial to exploit it. So the scheme makes sense only if enough ‘stranded energy’ can be found. The term suggests the potential energy sources are helplessly isolated. The favoured scheme – promoted by a group called Cquestrate – is to create a vast lime-making facility in the far-flung Nullarbor Plain of southern Australia where there are copious supplies of limestone and abundant unused solar resources. A further advantage is that the Nullarbor seems to have geological strata that lend themselves to burying the carbon dioxide given off during lime-making. The supporters of the scheme estimate that the Nullarbor is big enough to offset the world’s annual carbon emissions each year. A quarry 100 metres deep and measuring 10 kilometres by 10 kilometres would need to be dug every year to supply the limestone, although in practice lime-making facilities would be dotted around the globe because the lime would need to be spread throughout the world’s oceans. This prompts us to wonder about what it would take to spread the lime around the world’s oceans. The answer is suggested by a closely related scheme.

Instead of dispersing lime on the oceans, a related proposal, described by Canadian scientist Danny Harvey, would spread crushed limestone. This has the benefit of avoiding the need to build an energy infrastructure to turn limestone into lime, although it would still require an enormous amount of rock to be crushed, itself an energy-intensive process. A flotilla of ships – some 750 big ones and 3,000 smaller ones, a number Harvey says is small compared to the total world fleet of 43,325 ships – would spread powdered limestone over suitable areas of ocean. The powder would sink, at an optimal rate of 100–600 metres a day, dissolving on the way. Subsurface waters, now enriched with carbonate, would be brought to the surface by upwelling currents and disperse, spreading their alkalinity across the oceans so that they could absorb more carbon dioxide from the air.

Geoengineering using the limestone powder method, like the lime method, would require a huge industrial infrastructure comprising new mining and rock-crushing facilities, an extensive new renewable energy supply (dozens of solar, wind or nuclear power plants, for example), rail systems, port facilities and a 10 per cent expansion of the global shipping fleet. It would require a volume of limestone to be crushed five times greater than is currently crushed each year in the United States. And, more dispiritingly, because deep ocean currents take a very long time to upwell, adding powdered limestone to the oceans would take many decades before the benefits accrued. (In contrast, the addition of lime would take effect within a year.) If 4 billion tonnes were applied each year to the world’s oceans, beginning in 2020, and continued for several hundred years, then eventually perhaps an additional 1 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide each year could be taken up by the oceans, reducing the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere by around 30 ppm, but not until 2200! It might reduce it by twice that amount if we were willing to wait four centuries, until 2500. And that is assuming the world also embarked on a serious effort to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Another study is less ‘optimistic’, estimating that adding limestone powder could, by 2500, reduce the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere by only 17 ppm rather than 30 ppm. Obviously, adding limestone powder to the oceans cannot be regarded as an emergency response, as is true for
all carbon dioxide removal methods.

Although not aimed at modifying ocean ecosystems, we would expect adding lime or limestone powder to have ecological effects, especially before it dissolved in deeper layers. One concern is that zooplankton will mistake limestone particles falling through the water for food, which would not be good for their health (nor, of course, is an acidifying ocean). When excreted they would sink more quickly and dissolve more slowly. The extent of this effect is unknown as no tests have been done; surprises are almost inevitable.

One keen advocate of liming the oceans, Greg Rau of the Carbon Management Program at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, is enamoured with the ‘vast mitigation potential of the ocean’. He argues that it should ‘in principle be . . . safe and beneficial’ to transform the chemical composition of the world’s oceans by adding mineral hydroxide or bicarbonate. He is not fazed by the fact that for every tonne of carbon dioxide removed from the atmosphere at least 7 tonnes of minerals would need to be mined and processed. It would also require global energy generation to expand by a sixth to a half. The cost of developing ‘stranded renewable energy’ feeds into the preliminary estimate of total cost of US$74 per tonne of carbon dioxide extracted from the atmosphere. With the difference between coal-fired electricity and energy from wind and some kinds of solar power less than US$74, it’s not clear why liming the oceans, with all of the uncertainties and spillover effects, would be preferable to cutting emissions by building wind farms and solar plants.

If such renewable energy plants were to utilize stranded energy then the economic question is whether it is cheaper to build long-distance transmission lines for the ‘stranded energy’ to be linked to the electricity grid (and so substitute for coal-fired electricity) or to keep the coal-fired power plants emitting carbon dioxide and meet the costs of mining, crushing and calcining limestone, transporting lime overland to ports, then shipping it out to sea to be spread over wide areas so that the carbon dioxide emitted from the power plants could be removed from the atmosphere over several decades. In the case of crushed limestone, the cost of calcination would be saved but the benefits would not accrue for several hundred years. It doesn’t seem like a difficult decision to make, especially now that climate change is already upon us.

**Enhancing weathering**

Liming the oceans is related to another geoengineering proposal known as enhanced weathering. Over millennia, rocks break down through contact with rain, which is weakly acidic because of the carbon dioxide it contains. This chemical weathering process forms carbonates (such as calcium carbonate) and the resulting alkaline solution eventually washes into the sea. Climate engineering via enhanced weathering would aim to hasten the natural process. Rocks would be crushed and chemically transformed so that the carbon dioxide gas in the air became embedded in an alkaline bicarbonate solution, which could then be mixed into seawater.

One idea is to take advantage of the fact that carbon dioxide occurs in concentrated form as it flows up the chimneys of coal-fired power plants (around 12–15 per cent compared to 0.04 per cent in the air). Those gases could be pumped through a slurry of crushed mineral carbonate and water. The alkaline bicarbonate solution would then be poured into the sea. According to the proponents, Greg Rau and Ken Caldeira, in a study funded by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, one advantage of this scheme is that, by pumping the alkaline solution into coastal waters, the United States could circumvent international laws such as the London Convention that outlaws dumping chemicals in the open ocean. Although probably at the cost of wrecking coastal ecosystems, in this way the United States could transform the chemical
composition of the world’s oceans without seeking anyone else’s permission.

As with liming, the appeal of the scheme is that oceans could absorb more carbon dioxide from the atmosphere without a noticeable change in their carbon stocks. And it would counter acidification. Yet, as with liming, enhanced weathering would require more than 2 tonnes of rock to be crushed for each tonne of carbon dioxide sequestered.\textsuperscript{38} To transport, pulverize and dispose of that quantity of rock would entail an elaborate array of industrial plant, and would generate a huge quantity of waste material. It would also be very expensive.\textsuperscript{39} It is another geoengineering scheme that would entail building a vast industrial infrastructure in order to counter the damage done by another vast industrial infrastructure.

**Trees, soil and algae**

Another suite of geoengineering technologies aims to intervene in land-based biological processes to extract more carbon dioxide from the air. The carbon fixed in trees and other plants as they grow could then be stored, and so taken out of the carbon cycle, or used as a renewable energy source to substitute for fossil fuels, some of which could then be left safely underground. Carbon-sequestering life forms that have attracted the scientific gaze include trees, crops, agricultural wastes, invertebrates in the soil and algae. Larger animals are not much good because they are hard to dispose of permanently. Despite the hype, opportunities for land-based carbon storage as a means of responding to global warming are limited. After all, formed under enormous pressure, fossil fuels store carbon in extremely concentrated form; when above ground carbon is going to occupy a much greater volume.

Nevertheless, we know that in the great carbon cycle some of the carbon in the atmosphere will be fixed in living things as they grow. When they die and decay their carbon atoms are released back into the atmosphere or taken up by other living things in the soil. Although depleted by human disturbance over the centuries, soil carbon remains a large store compared to plant biomass, accounting for some 2,300 billion tonnes of carbon, more than three times the 810 billion tonnes stored in the atmosphere and four times the 650 billion tonnes stored above ground in plant matter, mostly trees.\textsuperscript{40} The obvious first approach is to stop clearing forests, because the carbon they store is released into the air when they are burned or decay. (Even if used for building houses or making furniture, the carbon in the wood finds its way into the atmosphere within a few decades.) Deforestation currently accounts for around 11 per cent of annual global greenhouse gas emissions. Of course, the effectiveness of ending deforestation would depend on the carbon emission repercussions of the alternative activities that people undertook to replace the timber and woodchips. Beyond that, schemes to manage rangelands so as to promote vegetation growth and enhance soil carbon have been put forward as means of taking carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and buying time for alternatives to fossil fuels to be adopted. Enhancing soil carbon by better land management is a slow process; so is reforestation, as trees typically take decades to grow. Both are bedevilled by measurement difficulties.\textsuperscript{41}

Biological sequestration suffers from an essential flaw – the carbon it stores is in more or less continuous circulation with the atmosphere. As we saw, plants only borrow carbon from the air while they grow, and the debt is repaid when they die. Carbon fixed in soils and trees is a one-off gain (essentially making up for some of the carbon lost from the land in the past) but it is continually threatened with activation and escape into the atmosphere through natural or human disturbance – land clearing, drought, global warming itself and, especially, forest fires. Land-based carbon storage is insecure, unless of course carbon can be buried deeply in
fossilized form.

These forms of bio-geoengineering are also limited in their scope. Growing biofuel crops such as sugarcane, corn and forest plantations can substitute for fossil fuels because they too generate energy when burned. But they require substantial inputs—fertilizers, water and, especially, agricultural land that could be used for food production. Similar problems arise with forestry; the land is not available for other uses. If biomass is to be used for energy generation then the facilities are best located near the biomass source or, if the plan is to capture and store the carbon dioxide underground, near the geosequestration site, and ideally near both; otherwise either biomass or carbon dioxide, both bulky, must be transported long distances.

Biochar, which has many enthusiasts, is charcoal created by burning biomass (wood, straw, manure, crop residues and the like) in the absence of oxygen, a process called pyrolysis in which the carbon atoms from the feedstock are bound tightly together and so resist breakdown by microorganisms. Biochar can be added to soils to enhance agricultural productivity by allowing the soil to retain more moisture. Because pyrolysis fixes the carbon, biochar takes it out of the annual flux between biosphere and atmosphere. When we remember that to counter global warming carbon must be sequestered for many centuries, doubts arise about how long the charcoal will hold together before the carbon it stores is released back into the atmosphere. Supporters of biochar claim archaeologists have dug up intact biochar that has been buried for hundreds and even thousands of years. It’s not clear whether it is better to convert biomass to biochar (with the concomitant energy use, which would have to be from new renewable sources) or simply to use it as a renewable fuel in power plants to substitute for fossil carbon. In addition, biomass production for biochar may compete with food crops and can itself be energy intensive to produce. Whatever the answers are, at best it seems that biochar has only a small role in offsetting global emissions.

One of the more promising approaches may be to use the carbon-absorbing capacity of fast-growing algae, this time not in the oceans but in ponds. In principle, a hectare of algal aquaculture can yield a much higher volume of biofuel than a hectare of forest plantation or energy crops. However, algae farms require water, which may be scarce, and nutrients, such as phosphate from urea, which has to be manufactured and transported and denied to other uses such as food production. And, as we saw, with phosphate rock in fixed supply and lacking alternative sources, some experts expect ‘peak phosphorus’ within about 30 years. Algae farming can be carried out on otherwise unproductive land, but to make it carbon-negative the carbon dioxide emissions from using the fuel must be permanently sequestered in exhausted oil and gas fields or other suitable geological formations, or perhaps pumped into the deep ocean. The idea is in its infancy so there are no estimates of the scale of the operation needed to make a difference; but one thing is certain, it would need to be very big.

Carbon dioxide captured from any source (burning fossil fuels, biomass or algae) could be pumped deep underground into geological formations known as saline aquifers. This is known as geosequestration. For it to work, the saline aquifers must be overlain by an imperious rock layer to immobilize the carbon dioxide and prevent it from leaking. As more carbon dioxide is pumped into a formation the pressure becomes intense, and leaks are more likely. In a well-known example, in August 1986 a geological disturbance occurred in Lake Nyos in the Cameroons. Lying in a volcanic crater, the lake is unusual in being saturated with carbon dioxide, which seeps up from magma beneath. One night a cloud of carbon dioxide spilled out of the lake and spread down neighbouring valleys, asphyxiating 1,700 people and 3,500 cattle; in fact every animal and bird within a 25 kilometre radius died. Nevertheless, assuming no leaks from the saline aquifers, eventually the carbon dioxide would be rendered relatively safe
by being dissolved into the brine, although the process would take centuries.

There are strong arguments for preferring storage of carbon dioxide in rock sediments under the sea rather than on land.\(^4\) First, the extent of suitable marine sediments (such as permeable sandstone capped with impermeable rock layers) is very large. Second, and counter-intuitively, the brine in marine sediments is much less salty than that in terrestrial saline aquifers. It is essentially filtered ancient seawater. If it leaks into the sea as carbon dioxide is injected, it will do little damage, unlike the ultra-salty and toxic brine of terrestrial formations that might bubble up and poison the landscape.

Carbon capture and storage is not, strictly speaking, a form of geoengineering because it applies to identifiable sources of carbon emissions rather than the regulation of the atmosphere as a whole. Nevertheless it has its strong supporters among the geoengineering community. It is expensive, and will remain so. One expert has calculated that capturing just a quarter of the emissions from the world’s coal-fired power plants would require a system of pipeline infrastructure big enough to transport a volume of fluid twice the size of the global crude-oil industry.\(^5\) Once touted as the saviour of the coal industry, enthusiasm for carbon capture and storage has waned as predictions by doubters about high costs and technical difficulties have proved accurate. It is hard to see why it would become worthwhile as an add-on to new energy industries when it has not been added on to old ones. Yet a number of geoengineering schemes propose to build two immense new industrial infrastructures, one to extract carbon from the atmosphere and one to bury it underground, all aimed at mollifying the owners of an existing industrial infrastructure.

**Purifying the air**

Instead of relying on trees or algae to soak up carbon dioxide, research is proceeding into how to extract it directly from the air. Using well-known industrial processes, air can be blown across surfaces covered with water and chemicals, such as sodium hydroxide (caustic soda), to generate carbonate solids. The carbon dioxide is then extracted by heating, usually with natural gas. ‘It’s a big, ugly industrial process’, says one of its proponents, ‘that uses at almost every step hardware you can buy commercially today.’\(^6\) For decades chemical engineers have been using sodium hydroxide to extract carbon dioxide from the air in submarines and space ships. It may seem strange to want to extract carbon dioxide from the ambient air, where its concentration is less than 0.04 per cent (395 ppm) when it is around 12–15 per cent in the flue gases of coal-fired power plants.

What would be needed to deploy enough direct air capture technology to make a difference to global warming? A technology assessment for the American Physical Society has done some calculations.\(^7\) A typical air capture machine might look like a long metal box, 10 metres high and 1 kilometre in length. To extract 1 million tonnes of carbon dioxide each year, an array of five would be required covering an area of 1 square kilometre, allowing 250 metres between each long box so that there was enough space for the carbon dioxide-depleted air to be replenished. The array would be attached to a chemical plant to separate out the carbon dioxide. Another entire infrastructure would be needed to transport and bury the waste underground. A standard-sized 1,000 megawatt coal-fired power plant emits around 6 million tonnes of carbon dioxide each year, so it would need six of these arrays to offset its annual carbon dioxide emissions. It would need 30 kilometres of air-sucking machinery and six chemical plants, with a footprint of 6 square kilometres.

The material and energy resources required to construct this sprawling industrial infrastructure
– including the factories needed to produce the steel and the chemical plants needed to make the sodium hydroxide – would be daunting. Let’s say in a few decades, after cutting emissions to zero, the world decides to reduce the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere by 50 parts per million (say from 500 ppm to 450 ppm, remembering that the pre-industrial level was 285 ppm and it is now 395 ppm). So we start to build 13 of these 1 kilometre square arrays each year. At that rate it would take a century of building activity. Spread out around the world these 1,300 industrial facilities would act like a gigantic air purifier for the planet, giving new meaning to the phrase ‘spaceship Earth’.

The idea of extracting carbon pollution from the air prompts an analogy with mercury pollution from chemical factories in the Great Lakes. There are in principle four kinds of response. The first is to change industrial processes to eliminate mercury. In the case of global warming, this is equivalent to switching to renewable energy – the carbon pollution is not generated. The second is to install pollution control equipment on the ends of the pipes, to stop the mercury entering the lakes. This is equivalent to carbon capture and storage. The third is to filter the lake water somehow to extract the mercury, equivalent to carbon dioxide removal technologies like air capture and ocean liming. The fourth is to issue prophylactic tablets that counter the effects of mercury poisoning to those whose water is supplied by the lakes. This symptomatic approach is equivalent to solar radiation management, considered in the next chapter.

It might seem, at first blush, that ideas such as iron fertilization, ocean liming and growing more trees to soak up carbon dioxide are plausible responses to rising levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. As we take a closer look, however, things become much more complicated, and ‘on each solution a mystery waits to leap’. Other factors and forces come into play that turn simple ideas into complex interventions, the ramifications of which we understand incompletely or hardly at all. We begin to have the vertiginous feeling that, for all of our wonderful scientific advances, we don’t know much about the Earth system at all. And the thought arises that before we began to disturb it there was a pattern and logic to the distribution of carbon atoms in various states around the planet – in the oceans, the biosphere, the rocks, the air and the deep-earth deposits – a pattern linked to the evolution of life itself. Releasing carbon from its subterranean tombs and emitting it into the air, where the amount has risen by nearly half and will soon double, cannot be reversed because there are no other storage places in which we can have confidence.

The essential difficulty with all carbon dioxide removal approaches is that they want to push a reluctant genie back into the bottle. It took the Earth millions of years to immobilize a large portion of the planet’s carbon in fossilized form deep underground. When we extract and burn it we mobilize the carbon and there is no place on Earth where, over human timescales, we can safely sequester it again. We know we cannot leave it in the atmosphere. Carbon stored in vegetation and soils is always on the brink of release through fire or human disturbance. The oceans are in constant flux, with even the deepest layers naturally coming to the surface sooner or later. Heavily promoted plans for carbon capture and storage, in which carbon dioxide extracted from the smokestacks of coal-fired power plants is pumped into geological repositories underground, looks increasingly risky and expensive (as we will see in chapter 7). I hope we have learned enough by now to be wary of any technology that claims to have found a way to immobilize for centuries huge quantities of carbon somewhere in the Earth system where it does not belong. Even if such a place could be found there is something deeply perverse in the demand that we construct an immense industrial infrastructure in order to deal with the carbon emissions from another immense industrial infrastructure, when we could just stop burning fossil fuels.
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Regulating Sunlight

Solar radiation management

Human-caused changes to the atmosphere have upset the natural energy balance of the Earth. The enhanced greenhouse effect warms the globe because higher concentrations of carbon dioxide (along with other greenhouse gases like methane and nitrous oxide) cause the atmosphere to absorb more heat near the Earth’s surface. In technical terms, the Earth always seeks to balance the energy it absorbs from sunlight with the energy it emits as infrared radiation back to space (the so-called radiative budget – energy in equals energy out). When more energy is trapped in the Earth system it heats up so that, at the warmer temperature, energy going out will once again balance with energy coming in.

Where is the extra energy being stored? In the shorter term the atmosphere warms up, but in the longer term the heat energy is stored in the oceans. With their higher volume and density, the heat-storing capacity of ocean waters dwarfs that of the atmosphere. The amount of energy required to warm the planet’s atmosphere by 1°C would warm only the top 3 metres of the oceans by the same amount.¹

Solar radiation management technologies are designed to regulate the energy balance by reflecting a greater proportion of sunlight back to space. Unlike carbon dioxide removal methods, which aspire to control the carbon cycle, solar radiation management aims to manipulate the primary source of energy that makes the Earth a living planet. It attacks a symptom of the disease, a warming globe, rather than its source, rising greenhouse gas emissions, and leaves other symptoms, notably acidifying oceans, untouched. Below I assess three proposed solar radiation control technologies – marine cloud brightening, cirrus cloud modification and, the big one, sulphate aerosol spraying. I devote much less space to the first two because they receive much less attention from researchers and, at this point, seem much less likely to be implemented than the third.

Brightening clouds

Not all of the Sun’s light reaches the Earth’s surface; some is reflected back into space by clouds, and the whiter they are the more they reflect.² One idea is to cool the Earth by modifying the low-lying sheets of stratocumulus cloud that cover around a quarter to a third of the world’s oceans so that they become more reflective. Success depends on finding a mechanism for influencing the albedo of these marine clouds, that is, their reflectivity. The answer is provided by the ‘Twomey effect’ according to which the albedo of low-lying clouds rises with an increase in the number of cloud condensation nuclei, tiny particles or aerosols that act as seeds around which water vapour condenses. Clouds that contain a larger number of small droplets have a greater surface area to reflect sunlight. Many types of tiny aerosol particles can be used artificially to promote cloud condensation, the classic being silver iodide, used for many years for cloud seeding. But dust, soot, volcanic sulphates and sulphate aerosols from oxidation of dimethyl sulphide produced by phytoplankton serve the purpose. So does sea salt.
The idea behind marine cloud brightening – championed by John Latham, a professor of atmospheric physics at the University of Manchester, and Stephen Salter, an engineering professor at the University of Edinburgh – is to construct a fleet of special ships that would roam the oceans pumping submicron-sized drops of seawater into the air. The drops would need to be pumped only around 30 metres, after which air turbulence would in the right conditions mix them vertically through the planetary ‘boundary layer’, the top of which can be some 300 to 2,000 metres above sea level. There the spray would evaporate, leaving salty residues that would promote condensation in stratocumulus clouds. Infused with a larger number of smaller drops, the clouds would reflect more solar radiation back into space. Within days or weeks the particles are washed out by rain and so to sustain the effect spraying would need to be continuous.

Not all areas of ocean are suitable: the air above needs to be sufficiently moist and have the right kind of air turbulence. It’s estimated that increasing average cloud reflectivity from the usual 50 per cent to 60 per cent would reflect enough solar radiation to offset the warming effect of a doubling of carbon dioxide concentrations. If we reached that point some 1,500 unmanned, satellite-controlled vessels would be needed to patrol the sea. Fewer vessels would be needed if deployment began sooner, but the number would grow each year that emissions were not reduced. The tiny size of the sea-spray droplets would require each vessel to be fitted with around 28 billion (yes, billion) nozzles of diameter a little less than one micron (millionth of a metre). The nozzles would have been etched chemically into silicon wafers using a process called microfabrication lithography.

One advantage of the proposal is that it does not entail introducing foreign substances into the environment; but, as we would expect, brightening marine clouds will have a chain of effects beyond reflecting more sunlight back into space. In regions where clouds are modified to increase their reflectivity, the ocean would be cooler, disturbing ocean circulation patterns, which in turn may alter precipitation patterns on land, depending on, among other things, the season. The models that try to simulate these linkages are inadequate and more work is needed. A variation on this idea has already found its way into popular culture. The plot of Clive Cussler’s thriller \textit{The Storm} centres on an Arabic Dr No who controls a technology that can manipulate ocean currents so as to shift the monsoon. He plots to move the rains from India to arid regions in north Africa and southern Eurasia, where his wealthy associates have bought up land. Rather than manipulating marine clouds, the technology deploys billions of nano-robots that devour all organic matter in the Indian Ocean, though exactly how this allows the monsoon to be directed is left to the reader’s imagination.

Almost nothing is known about how long-term spraying of ocean tracts would interact with global climate patterns such as continental warming, ice-sheet melt and methane release. However, some early work indicates that brightening clouds in one region may cause marked climatic changes in remote regions, perhaps because there is global competition for water vapour. The three best sites for marine cloud brightening are in the North Pacific (off the north-west coast of the United States), the South Pacific (off the coast of Chile) and the South Atlantic (off the west coast of southern Africa). Models indicate that brightening clouds in these regions can bring baffling changes to the weather on the other side of the world. For example, when cloud brightening is carried out in the North Pacific more rain is expected in South Australia. When clouds are brightened in the North and South Pacific, rainfall is predicted to increase in the Amazon. But spraying in the South Atlantic has the opposite effect, a decline in Amazonian precipitation. When intervention occurs at all three sites, the Atlantic effect seems to dominate the Pacific effect. All of this is puzzling, to say the least, and serves as a stark
reminder that we are a long way from knowing enough to be confident that interfering with the climate system will not have dire unintended effects. John Latham, who developed the idea for brightening marine clouds, has said that if the Amazon drought effect is confirmed it would be the death of the scheme.\textsuperscript{10}

One study indicates that enhancing the Earth’s albedo by marine cloud brightening would seem to work much more effectively when seeding occurs in clouds formed in pristine air masses.\textsuperscript{11} Seeding is only around a quarter as effective when carried out in a ‘dirty air mass’, one polluted by industrial emissions or by ship exhausts. Ships burn low-grade diesel and are notoriously polluting. The albedo response also depends on meteorological conditions; there are some regions where artificial aerosol plumes actually cause the water content and thus the albedo of marine clouds to fall.\textsuperscript{12} In that case, the intervention would make global warming worse.\textsuperscript{13} An apparent advantage of a programme of marine cloud brightening is that it would be easy to terminate; within a week or two the skies would return to ‘normal’. As we will see, however, the sudden termination of any solar radiation technology could be disastrous because the heating suppressed by the intervention would rebound at a much faster rate. Moreover, a system that can be turned off quickly for the right reason can also be turned off quickly for the wrong reason, such as a government responding to an ill-founded panic.

**Modifying cirrus**

Cirrus clouds are long, wispy clouds that form at altitudes above 6 kilometres. They typically shade around 45 per cent of the Earth and are more common in the tropics.\textsuperscript{14} Although not well understood, they are thought to be pivotal in climate change because they both reflect incoming solar radiation and absorb outgoing thermal radiation.\textsuperscript{15} But they prevent more heat from escaping than they allow in, so their net effect is to warm the planet. If we could eliminate cirrus clouds the Earth would be cooler, a thought that led to another geoengineering idea.\textsuperscript{16} Unlike cloud brightening, which seeks to reflect solar radiation before it reaches the Earth’s surface, removing cirrus clouds endeavours to clear the way for more heat emitted from the Earth to escape to space. David Mitchell, the scientist who dreamt up the idea, suggests that this method of geoengineering is perhaps better described as thermal radiation management than solar radiation management.\textsuperscript{17}

The best way to reduce cirrus clouds, it is thought, is to change the process by which ice crystals are produced in them (called nucleation), which may also hasten the rate at which ice in them aggregates into larger crystals (called aggregation). Larger ice crystals fall out faster, reducing the global coverage of cirrus clouds. We might be able to accelerate this process by injecting a non-toxic chemical known as bismuth tri-iodide into the hot exhaust gases of commercial aircraft, which routinely fly through regions with cirrus clouds. Bismuth is a non-toxic metallic element used in cosmetics, fireworks and pharmaceuticals. It lends its name to Pepto-Bismol, taken since 1901 for upset stomachs. (Pepto-Bismol is administered to seabirds contaminated by oil spills to flush oil from their intestinal tracts.) The chemical (which is much cheaper than silver iodide) would infuse the atmosphere with bismuth tri-iodide aerosols, producing larger ice crystals in cirrus clouds. This chemically modified atmosphere would, if the plan worked, allow more solar radiation to reach the Earth’s surface but allow a greater amount of this energy to leave as heat radiation. It might have the added benefit of turning air travel into an environmentally beneficial activity; instead of carbon offsets, perhaps airlines could offer bismuth credits.\textsuperscript{18} Cirrus clouds in the mid-latitudes and near the poles may be the best target because the scheme appears to work better on cirrus clouds unrelated to thunderstorms (and climate sensitivity is greater near the poles). Like all solar radiation management technologies,
cirrus cloud modification would do nothing to halt the acidification of the oceans and its wider effects on the global climate are unknown. As a general principal it is safe to assume that cirrus clouds are there for a reason and that taking them away would have complex ramifications.

**Spraying sulphur**

The idea of cooling the planet by spraying sulphate particles into the upper atmosphere was sparked by observing the effects on the weather of volcanic eruptions. American polymath Benjamin Franklin attributed the abnormally cold winter of 1783–4 to the ‘dry fog’ that had for months enshrouded the northern hemisphere following a huge volcanic eruption in Iceland. The particles injected into the stratosphere by the eruption of Mount Laki, which began in June 1783 and lasted with declining intensity for eight months, were responsible for one of the most severe winters on record, reducing the average northern hemisphere temperature by 1.3°C, and by as much as 3°C in central England. Franklin, living in Paris at the time, noted:

>This fog was of a permanent nature; it was dry, and the rays of the sun seemed to have little effect towards dissipating it . . . They were indeed rendered so faint in passing through it, that when collected in the focus of a burning glass, they would scarce kindle brown paper.

In the French capital that winter, firewood was soon unattainable. Around the world, the weather was disrupted. In Japan, famine followed the failure of the rice crop.

The year 1816 became known as ‘the year without a summer’. The cause of the missing season was Mount Tambora in Sumbawa, Indonesia. Its eruption some months earlier is classified as ‘super-colossal’, much bigger than any other in recent centuries including Laki and Krakatoa in 1883. The aerosol veil that enveloped the world brought on a cold, wet winter in the United States and Western Europe. Food riots broke out in England. In summer the spectacular sunsets caused by the haze found artistic expression in the red skies of William Turner’s paintings. Holidaying in the Swiss Alps, 18-year-old Mary Godwin was trapped indoors by ‘incessant rainfall’. To pass the time she and her companions, Percy Bysshe Shelley and Lord Byron, challenged each other to concoct horror stories. Inspired by a dream, Mary told a tale that would three years later become the novel *Frankenstein, or the Modern Prometheus*. Byron drafted ‘Darkness’, a poem in which ‘the bright sun was extinguished’.

So at least since Mount Laki exploded, it has been known that large volcanic eruptions change the weather. In 1991 the ash poured into the atmosphere by the eruption of Mount Pinatubo dimmed the Earth enough to cool it by around 0.5°C for a year, returning to normal over the next two years as the ash cloud fell out of the air. These ‘natural experiments’ prompted some climate scientists to conceive the idea of countering global warming by mimicking the cooling effect of volcanoes. Stratospheric aerosol spraying is the archetypal geoengineering technique – it would be easy, effective and cheap, and have the most far-reaching implications for life on Earth.

The stratosphere is the layer of the Earth’s atmosphere stretching from about 10 to around 50 kilometres above the surface (although higher in the tropics); below it is the troposphere where all of the weather occurs. For perspective, the peak of Mount Everest is almost 9 kilometres above sea level and commercial airliners cruise at altitudes of 9–12 kilometres. Compared to the troposphere, where they rise and fall, air masses in the stratosphere flow horizontally, so particles remain in the higher layer for much longer, one to two years. In the troposphere they typically last only one or two weeks before falling out or being washed out by rain. To complete the sketch, it’s worth noting that in the troposphere as altitude increases temperature falls,
while in the stratosphere the reverse applies – it’s colder at the bottom than at the top. The inflexion from cooling to warming occurs in a narrow layer between the two called the tropopause.

The proposal is to spray tiny aerosol particles into the stratosphere in order to reflect an extra 2 per cent or so of incoming solar radiation, about what it would take to offset the global warming associated with a doubling of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Although aluminium-based particles, soot and customized nanoparticles have been suggested, most work focuses on sulphur, which would be sprayed in the form of sulphur dioxide, hydrogen sulphide or sulphuric acid. Each acts as a ‘precursor’ that quickly combines with dust and water to make sulphate aerosols. The most likely delivery method is a fleet of customized high-flying aircraft fitted with tanks and spraying equipment, although naval guns, balloons and a hose suspended in the sky have also been suggested. In effect, humans would be installing a radiative shield between the Earth and the Sun, one that could be adjusted by those who control it to regulate the temperature of the planet.

How much sulphur would be needed to block around 2 per cent of incoming solar radiation? Paul Crutzen estimated that around 5 million tonnes would be needed annually, although others suggest it might be somewhat less if the particles are smaller.22 Smaller particles have a proportionally larger surface area and so reflect more light. Five million tonnes is around a tenth of the amount of sulphur pollution emitted to the lower atmosphere in 2005 from fossil fuel combustion and industrial processes.23 As we saw, for the same cooling effect much less is needed in the upper atmosphere because each particle stays aloft perhaps 50 times longer and so does 50 times more work. The comparatively small quantities mean that when sulphate aerosols fall out of the stratosphere they will not add appreciably to acid rain. The greater diffusion of light would result in whiter daytime skies and redder sunsets. (The spectacular sunsets after Krakatoa inspired Edvard Munch in Oslo to paint The Scream.)24 Some plants prefer diffuse rather than direct sunlight; other things being equal, they would grow more quickly. While the acid rain effect would not be great, the effect of aerosol spraying on biogeochemical processes on land and in the oceans is complex, a fact only now beginning to be recognized.25

The eruption of Mount Pinatubo is estimated to have injected around 10 million tonnes of sulphur (as sulphur dioxide) into the stratosphere. Regulating the Earth’s temperature with a solar filter would be equivalent to one Mount Pinatubo every four years.26 In their evaluation, one group of scientists estimates that if the aerosol were delivered by a fleet of aircraft the size of jet fighters then a million flights a year, each of four hours duration, would be needed.27 The programme would require a fleet of several thousand aircraft. If such a fleet were available, or a hose could be persuaded to stay aloft, one of the virtues of sulphate aerosol spraying is that it requires no major technological innovation, only some engineering, so a programme could be implemented quickly. Moreover, once begun it would take effect within a few months. Economists are impressed by the fact that it would be cheap, a small fraction of the estimated cost of cutting carbon emissions.28 This has its drawbacks, as we will see, for it removes a major hurdle to any nation, or even a rogue billionaire, who might be tempted to tinker with the climate.

The effectiveness of the solar filter would depend on the emission strategy adopted. In addition to the amount of sulphur injected, a number of variables would have a bearing on the amount of cooling.29 For this reason the volcano evidence, while suggestive, is in fact not very helpful; after all, large eruptions have been associated with unseasonal cold, drought, famine and food riots. The cooling they bring also changes ocean currents, which can prolong their climate
impacts for 20–25 years after the eruption. The particles from an eruption are twice the optimal size, and the cooling effect is much stronger at the poles than in the tropics. A volcano affects the climate for a few years at most; modifying the planet’s atmospheric chemistry over very long periods is another kettle of fish entirely. There are various other complicating factors. Doubling the amount of sulphur injected will not have twice the cooling effect. Location matters because, for example, dispersal is more effective if done in the tropics. And choosing the altitude of the injections would need to balance the trade-off between higher injections that reflect more sunlight, and greater damage to the ozone layer. In addition, studies indicate that a programme of continuous injections would not have the same effect as the same amount injected in a few pulses each year. Aerosols formed after spraying sulphuric acid are smaller and have a longer lifetime than those generated from spraying sulphur dioxide.

Any geoengineering relying on sulphate aerosol spraying will need an emission strategy that takes account of all of these factors, yet our understanding of them is rudimentary, to say the least.

How effective would a solar filter be in suppressing warming? The most commonly cited study, by Ken Caldeira and Lowell Wood, used a fairly simple climate model to simulate the effects on warming around the world. The model generates a map showing a warmed-up world with extreme temperature rises towards the poles when carbon dioxide concentrations are doubled. But when solar radiation reaching the Earth is reduced by 1.84 per cent, the world’s temperature pattern returns almost to normal, although still with some warming near the poles. Thus the Royal Society rates sulphate aerosol spraying highly effective at countering warming.

In the case of rainfall, Caldeira and Wood claim that the solar shield is quite effective at restoring normal patterns around the world. However, a more recent and comprehensive study by a European team suggests a quite different set of impacts. They begin by making the disconcerting assumption that carbon dioxide concentrations quadruple. Bearing in mind that we have been expending nervous energy on the prospect of a doubling of carbon dioxide, this comes as a shock because a fourfold increase is associated with temperatures some 8°C higher over land surfaces. It would be ‘game over’ before we reached that level. Nevertheless, the researchers point out that an increase from the pre-industrial level of 280 ppm to some 1,100 ppm is towards the top of the range of estimates for the end of the century. Besides, simulating such a large change in carbon dioxide concentrations allows a clearer picture of the effectiveness of a solar filter.

They calculate that the amount of sunlight reaching the planet would need to be turned down by around 4 per cent to counter the warming effects of a quadrupling. One problem is that carbon dioxide spreads quickly around the planet, trapping more heat wherever it goes, while schemes to deflect light from the Sun would have a greater effect over the tropics where solar radiation is more intense. So if a solar shield returned the Earth to a pre-industrial temperature on average, the tropics would be cooler by about half a degree while the poles would be warmer by 1–2°C, enough to melt a lot of ice.

But it is the effect on rainfall that raises most concern. While rainfall is expected to increase with a warming globe, reducing solar radiation enough to force temperatures back down would weaken the global hydrological cycle, meaning less precipitation than in the pre-industrial climate. In the tropics and parts of northern Europe and North America rainfall is projected to decline by 10–20 per cent below pre-industrial averages, mainly in summer. Rainfall in parts of the Amazon is also expected to fall by around 20 per cent. Taking account of changes in
evaporation as well as precipitation does not appreciably alter the picture.

Other experts argue that the complexity and opacity of the climate system mean that it is impossible to draw any such conclusions about what would actually happen if we tried to adjust solar radiation to cool the planet. The chemistry of the atmosphere is complicated, so simply turning down the amount of sunlight reaching the Earth, as the models do, can give little clue as to what would happen in the real climate system. Particles sprayed into the stratosphere are subject to a range of microphysical processes, including nucleation, condensation, evaporation, coagulation, sedimentation and washout (in the troposphere). This is not the place to describe each of these; but to give a flavour, one study concludes that after injection the particles will grow because they clump together (coagulation) or merge with other aerosols (condensation). Bigger particles reflect less solar radiation, but they also sediment, that is, they fall because gravity reduces their residence time and thus the reflective capacity of a given amount of sulphur dioxide. So studies that do not take full account of atmospheric chemistry seriously underestimate the amount of sulphur that would need to be pumped into the stratosphere.

Confidence among geoengineering scientists in the efficacy of solar radiation management was shaken by a study showing that the Indian monsoon could be seriously disrupted, affecting food supplies for up to 2 billion people, although the disruption might be less than in a scenario of warming without the solar filter. A later study concluded that the effects on the Indian monsoon might be mixed, with no decline over India but a weakening over Southeast Asia. Perhaps it’s worth noting here that over the second half of the twentieth century South Asia experienced a drying trend in summer, with annual summer rain falling by around 5 per cent. The decline in rainfall is due principally to more aerosols in the atmosphere (mainly associated with burning fossil fuels) which, via dimming, have slowed down the tropical weather pattern responsible for the annual monsoon. Against this pollution-induced trend, a warming world holds more moisture in the atmosphere, which leads to projections that monsoon rainfall will increase. The implication is that the aerosol haze over South Asia has masked an increase in precipitation due to rising greenhouse gases.

Nevertheless, our understanding of what influences the monsoon is weak, our knowledge of how global warming would change the monsoon is weaker, and trying to estimate the combined influence of warming and solar radiation management (along with anti-pollution measures) is little more than educated guesswork. Who knows what would happen to rainfall, but if catastrophe ensued after sulphate spraying at least we would know whom to blame. Or would we?

High in the stratosphere lies the ozone layer, which serves the vital role of protecting living things from the intense flux of ultraviolet radiation streaming from the Sun. The Montreal Protocol, in force since 1989, mandates the phasing out of ozone-depleting chemicals and it is expected that the hole in the ozone layer over the Antarctic will be repaired by 2050. So one important question is whether the extra sulphur compounds put into the stratosphere would interact with ozone. The most comprehensive study concluded that injecting enough sulphur to suppress the warming associated with a doubling of carbon dioxide concentration would indeed deplete ozone in polar regions, delaying the recovery of the Antarctic ozone hole by 30–70 years. This has led some Russian researchers to argue that sulphate aerosol spraying should not be considered until the ozone hole has been repaired. Although an admirably cautious approach, it could also be framed as ‘now that we have healed the ozone layer, we are free to harm it again’.
A further anxiety about dimming the globe with sulphate aerosols, perhaps the greatest once it is grasped, is the danger of bringing the programme to a sudden end, a move that might be deemed necessary by political turmoil or international conflict, or the realization that one of its side effects (such as monsoon failure or ozone depletion) is much worse than anticipated. As aerosol spraying suppresses warming, but does not eliminate its cause, an abrupt end would result in a sudden leap in global temperatures. This is known (without irony) as the termination problem and is illustrated dramatically in figure 3, in one of those charts that climate science occasionally produces that sends a chill down the spine. Climate modellers Andrew Ross and Damon Matthews have estimated the likely path of warming if a programme begun in 2020 were to be suddenly stopped in 2059.46 Under the most likely scenario, the termination of aerosol spraying in 2059 would see a surge in average temperature by 1.3°C in the first decade, falling back to 0.33°C in the following decade.47 For some time ecologists have stressed that the rate at which the globe warms is a greater threat to ecosystems than the amount of warming. Slower warming gives plant and animal communities more time to adapt. One study concluded that if warming occurs at a rate of 0.1°C per decade, half of ecosystems can adapt. The other half cannot. At a warming rate of 0.3°C per decade, only 30 per cent of ecosystems can adapt, and among forest ecosystems the measure shrinks to 17 per cent.48

Figure 3 The termination problem: chart A shows temperature change compared to the year 1990 for the business as usual (BAU) scenario, with different shades representing different assumptions about the sensitivity of the climate (CS) to increased concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere; chart B shows temperatures when geoengineering is applied from 2020 to 2059, then halted. (Note that the best estimate of climate sensitivity is 3°C, that is, average global warming of 3°C for a doubling of the concentration of CO₂ in the atmosphere.)
So, few ecosystems would survive the precipitate rise in temperature should the solar filter be turned off. Large parts of the globe would be denuded. After the first disastrous decade, warming of 0.33°C per decade remains extremely high, and compares to the expected warming under the business-as-usual scenario, that is, warming without geoengineering, of a little under 0.3°C, itself a rate of warming too fast for all but a sixth of the world’s forests to survive. Once deployed it is likely that we would become dependent on our solar filter, the more so if we failed to take the opportunity while it was in place to cut greenhouse gas emissions sharply. This is perhaps the solar filter’s most dangerous drawback.

For all of the dramatic evidence provided by Vulcan’s ‘natural experiments’, it has been argued that there is one ‘killer objection’ to global dimming via sulphate aerosol spraying – it cannot be tested without full-scale implementation. A testing programme that sprayed a thousand tonnes of sulphur dioxide into the stratosphere would tell us virtually nothing about the impact on the Earth’s climate of full deployment. Moreover, if it were fully implemented, ten years of climate data from around the world would be needed in order to separate out the effects of the solar filter from other causes of climate variability. If after a couple of years climatic disasters occurred – droughts in India, for example – we would not know whether they were caused by global warming, the solar filter or natural variability. India would demand that the programme be suspended; the experts at a future World Climate Regulation Agency would say the cause wasn’t known and turning off the solar filter could make matters worse. Despite all this, the Royal Society assesses sulphate aerosol spraying as ‘the most promising’ of solar radiation management methods. And in a comprehensive review, a team of scientists drew the following less than reassuring conclusion: ‘Observations following major volcanic eruptions have demonstrated that sulphate aerosol, in sufficient amounts, will cool the planet, and that the Earth system can survive this kind of perturbation.’ ‘Survival’ sets a pretty low bar.

**Tailoring the solar filter**

Enshrouding the globe in a haze of sulphur pollution seems like a blunt and indiscriminate method, so some scientists have begun work on refinements. David Keith has suggested the creation of a new kind of nanoparticle that could lift itself into the stratosphere by exploiting a phenomenon known as ‘photophoretic levitation’, a complex process in which temperature differences in airborne particles can cause them to rise. It would allow more control, he claims, and might be less harmful to the ozone layer. It is apparent, I think, that injecting exotic particles into the stratosphere, with its complex chemistry, would be a gamble, not least because full-scale engineering would be necessary before the impact could be reasonably assessed. ‘Engineered particles’, write some sceptical researchers, ‘may have unknown and unforeseen effects, and their residence time in the atmosphere will be unknown until full-scale atmospheric experiments are conducted.’ Residence time matters; half the lifetime requires twice the amount, yet long residence makes it slower to turn off the experiment if things go awry.

Ken Caldeira and Lowell Wood have argued that the implementation of climate engineering could be tailored to obtain the desired mix of temperature and rainfall. The Arctic, prone like the Antarctic to much higher warming than lower latitudes, is especially attractive for manipulation. The size of the Arctic ice cap could, they suggest, ‘be arbitrarily adjusted by varying insolation to various extents over different areas’. You want ice? Just say how much. Their model shows that instead of summer sea-ice declining by 44 per cent below its pre-industrial extent with a doubling of carbon dioxide, they can expand it by 136 per cent above normal by turning down the sunlight over the North Pole by 12 per cent. Man imitates God.
Mike MacCracken, formerly head of atmospheric sciences at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, is the chief scientist at the Climate Institute, a Washington-based environmental organization. He has been engaged in geoengineering research since his time at Livermore. He is particularly anxious about the possibility of a climate emergency within the next decades but takes the view that we should not wait for it to occur but deploy a solar filter as soon as possible. Instead of attempting to control the entire climate system MacCracken has identified a number of ‘high priority applications’ that would be targeted at particularly worrying manifestations of global warming. They include injecting sulphate aerosols over the Arctic to reduce warming and promote the build-up of mountain glaciers and ice sheets in the region, supplemented with marine cloud brightening to reduce warming in patches of ocean so as to reduce the intensity of tropical cyclones. He also suggests that the warming that will follow the clean-up of urban air pollution in populated regions of China and India be offset by injecting sulphate aerosols over an appropriately sized area of ocean in the tropics. So instead of the sulphate aerosol ‘umbrella’ hanging low over cities it would float high above the oceans, with the sulphur injected perhaps from mountain tops or from elevated hoses anchored on Pacific Islands.

We find ourselves in an exquisite dilemma. Sulphate pollution from burning coal and oil has a cooling effect on the planet yet the thick brown haze covering much of Asia and other conurbations is estimated by the World Health Organization to kill 1.3 million people each year. The sulphates in this lower-atmosphere pollution have been so effective at offsetting global warming that without it, on top of the measured 0.8°C warming since pre-industrial times, the Earth would be an extra 1.1°C warmer. As the governments of China, India and other industrializing countries follow the example of Western nations and introduce air pollution laws to improve public health, the latent warming will become manifest. The lifetime of sulphate aerosols in the lower atmosphere is one or two weeks while the molecule it is meant to counter, carbon dioxide, stays up there for many centuries. So if we were to stop burning fossil fuels tomorrow, and eliminate carbon dioxide emissions, the planet would immediately become warmer, and remain so for some decades. It would be the equivalent of the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere leaping from 390 ppm to 490 ppm within a few weeks.

This is a truly frightening fact. If world leaders were persuaded to agree to a programme of rapid reductions in carbon emissions, we might need somehow to maintain levels of sulphur pollution in order to avoid a warming so rapid that many ecosystems could not survive. The only answer seems to be to maintain this level of pollution for many decades until enough carbon dioxide can be shifted out of the atmosphere by natural or artificial means.
The Players and the Public

The geoclique

Although still in its early days, the constituency for geoengineering is now developing around a network of individuals with personal, institutional and financial links. At the centre of the network is a pair of North American scientists actively engaged in geoengineering research – David Keith and Ken Caldeira. Keith and Caldeira have been dominant voices in virtually every inquiry into or report on geoengineering. They have been prominent expert witnesses at the opinion-forming House of Commons inquiry in the United Kingdom and the technology assessment of geoengineering carried out by US Congress’s Government Accountability Office. And their views have helped frame the deliberations of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change as it grapples for the first time with the scientific and ethical tangle that is climate engineering.

In short, Keith and Caldeira are ubiquitous and have become the ‘go to’ guys on climate engineering. Such is their influence over the global debate that author Eli Kintisch has dubbed them the ‘geoclique’. While they are not as gung-ho as some other geoengineering advocates, their research and advocacy lead in only one direction. The course of events is on their side. The urge to mastery over nature is inscribed in the climate engineering project, and it is the momentum of this urge that will overwhelm the best efforts of the reluctant geoengineers.

David Keith is a physicist, entrepreneur and professor of public policy. For many years he was based at the University of Calgary before moving to Harvard. Although there is no doubting his brilliance as a scientist, his views are sometimes hard to pin down. While convinced of the validity of climate science, he seems to adopt a nonchalant stance towards its impacts on humans. ‘I’m not sure that global warming is such a threat to human civilization . . . human beings are a remarkably adaptable species. . . . If it is just the human race you’re worried about, I’m not sure global warming is such a big problem.’ He expects that humans will be engaged in ‘planetary management’ via climate engineering and what remains of the natural world will be managed like a garden, a development he seems to accept with equanimity. Keith is pushing ahead with plans to test sulphate aerosol spraying in New Mexico.

Ken Caldeira is an atmospheric scientist based at the Carnegie Institution at Stanford University, to which he moved in 2005 after ten years at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. At Livermore he came under the influence of Lowell Wood, the legendary ‘weaponeer’ nicknamed ‘Dr Evil’. Caldeira too is fully aware of climate science and seems much more alarmed than Keith at the harm global warming will cause to humans. On the question of planetary management, though, his opinions seem to fluctuate. He says that thinking of geoengineering as a substitute for emissions reduction is ‘crazy’; but he has been unable to pinpoint ‘the one really bad thing that argues against geoengineering the climate’. He is quoted as saying that sulphate aerosol spraying ‘seems to be a dystopic world out of a science fiction story’; but also that ‘I am not clear on what the “greenest” path is. Is it better to let the Greenland ice sheet collapse and let the polar bears drown their way to extinction, or to spray some sulphur particles in the stratosphere?’
For some years Keith and Caldeira have been Bill Gates’s principal source of expert knowledge on climate change.\textsuperscript{12} From a series of briefings Gates has learned of the danger the world faces and what might be done about global warming. He was persuaded to commit several million dollars to finance research into geoengineering. The money is dispensed by Keith and Caldeira through the Fund for Innovative Climate and Energy Research.\textsuperscript{13} Around half of the funds have been allocated to their own research but some have been used strategically to help finance a number of important meetings of the geoengineering community, including the Asilomar meeting (discussed later), the Royal Society processes, and workshops in Boston, Edinburgh and Heidelberg.\textsuperscript{14}

Bill Gates is now the world’s leading financial supporter of geoengineering research. He is an investor in Silver Lining, a company pursuing marine cloud brightening methods.\textsuperscript{15} Blurring the boundary between disinterested research and financial reward that increasingly characterizes geoengineering, one of the more detailed research papers on marine cloud brightening names 25 authors of whom ten are affiliated with Silver Lining.\textsuperscript{16} Gates is also an investor in Carbon Engineering Ltd, a start-up company formed by David Keith to develop technology to capture carbon dioxide from ambient air on an industrial scale. (Another investor in Keith’s company is N. Murray Edwards, a Canadian oil billionaire with perhaps the largest financial stake in developing Alberta’s tar sands, the worst source of fossil fuels, which is a little like a tobacco corporation donating to cancer research – and the cancer researchers accepting the money.)\textsuperscript{17} Keith, who with others owns the patent for the carbon-sucking ‘Planetary Cooler’,\textsuperscript{18} has said that if the right conditions can be found to construct his machines, ‘we’re printing money’.\textsuperscript{19}

In addition to advising Gates and dispensing his research funds, Ken Caldeira is linked to Gates through a firm known as Intellectual Ventures, formed by former Microsoft employees and led by Nathan Myhrvold, once chief technology officer at Microsoft. Caldeira is listed as an ‘inventor’ at Intellectual Ventures.\textsuperscript{20} Lowell Wood, once Myhrvold’s academic mentor, retired from the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in 2007 to team up with Intellectual Ventures.\textsuperscript{21} Gates is an investor. The company, whose motto is ‘inventors have the power to change the world’,\textsuperscript{22} has developed the ‘StratoShield’, a hose suspended by blimps in the sky to deliver sulphate aerosols. The device is marketed as ‘a practical, low-cost way to reverse catastrophic warming of the Arctic – or the entire planet’.\textsuperscript{23} Intellectual Ventures has patented several geoengineering concepts, including an ocean pump for bringing cold seawater to the surface. That patent lists Caldeira, Myhrvold and Gates as inventors along with Lowell Wood and Roderick Hyde, co-authors with Edward Teller of the seminal paper on sulphate aerosol spraying.\textsuperscript{24} Caldeira has said that if any funds come his way from these patents he will donate them to non-profit organizations.\textsuperscript{25} To add to the incestuous impression, John Latham and Stephen Salter, the primary supporters of marine cloud brightening, are also named on the patent. The company defends its decision to privatize the intellectual property by arguing that a patent is the best way of communicating detailed technical ideas.\textsuperscript{26} (Some would just go to the company’s website to find them.) It also claims that monopolizing the knowledge will mean that their idea is ‘better cared for’. More importantly, it claims, if Intellectual Ventures owns the patent to its stratospheric shield then Myhrvold and his associates can prevent the plan falling into the hands of those who cannot be trusted to use it responsibly.

Gates has been criticized for ‘dissing’ renewable energy and energy efficiency measures like household insulation as solutions to global warming.\textsuperscript{27} He is less interested in ‘old technologies’, even those with proven capacity, and dismissed solar energy as ‘cute’. He prefers to support ‘innovative solutions’, breakthroughs yet to be developed by whizz-kids, even though the experts agree the obstacle is not the absence of innovative alternatives to fossil
fuels but the policies to ensure they are taken up. Gates sees climate change as a technical problem that requires some kind of ‘killer app’, magical thinking according to some.\textsuperscript{28} Gates epitomizes an emerging force in the push for an engineered climate – behind the genuflecting to ‘mitigation first’, the lure of the technofix is irresistible.

For the time being, governments remain wary of geoengineering. Ken Caldeira coined the term ‘solar radiation management’ in the course of organizing a workshop with NASA in 2006 because bureaucrats were ‘queasy’ about using ‘geoengineering’.\textsuperscript{29}

We were thinking what was the most boring and bureaucratic sounding name that we could make up that would let our workshop fly under the radar. I came up with ‘Solar Radiation Management’ as something that would obscure our meaning, while at the same time poke fun at the Washington-based bureaucratic mindset – I was laughing at the invention of ‘Solar Radiation Management’, thinking that this is the kind of boring obfuscatory language that DOE [Department of Energy] would use.

Subsequently, Caldeira decided that the word ‘radiation’ is too closely associated in the public mind with the dangers of nuclear power, so he began to translate the acronym SRM into the benign-sounding phrase ‘sunlight reflection methods’. The term solar radiation management may have appeal to some anti-geoengineering activists, he has said, because it ‘helps them sow confusion’. He does not accept that his joke on Washington bureaucrats backfired, or that switching to ‘sunlight reflection methods’ could be seen as a ham-fisted attempt at rebranding.

The emerging lobby

Richard Branson is another billionaire who hopes to save the world with a technofix. He sees himself as ‘a committed crusader and ambassador of crucial and urgent social as well as environmental issues’.\textsuperscript{30} Branson’s ‘Virgin Earth Challenge’ has offered a $25 million prize to whoever can develop the best plan to extract carbon from the atmosphere. Of the 11 finalists in the competition four propose direct air capture methods and four are based on biochar.\textsuperscript{31} Of more long-term significance, oil companies, anticipating a shift in the political landscape, are quietly backing research into geoengineering. Royal Dutch Shell is funding study of liming the seas through Cquestrate, an open-source, non-profit organization in Britain.\textsuperscript{32} The chief scientist at the oil giant BP, Steven Koonin, was the convener of an expert meeting for the Novim Group, a non-profit scientific corporation, that in 2009 produced an influential report (considered later) on climate engineering as a response to climate emergencies.\textsuperscript{33} The authors felt the need to declare that in playing a prominent role Koonin had no conflict of interest, arguing, implausibly, that it is not possible to say that promoting research into geoengineering has any bearing on policies to reduce carbon dioxide emissions and thus BP’s bottom line. In 2009 Koonin was appointed Under-Secretary for Science at the United States Department of Energy.\textsuperscript{34}

Despite ExxonMobil’s long campaign to discredit climate science – in 2006 the Royal Society felt the need to write to the oil giant asking it to honour its promise to cease funding dozens of groups that have ‘misrepresented the science of climate change by outright denial of the evidence’\textsuperscript{35} – it too has now inserted itself into climate engineering. The corporation’s point man on geoengineering is Haroon Kheshgi, who leads its Global Climate Change programme. A chemical engineer, Kheshgi was recruited to Exxon in 1986 from the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. He is equivocal about whether human-induced climate change is anything to worry about.\textsuperscript{36} In 1995, ensconced at Exxon, he was the first to propose liming the oceans as a means of reducing acidification due to escalating atmospheric carbon.\textsuperscript{37} Through Kheshgi, Exxon has begun to influence ‘independent’ reports into geoengineering, such as the 2007
NASA report on solar radiation management organized by Caldeira. The oil company also funded a report (considered in the next chapter) concluding that sulphate aerosol spraying would be a much cheaper response to global warming than phasing out fossil fuels. Its CEO, Rex Tillerson, has described climate change as an ‘engineering problem’ with ‘engineering solutions’.38

A range of companies have identified business opportunities in geoengineering. Some believe they can profit from carbon credits because polluters with emission caps will pay them to take carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere, even though there is no chance of this kind of activity being recognized in emissions trading systems in the foreseeable future.39 One of the distinctive features of solar radiation management methods of geoengineering is that no one can make money out of trading emission reduction credits, although some, like those at Intellectual Ventures, believe the world may need to pay a great deal for access to patented technology that can prevent climate catastrophe. In 2007 Planktos, a company set up by an entrepreneur with a colourful background and financed by a Canadian real estate developer, announced plans to fertilize the oceans near the Galapagos Islands.40 With an eye to the growing market for carbon offsets, Planktos’s environmental claims were plausible enough for gullible investors to raise the value of the company to $90 million. One broker flogging Planktos Corp. stock urged his customers to ‘Get in on the groundfloor NOW before . . . $8,000 transforms into a whopping $192,000!’ As the ship set sail the responsible authorities got wind of it. The voyage was stopped and the venture collapsed, leaving a cloud of mistrust hanging over all research into iron fertilization. One of the benefits of the Planktos debacle was that it alerted regulators to the dangers of rogue geoengineers and the absence of a regulatory framework for all research.41 Not long after, both the London Convention, which regulates ocean dumping, and the Convention on Biological Diversity passed resolutions banning iron fertilization experiments except under restricted conditions.

Regulation moves more slowly than commerce and in recent years there has been a flurry of patents taken out over methods to engineer the climate. Some of them are so broad that, if enforceable, they would place fertilization of the oceans in the hands of one man.42 Another man holds a patent with the description: ‘Use of artificial satellites in earth orbits adaptively to modify the effect that solar radiation would otherwise have on Earth’s weather.’ Most people would assume that if anyone is to own a technology to control the amount of sunlight reaching the planet it should be government, rather than Franklin Y. K. Chen of One Meadow Glen Rd, Northport, New York. The US Patent and Trademark Office disagrees. So does Ken Caldeira, who cannot see that patenting a solar shield is any different from patenting a new drug.43 In 2010 Shobita Parthasarathy and co-authors noted a sharp increase in geoengineering patents in recent years and warned that, as in the case of biotechnology, the patents owned by private companies and individuals are on track to become the de facto form of governance of geoengineering.44 We are approaching a situation in which international efforts to protect humanity from climate catastrophe could depend on whether or not one company wants to sell its intellectual property.

It is clear, even at this early stage, that burgeoning commercial engagement in geoengineering is creating a constituency with an interest in more research and, eventually, deployment. Such a lobby is naturally predisposed to argue that pursuing mitigation is ‘unrealistic’ or ‘politically impossible’ and that therefore climate engineering is the sensible alternative, if only so that we can ‘be prepared’. Already the chorus of demands for public funding of research is loud; every inquiry and report calls for large amounts of it. It is fair to expect that if we reach the stage of deployment, any move to terminate it (due, for example, to evidence of unexpected
environmental damage) would be fought by the new industry with complaints of asset devaluation and job losses. Today it may seem absurd that factors like these should play a role in deciding the fate of the entire planet, but the history of environmental policy-making shows that these kinds of decisions are never based solely on public safety. As President Eisenhower warned in 1961, there is a ‘danger that public policy could itself become the captive of a scientific-technological elite’.45

It is easy to see this happening in the emerging politics of the Arctic. The melting of summer sea-ice has triggered a ‘new gold rush’ to secure control over the newly accessible oil and mineral resources. China, Brazil and India are lobbying to join the Arctic Council where decisions are made about who gets access to what.46 According to an energy industry insider:

Climate change is opening up one of the last frontiers for hydrocarbons on our planet. The Arctic could hold around 25% of undiscovered oil and gas reserves and the fact that the ice is retreating for whatever reason means that the region could be set for rapid change and development as exploration, production and infrastructure will have an inevitable, irreversible impact.47

In a provocative move in 2007 a Russian submarine planted its national flag on the seabed under the North Pole. Other Arctic states – notably Canada, USA and Norway – have invested in new Arctic military capability.48 Norway has shifted its army headquarters from Oslo to the northern town of Bardufoss, with a new fleet of jets to be based there.49 In 2008 Russian President Dmitry Medvedev declared: ‘Our first and main task is to turn the Arctic into Russia’s resource base of the 21st century’.50

While shrinking ice reveals a new El Dorado, and remilitarization of the Arctic proceeds apace, scientists are proposing schemes to target the Arctic with stratospheric aerosol spraying in order to rebuild ice. The call by Mike MacCracken of the Climate Institute (a Washington environmental NGO) for ‘aggressive research’ into reversing Arctic warming and returning ice by aerosol spraying has attracted support.51 Intellectual Ventures is pushing its proprietary solar shield specifically to counter Arctic warming. As the ice retreats over the next two to three decades we may be confronted with a climate emergency in which calls for urgent rebuilding of Arctic ice are opposed by an energy industry dependent on easy access to the Arctic sea-floor and nations such as Russia whose energy security rests on thin ice.

In the same way, suppliers of sulphur would acquire a commercial interest in climate control via sulphate aerosol spraying because it would require a large and continuous supply of the chemical. Most sulphur used today is a by-product of oil and gas production, although a share is scrubbed out of the flue gases of coal-fired power plants. (It would be the final irony if we were to extract sulphur before it pollutes the lower atmosphere only to pump it into the upper atmosphere to prevent climate change.) The sulphur industry already has its own lobby group in Washington.52 Dominated by oil companies, it actively promotes greater use of sulphur. Once major corporations have a stake they become a political force with an interest in growth. It is perhaps not too far a stretch to suggest that, if a programme of sulphate spraying were begun and accounted for 5 or 10 per cent of world sulphur demand, lobbying to protect the shareholder value of sulphur producers could influence decisions about the planet’s climate.53

Who knows about geoengineering?

What does the public think about all of these developments? There is almost no information on public attitudes to geoengineering for the simple reason that almost no one has yet heard of it. A study in 2009 found that only 3 per cent of Americans could correctly describe geoengineering; 74 per cent had not heard of it at all and the rest were ‘wildly uninformed’.54
In March 2011, a large online survey in Japan found that only 7 per cent of the adult population had heard of ‘geoengineering’ and 11 per cent of ‘climate engineering’. The figures are unlikely to be much different elsewhere. Nevertheless, social scientists are beginning to investigate public attitudes to geoengineering. Given that only few among the public have heard of it, an approach based on focus groups and deliberative workshops is necessary. At these gatherings the main technologies and issues are explained and reactions are then explored.

Conscious of the power of ‘framing’, the organizers of deliberative workshops in Britain, Karen Parkhill and Nick Pidgeon, set out to inform participants about geoengineering in a neutral way. They were aware that perceptions of ‘naturalness’ could sway assessments of various technologies. Antipathy to technological interference in nature’s complex systems and preference for the ‘natural’ were among the findings of a public dialogue on geoengineering carried out by the Natural Environment Research Council in Britain. The naturalness test works against stratospheric aerosol spraying and in favour of some forms of carbon dioxide removal, such as biochar and reforestation. As they learned about the technologies, the workshop participants tended to see stratospheric aerosol spraying as deepening the alienation of humans from nature. And they saw it as a ‘stop-gap’ rather than a solution to the problem. Against this, the survey in Japan referred to above found unexpected levels of support for geoengineering, once it had been explained. Half supported use of geoengineering to combat global warming, although nine out of ten agreed that ‘Earth’s temperature is too complex for a single technology’.

As public recognition of geoengineering is embryonic, early media framing by advocates and critics will set public attitudes. Critics are likely to emphasize the complexity, unintended effects and artificiality of solar radiation management, similar to the campaign against genetically modified organisms. The term ‘Frankenclimate’ has already entered the lexicon. Proponents are increasingly presenting climate engineering as an emergency response, perhaps preparing to sideline public opinion. ‘You may not like it, but we have no choice.’ The organizers of the deliberative workshops have attempted to avoid framing the need to engineer the climate as an emergency response because they understand how it disempowers the public and undercuts dissenting positions. Nevertheless, every presentation comes with a frame. Holly Buck observes that when well-intentioned scientists tell focus groups that we ‘need to trade-off pros and cons of different technologies’ participants are drawn into a rationalistic, economic way of thinking.

In an early sign of public and official nervousness about solar radiation management, in September 2011 British scientists announced the postponement of a trial of a geoengineering technology, part of a larger project known as SPICE, Stratospheric Particle Injection for Climate Engineering. The project is the initiative of four British universities, with technical support from Marshall Aerospace, a company specializing in the modification and maintenance of aircraft. The plan was to suspend a hose 1 kilometre long using a helium-filled blimp to investigate the suitability of certain particles, to test the effectiveness of delivery systems (hose, nozzles, balloon and tethers) and to monitor potential impacts on weather and atmospheric chemistry. The performance of balloons in high winds is an early research question. Although involving a hose only 1 kilometre in length and spraying only water, the proposed trial attracted strong criticism from a range of civil society organizations coordinated by the Canada-based ETC Group.

In May 2012 the trial was cancelled after it became known that one of those who recommended it for funding owned a patent in the hose suspension system. The difficulties
encountered by the SPICE project have heightened wariness among geoengineering researchers, not least because that project appeared to have strong governance arrangements, even if its public communication strategy failed. The response is unlikely to be a scaling back of geoengineering research and testing; rather, funding and approval for geoengineering research is likely to be secured under a different name, since most geoengineering research can be presented less controversially.

Cultures of denial

When people hear about geoengineering, their attitudes are formed in part by the way it is presented and in part by the values and worldview they bring to it. Already we have seen that some become excited at the idea of a technofix, while others are suspicious of any plan to control nature by artificial means. Crucially, attitudes to geoengineering will be heavily influenced by beliefs about climate change. Geoengineering research has blossomed because those involved became convinced that the overwhelming evidence that the world is warming dangerously is not enough to overcome the political, psychological and cultural barriers to cutting emissions. Perhaps the foremost reason for the reluctance to reduce global greenhouse gas emissions (and so the turn to geoengineering) has been the conservative backlash against climate science and climate policy in the United States. Some understanding of climate denial is essential, therefore, not only to grasp why the world has failed to respond to the scientific warnings with alacrity but also to explain why, as we will see, there is a growing interest in climate engineering even among those who do not accept that global warming is occurring. If forms of denial structure the interpretation of a problem, they will also frame thinking about the solutions to it.

In the United States the repudiation of science – which began as a self-interested industry campaign in the 1990s and morphed into a much more powerful political and cultural movement in the 2000s – has reached the highest political levels. In April 2011 the following proposition was put to the US House of Representatives: ‘Congress accepts the scientific findings . . . that climate change is occurring, is caused largely by human activities, and poses significant risks for public health and welfare.’ The House, dominated by Tea Party Republicans, voted by 240 to 184 to reject the basic propositions of climate science. It was as if American legislators had a mandate to vote down the laws of physics. A few months earlier the US National Academy of Sciences had published a major review of the scientific literature before concluding: ‘A strong, credible body of scientific evidence shows that climate change is occurring, is caused largely by human activities, and poses significant risks for a broad range of human and natural systems.’

In the United States, then, politics has defeated science. The triumph of ideology followed a long and successful campaign to open up a gap between the views of liberals and conservatives on global warming. In 1997 there was virtually no difference, with around half of Democrats and Republicans saying warming had begun. In 2008, reflecting the accumulation and dissemination of scientific evidence, the proportion of Democratic voters taking this view had risen from 52 per cent to 76 per cent. But the proportion of Republican voters fell from 48 per cent to 42 per cent – a 4 per cent gap had become a 34 per cent gap. What had happened?

The opening of the gulf was due to the fact that Republican Party activists, in collaboration with fossil fuel interests and conservative think tanks, had successfully characterized those accepting global warming science as ‘liberals’, a term of abuse for American conservatives. In other words, they had activated the human predisposition to consolidate one’s identity by cementing
one’s connection with cultural groups. In the 1990s views on global warming were influenced mostly by attentiveness to the science; now one can make a good guess at an American’s opinion on global warming by identifying their views on abortion, same-sex marriage and gun control.

Liberals may be as predisposed as conservatives to sift evidence through ideological filters (although there is some truth in the conservative accusation that liberals are ‘self-doubting’, which to a liberal generally means ‘more thoughtful and self-critical’); but in the case of global warming it happens that the evidence overwhelmingly endorses the liberal beliefs that unrestrained capitalism is jeopardizing future well-being, that comprehensive government intervention is needed, and that the environment movement was right to raise the alarm about global warming. For many conservatives, accepting these beliefs is intolerable; it is easier emotionally and more convenient politically to reject climate science.

Naomi Klein has argued that while the deniers are completely wrong on the science, they understand much better than liberals the political implications of accepting the science — ‘the kind of deep changes required not just to our energy consumption but to the underlying logic of our economic system’. The irony is that this was much less true in the 1990s; if the transformation of energy infrastructure had begun in earnest in the 1990s, then, according to all of the economic assessments, the costs would have been very low, the kind of structural change to one sector that has been managed before, and we would now be well on the way to low-emissions economies. The delay caused by the early campaign of obstruction by the fossil fuel corporations and their acolytes ramped up the economic costs of climate protection and turned climate change into a deep and unbridgeable cultural divide.

The aggressive adoption of climate denial by neoconservatism was symbolized by the parting gesture of George W. Bush at his last G8 summit in 2008. As he left the room he turned to the assembled leaders to say: ‘Goodbye from the world’s biggest polluter.’ It was a defiant ‘joke’ reflecting the way US neoconservatives define themselves by their repudiation of the ‘other’, in this case, the internationalist, environmentally concerned, self-doubting enemies of ‘the American way of life’. Conceding ground on global warming would have meant bridging two implacably opposed worldviews. Bush’s words, and the fist pump that accompanied them, were read by those present as a two-fingered salute to everything the Texan opposed. Yet today’s Tea Party Republicans look back on George W. Bush as too soft and accommodating.

With the patronage of Fox News, the Tea Party movement took off in early 2009. So powerful has its influence been on conservative politics that in early 2012 all six Republican presidential candidates had repudiated their previous support for carbon abatement measures and rejected the science of climate change. As governor of Massachusetts, Mitt Romney was one of the most vigorous advocates of emission reductions. When he ran successfully for the nomination, a campaign funded substantially by fossil fuel companies, he renounced climate science. In 2008 even Sarah Palin had expressed concern about global warming and called for a cap-and-trade system. By the end of 2011, Jon Huntsman, the lone Republican presidential candidate who had defended climate science and warned that the Republicans were becoming the ‘anti-science’ party, had buckled under the pressure, questioning the validity of the science and suggesting scientists might be fabricating evidence. As one despairing, Republican-voting meteorologist put it, climate science has become ‘a bizarre litmus test for conservatism’. It is now well established statistically that in the United States denial of climate science is much more common among conservative white males than other demographic groups. It is also true that those white males who feel most confident and knowledgeable about climate science
are more likely to deny the existence of anthropogenic warming. Thus, 49 per cent of conservative white males who believe they understand the issue well say global warming will never happen; among less ‘well-informed’ conservative white males only 19 per cent take the same view. While 57 per cent of ‘well-informed’ conservative white males say they are not at all worried about global warming, only 29 per cent of their less well-informed allies and 14 per cent of all other adults feel so relaxed.\textsuperscript{74}

The authors of the study that uncovered these facts, Aaron McCright and Riley Dunlap, argue that they can be explained by some well-known sociological and psychological phenomena. First, compared to other adults white males have been shown to be less averse to a wide range of risks. This may be due to the fact that traditionally, as the dominant social group, they are actually less subject to social and environmental threats and more able to control their environment. Alternatively, I’d suggest, their sense of identity may have been destabilized by the deep changes flowing from the social revolutions of the 1960s and 1970s, which saw a ‘cultural backlash’ in films and television programmes. In addition, for many years the most public voices of climate science denial in the media (\textit{Fox News} commentators, Rush Limbaugh, spokesmen from right-wing think tanks and so on) have been high-status conservative white males with whom other conservative white males identify.

If, as McCright and Dunlap claim, ‘conservative white males are likely to favor protection of the current industrial capitalist order which has historically served them well’,\textsuperscript{75} the key word here is ‘order’, the felt need to maintain the stability of the social system. In the past, threats to the established order have come from various political actors – socialists, feminists, environmentalists, Islamists. Now the threat is from a disturbed natural world. It is pointless to rail against the weather, so those fearful of destabilization have displaced the problem onto those who announce it – scientists and political leaders who say we must change our ways.

We should not push the white male effect too far. While the tendency to adopt climate denial is especially strong among conservative white males, other factors are at work. Denial in various forms is widespread in the rest of the population. And the survey results indicate that some 30 per cent of those identified as confident conservative white males do believe there is a scientific consensus on global warming, and 43 per cent of them do worry about a changing climate.

Nevertheless, these results are consistent with the more general argument that conservatives tend to take a more hierarchical view of society, as a natural order in which some groups are dominant and some subservient. They are more likely to accept that exercising control and authority, over both society and the environment, are natural and desirable because the alternative means disorder and indecision. This kind of analysis goes a long way towards explaining an apparent paradox – organizations such as the Heartland Institute and the American Enterprise Institute that actively reject climate science also support geoengineering.\textsuperscript{76} The co-director of the American Enterprise Institute’s Geoengineering Project writes that geoengineering ‘is the most revolutionary and potentially valuable new idea in climate policy today . . . . [and] challenges us to take the climate seriously’.\textsuperscript{77} Like the patient who will accept the doctor’s diagnosis only if the illness is treatable, a solution to global warming that does not destabilize a person’s worldview – but in fact vindicates it – makes recognizing the problem palatable.

The white male effect has far-reaching implications for the imminent debate over geoengineering. Consider what we know. Conservative white males have more invested in defending the prevailing social order. Compared to ‘ruinous’ carbon abatement policies, as a
technofix geoengineering promises to protect the structure of economic and political power, the balance sheets of the fossil fuel corporations, unfettered markets, and the ‘rights’ of consumers. As the identity of conservative white males tends to be more strongly bound to the prevailing social structure, geoengineering is the kind of solution to climate change that is less threatening to their values and sense of self. Whereas mitigation policies like carbon taxes and emissions trading activate resistance from ‘system-justifying attitudes’, those same attitudes are likely to trigger support for geoengineering solutions because they are consistent with ideas of control over the environment and the personal liberties associated with free market capitalism. Just as the need to defend a cultural worldview makes conservative white males prone to repudiate climate science, so that worldview will make them prone to support geoengineering solutions. Instead of climate change jeopardizing the system with which they identify, geoengineering would represent the triumph of ‘man over nature’. Technological intervention, in which they have an unusual degree of confidence, reaffirms human technological mastery.

Work by Dan Kahan and others has shown how cultural values are cognitively prior to facts so that, if they are to be accepted, facts must accommodate those values. Evidence that contradicts understandings of how society should be organized is liable to be dismissed: ‘taking a position at odds with the dominant view in his or her cultural group is likely to compromise that individual’s relationship with others on whom that individual depends for emotional and material support.’ Previous work has shown that individuals with individualistic and hierarchical values are prone to dismiss the risk of global warming because accepting the danger would be an indictment of social elites they respect, and require limits on the free market. Those with egalitarian and communitarian values are more inclined to accept that there is a problem because the answer to it does not provoke resistance. In an empirical study Kahan and his co-authors hypothesize that the option of responding to climate change with geoengineering – which symbolizes the ability of humans to respond with technological creativity to a problem that business and the market seems to have created – would make those with individualistic-hierarchical values less dismissive of the facts of climate science. Although the results should be generalized with caution, the study found that the geoengineering option does indeed make them somewhat less likely to dismiss the science. The effect is much less pronounced in Britain than in the United States, which is unsurprising given that polarization has not become extreme in the former.

All of this adds some empirical substance to a conclusion that has been apparent for some time. What is astonishing about the paper by Kahan and his co-authors is the conclusion they draw from it: because geoengineering promises to reduce cultural polarization by affirming the values of hierarchical individuals it offers a way out of the political impasse over climate change. ‘In order to overcome cultural resistance to sound scientific evidence . . . people of diverse values must all be shown solutions that they find culturally congenial.’ In other words, if planning to take control of the Earth’s climate system forever – using highly speculative technologies fraught with political and scientific uncertainties and risks – is needed to appease those whose prejudices prevent them from accepting scientific facts, then that is what we must do. Here the researchers, in their good liberal pursuit of compromise and ‘fixing the communications failure’, seem to slide into a post-modern view that scientific facts are always conditioned by culture and must be subordinated to it no matter the cost.

We know we are in trouble when liberals who say they accept the science begin advocating geoengineering as a means of appeasing conservatives who reject the science. Once the authority figures trusted by conservative white males begin to promote the benefits and
Depreciate the risks of geoengineering we can expect them to swing firmly behind it and to set out to acquire information about the technologies with a view to confirming their biases in favour of it. We can anticipate that a pro-geoengineering coalition will form between those conservative white males who reject climate science and those who accept it. Together they are more likely to promote grand, system-altering interventions like sulphate aerosol spraying than more benign, ‘soft’ geoengineering technologies like reforestation, biochar and painting roofs white. And they will take the view that if we are going to geoengineer the planet then it must be the United States, perhaps in coalition with trusted allies, that controls the process and not the United Nations, which they tend to hold in contempt.

Denial around the world

In the United States denying climate science is not simply a form of oppositionism; it is a powerful energizing force for conservatism. Rejecting science means rejecting all measures based on it, even if they are otherwise desirable. Thus conservatives linked to the Tea Party have mounted vigorous campaigns against public transport, solar energy, bicycle lanes and smart meters, claiming that local conservation initiatives are in fact part of a conspiracy against the ‘American way of life’ promoted by the United Nations’ Agenda 21, a well-meaning and non-binding set of principles agreed at the Rio Earth Summit in 1992.81 It would be natural to dismiss these moves as paranoid farce – one Tea Party activist was applauded when she claimed that the ‘real job of smart meters is to spy on you and control you’ – except that officials in many areas have been spooked by them. Political actors who would normally have no truck with this kind of foolishness are playing to the fears. In early 2012 the Republican Party convention passed a resolution condemning ‘the destructive and insidious nature’ of Agenda 21. In June 2012 the state Senate in North Carolina voted overwhelmingly for a law that bans all government agencies from making plans or developing regulations that take account of future sea-level rise. In case the reader thinks this childlike refusal to see what we don’t like is confined to backward legislators in ‘fly-over states’ in America, in Australia Rupert Murdoch’s flagship newspaper, the Australian, has for years been ridiculing scientific warnings of sea-level rise, countering the ‘alarming predictions’ of research published in professional journals with the common-sense observations of long-term beachgoers.82

These campaigns are bewildering until we remember that resisting environmental regulations, including energy efficiency measures, has become a sign of red-blooded faith in the prevailing system, the particular conservative construction of the American way of life. The ideological framing of environmentally benign technology has a long history in the United States. When Sherwood Rowland, the American chemist who would share the 1995 Nobel Prize with Paul Crutzen, advocated a ban on ozone-destroying consumer products, the aerosol spray-can industry suggested he was a KGB agent bent on destroying capitalism.83 While renewable energy industries in the United States face constant political attacks, in China investment in green technologies is surging. It would be a paradox of history if it turned out that democracy in America had become so dysfunctional that it could be held hostage by an anti-environmental minority while a totalitarian government in China took decisive action on the threat of global warming, and in the process assumed the mantle of world leadership in which an emergent ‘Chinese way of life’ proved superior to its American counterpart.

Even so, it seems clear that the United States is at a stage in its history where it is having difficulty making good decisions in its own long-term interests, let alone those of the the rest of the world. The era in which judgements must be made about geoengineering has begun; within two or three decades a momentous choice will need to be made about deployment of Earth-
changing technologies. Although the United States is not short of intelligent, thoughtful and deeply concerned people, from today’s vantage point it is hard to see it regaining enough political composure to be able to reflect carefully on the implications of its choices.

Climate denial has spread, often through coordinated effort, from the United States to other Anglophone countries that have similarities in their political cultures, especially to Australia, Britain and English-speaking Canada. Influenced by denialism, the conservative government in Canada pulled out of the Kyoto Protocol and vigorously promotes development of tar sands. In Britain, despite the prominence given to Lords Monckton and Lawson by the right-wing press and a bevy of virulent columnists, the Conservative Party presents itself as ‘greener’ than the Labour Party, so denial is left to the far-right British National Party, whose impact is negligible. In Australia, where conservatives have waged a culture war and denialism has put down roots, the conservative party (known as the Liberal Party) is now dominated by those who reject climate science but pretend otherwise for electoral reasons. In continental Europe the absence of a long-running and rancorous culture war explains the relative weakness of climate denial there. In France, a book by scientist and former science minister Claude Allègre denying climate science gained a short-lived notoriety in 2010 but denialism has not taken root. Although L’Imposture climatique (The Climate Fraud) sold over 100,000 copies, its ‘factual mistakes, distortions of data, and plain lies’ left Allègre (who had previously claimed asbestos was harmless) with little credibility.\(^\text{84}\) In Italy and some former Eastern bloc countries, where anti-communism still influences right-wing politics, denial is more potent, but its credibility was damaged by association with Silvio Berlusconi. In Germany, climate denial is invisible; perhaps that nation is all too conscious of the perils of twisting science to suit ideological ends, perils illustrated by a surprising historical parallel.\(^\text{85}\)

It is hard to imagine a scientific breakthrough more abstract and less politically contentious than Einstein’s general theory of relativity. Yet in Weimar Germany in the 1920s it attracted fierce controversy, with conservatives and ultra-nationalists reading it as a vindication of their opponents – liberals, socialists, pacifists and Jews. They could not separate Einstein’s political views – he was an internationalist and pacifist – from his scientific breakthroughs, and his extraordinary fame made him a prime target in a period of political turmoil. There was a turning point in 1920. A year earlier a British scientific expedition had used observations of an eclipse to provide empirical confirmation of Einstein’s prediction that light could be bent by the gravitational pull of the Sun. Little known to the general public beforehand, Einstein was instantly elevated to the status of the genius who outshone Galileo and Newton.\(^\text{86}\) But conservative newspapers provided an outlet for anti-relativity activists and scientists with an axe to grind, stoking nationalist and anti-Semitic sentiment among those predisposed to it. In a similar way today, conservative news outlets promote the views of climate deniers and publish stories designed to discredit climate scientists, all with a view to defending an established order seen to be threatened by evidence of a warming globe. As in the Weimar Republic, the effect has been to fuel suspicion of liberals and ‘elites’ by inviting the public to view science through political lenses.

At the height of the storm in 1920, a bemused Einstein wrote to a friend: ‘This world is a strange madhouse. Currently, every coachman and every waiter is debating whether relativity theory is correct. Belief in this matter depends on political party affiliation.’\(^\text{87}\) The controversy was not confined to Germany. In France a citizen’s attitude to the new theory could be guessed from the stance he or she took on the Dreyfus affair, the scandal surrounding the Jewish army officer falsely convicted of spying in 1894, whose fate divided French society. Anti-Dreyfusards were inclined to reject relativity on political grounds.\(^\text{88}\) In Britain, suspicions were less politically
grounded but relativity’s subversion of Newton was a sensitive issue, leading Einstein to write an encomium for the great English scientist prior to a lecture tour.

Like Einstein’s opponents, who denied relativity because of its perceived association with progressive politics, conservative climate deniers follow the maxim that ‘my enemy’s friend is my enemy’, so scientists whose research strengthens the claims of environmentalism must be opposed. Conservative climate deniers often link their repudiation of climate science to fears that cultural values are under attack from ‘liberals’ and progressives. In Weimar Germany the threat to the cultural order apparently posed by relativity saw Einstein accused of ‘scientific dadaism’, after the anarchistic cultural and artistic movement then at its peak. The epithet is revealing because it reflected anxiety that Einstein’s theory would overthrow the established Newtonian understanding of the world, a destabilization of the physical world that mirrored the subversion of the social order then underway. Relativity’s apparent repudiation of absolutes was interpreted by some as yet another sign of moral and intellectual decay. There could not have been a worse time for Einstein’s theory to have received such emphatic empirical validation than in the chaotic years after the First World War.

Although not to be overstated, the turmoil of Weimar Germany has some similarities with the political ferment that characterizes the United States today – deep-rooted resentments, the sense of a nation in decline, the fragility of liberal forces, and the rise of an angry populist right. Environmental policy and science have become battlegrounds in a deep ideological divide that emerged as a backlash against the gains of the social movements of the 1960s and 1970s. As we saw, marrying science to politics was a calculated strategy of conservative activists in the 1990s, opening up a gulf between Republican and Democratic voters over their attitudes to climate science. Both anti-relativists and climate deniers justifiably feared that science would enhance the standing of their opponents and they responded by tarnishing science with politics.

Einstein’s work was often accused of being un-German, and National Socialist ideology would soon be drawing a distinction between Jewish and Aryan mathematics. Although anti-Semitism plays no part in climate denial, ‘Jewish mathematics’ served the same political function that the charge of ‘left-wing science’ does in the climate debate today. In the United States, the notion of left-wing science dates to the rise in the 1960s of what has been called ‘environmental-social impact’ science which, at least implicitly, questioned the unalloyed benefits of ‘technological-production’ science. Thus in 1975 Jacob Needleman could write: ‘Once the hope of mankind, modern science has now become the object of such mistrust and disappointment that it will probably never again speak with its old authority.’ The apparent paradox of denalist think tanks supporting geoengineering solutions to the global warming problem that does not exist can be understood as a reassertion of technological-production science over environmental impact science. Thus the Exxon-funded Heartland Institute – the leading denalist organization that has hosted a series of conferences at which climate science is denounced as a hoax and a communist conspiracy – has enthusiastically endorsed geoengineering as the answer to the problem that does not exist. The association between ‘left-wing’ opinion and climate science has now been made so strongly that politically conservative scientists who accept the evidence for climate change typically withdraw from public debate, as do those conservative politicians who remain faithful to science.

The motives of Einstein’s opponents were various but differences were overlooked in pursuit of the common foe, just as today among the enemies of climate science we find grouped together activists in free market think tanks, politicians pandering to popular fears, conservative media outlets like the Sunday Times and Fox News, a handful of disgruntled scientists, right-wing
philanthropists including the Scaifes and Kochs, and sundry opportunists such as Christopher Monckton and Bjorn Lomborg.95

Einstein’s theories were not taught in German schools in the 1920s; had they been it is likely anti-relativists would have mounted a campaign to demand teachers stick to ‘pure science’. In May 2010 the Denver Post reported the formation of a new group called Balanced Education for Everyone, whose purpose is to stop the teaching of climate science in American schools.96 Dismissing it as ‘junk science’, the group claims teaching children about global warming is wrong and frightens them. In Oklahoma a bill titiled the Scientific Education and Academic Freedom Act was introduced to the legislature that would require teachers to present ‘both sides’ of the debates over climate science and evolution.97 In 2011 a school board in California became nervous about climate science appearing in its curriculum and adopted a policy of requiring teachers to teach it in a ‘balanced’ way.98 The school board had fallen for the fiction, deliberately created by denier organizations, that there is substantial disagreement among climate scientists about global warming and its causes. As in the case of evolution, science teachers are now being accused by scientifically illiterate parents and administrators of forcing their ‘beliefs’ on pupils. A Wisconsin teacher said he faced a ‘lynch mob’ mentality after the local Tea Party invited teachers to a debate with prominent climate deniers in front of students from 200 local high schools. The organizers described climate science as a ‘monstrous hoax’.99 The Heartland Institute mailed a pamphlet attacking climate science to 14,000 school boards. In Australia, prominent denier Ian Plimer published a book, promoted by a think tank with links to the mining industry and launched by former prime minister John Howard, claiming that when children are taught about climate change they are being fed propaganda. The book lists 101 questions with which children can challenge their science teachers.100 In the past, Plimer’s claims have been comprehensively, almost embarrassingly, debunked.101 Any student who relied on them would fail their science courses. Plimer has been embraced by mining billionaire Gina Rinehart. In July 2012 in Queensland, an Australian state with a reputation for backwardness and still at times refered to as ‘the deep north’, the conference of the ruling conservative party (known as the Liberal National Party) passed overwhelmingly a resolution to ban teaching of climate science in government schools.102 Declaring climate science ‘environmental propaganda’, the mover of the resolution described climate scientists as ‘false prophets’ who are poisoning young minds. A ‘moderate’ who spoke against the motion argued that children should be given all sides of the debate!

Despite its extraordinary political success, the denial movement is a long way from winning over the majority to its views, even in the United States. While the rise of anti-science is disconcerting, it is more difficult to understand why the broader public has not been demanding far-reaching measures consistent with the scientific warnings. Although most members of the public – including in the United States – accept the scientific consensus, by sowing doubt the denial movement has provided reasons to accept it with less conviction. Psychological research has identified the various ‘coping strategies’ we might use to defend against or manage the unpleasant emotions associated with the dangers of a warming globe – fear, anxiety, anger, depression, guilt and helplessness.103 Instead of repudiating the science outright, the coping strategies admit some of the facts and allow some of the associated emotions, but only in distorted form, such as turning fear into apathy, or guilt into blame-shifting.

One strategy is a kind of jaded cynicism, caustically illustrated in Ian McEwan’s novel Solar. The leading character, Michael Beard, is a brilliant but bored physicist approaching retirement. Convinced of the threat posed by global warming he starts a company to commercialize a
radically new way to generate clean energy from the Sun. A day before the grand public demonstration of the new technology, Michael’s business partner confides that he is having serious doubts about their commercial prospects because he has seen scientists on television saying the planet is cooling. ‘If the place isn’t hotting up, we’re fucked,’ he says. Michael patiently explains the errors of the deniers and reassures him that the science is robust, adding: ‘It’s a catastrophe. Relax!’

This could also become the catchphrase of those venture capitalists now investing in geoengineering technologies.

Another strategy of disavowal is to place climate change in its own mental compartment, beyond one’s concerns, an approach that works most effectively in the higher reaches of intellectual life. So, for instance, in his recent book Nobel laureate economist Michael Spence is buoyant about continued economic growth in China, India and many poor countries. He foresees only two threats to a rosy future – a return to protectionism and the risks of fiscal deficits. He mentions global warming only to wave it away with the observation that he is ‘optimistic’ about it. That someone of Spence’s stature can remain impervious to the warning of every science academy in the world – that climate change will transform the conditions of economic life in the twenty-first century – is a mystery left for future historians to ponder.

Other widely used coping strategies aim to ignore or belittle the problem. Some people cultivate indifference to global warming and its implications. Apathy is typically understood as meaning the absence of feeling, but it can often reflect a suppression of feeling that serves a useful psychological function. Others restrict their exposure to upsetting information or view it through a cloud of doubt. Who at times has not thought: ‘If I don’t care, I won’t feel bad’? Many engage in what might be called ‘casual denial’. Less vociferous than outright denial of the science, casual denial relies on inner narratives, such as ‘Environmentalists always exaggerate’ and ‘I’ll worry about it when the scientists make up their minds’. The desire to disbelieve is activated by conservative news outlets each time they give undue prominence to stories that create the impression that climate scientists cannot agree or that the science is politically tainted. Others blunt the emotional impact of the scientific warnings by emphasizing the time lapse before the consequences of warming are felt, or by believing that poor people in distant lands will be the victims.

Those who have adopted strategies that make climate change seem to be of minor consequence or irrelevant are unlikely to pay much attention to geoengineering. If they are not worried about climate change they are unlikely to be worried about proposed solutions to it, unless it affects them directly, which explains why so much resentment can be whipped up against a modest carbon tax. On the other hand, it is possible that the reality of climate control, with its far-reaching (not to say, frightening) implications, may bring home the reality of global warming. One geoengineering researcher has ventured the opinion that developing technologies such as sulphate aerosol spraying is like holding up to the public the instruments of torture.

Blame-shifting attempts to respond to feelings of guilt and anger by disavowing responsibility for the problem or the solution. It is a tactic in play when Australian governments stress that Australia contributes only 1.5 per cent of global emissions, even though Australians have the highest emissions per person in the industrialized world. Kari Norgaard writes of the residents of a town in Norway who shift blame for global warming onto ‘Amerika’ when they are reminded that Norway has grown rich by becoming one of the world’s biggest oil exporters. Blame is shifted by selective emphasis on certain facts, in order to allow one to say with a shrug, ‘Well, what can I do?’ Geoengineering inverts the situation because it is perfectly feasible, or soon will be, for a mid-sized nation to undertake it unilaterally. China or ‘Amerika’
may be those most responsible for the problem, but it will be in the power of citizens in many nations to ‘solve’ it. By providing an answer to ‘What can I do?’, the development of geoengineering technologies will deny us the resigned shrug.

Perhaps the most widespread and powerful defence against the unpleasant emotions triggered by climate science is wishful thinking. Cultivating ‘benign fictions’ can be comforting in an often unfriendly world, yet such fictions become dangerous delusions when they are clung to despite overwhelming evidence. The climate debate is rife with wishful thinking, deploying narratives such as ‘Technology will save us’ (carbon capture and storage, nuclear power and biochar), ‘We’ve solved these problems before and we will do it again’, or simply ‘Something will come along’. Geoengineering appeals to the wishful thinker because it can be presented as a magic solution to climate change; it is exactly the kind of solution in which we want to invest our hopes.

Not long ago in Germany I gave a talk on the various subterfuges we use to evade the full meaning of the scientific warnings. In question time and conversation afterwards it became apparent that most seemed to have heard nothing I had said, for each of the ruses I had identified was unselfconsciously used to disprove my ‘pessimism’. One man was convinced that if only the IPCC adopted a double-blind peer review system all of the criticisms of deniers would melt away. Another was convinced the climate problem will be solved through the development of a new energy source derived from high-flying kites, which could, he said, fully displace coal-fired electricity within a decade. An American woman accepted everything I said but simply evinced, with a shining face, an unbounded optimism that something would crop up. An ecologist argued that if we could put an economic value on ecosystem services, then the politicians would immediately understand why it is essential to protect the environment, although at the end of our conversation she mentioned that her three-year-old grandchild will probably be alive in 2100, at which point her eyes filled with tears of despair.

Some people derive a peculiar sort of pleasure in describing themselves as ‘an optimist’. It’s a kind of one-upmanship used to shut down those arguing that the evidence shows the future is not rosy. ‘Whatever you might say, I am an optimist,’ they declare, implying that their interlocutor is somehow not bold enough to take on the challenge. It’s not so much passive aggression as sunny aggression firmly rooted in the moral superiority of cheerfulness, a modern predilection exposed by Barbara Ehrenreich in her excoriating book *Smile or Die: How Positive Thinking Fooled America and the World*. If positive thinking can defeat breast cancer, why can’t it defeat climate change?

The power of wishful thinking, in which we allow our hopes for how things will turn out to override the evidence of how they will turn out, can be seen in some of history’s great acts of unpreparedness. In 1933 Winston Churchill began warning of the belligerent intentions of Hitler’s Germany and the threat it posed to world peace. In many speeches through the 1930s he devoted himself to alerting Britons to the dangerous currents running through Europe, returning over and over to the mortal nature of the Nazi regime, the rapid rearming of Germany, and Britain’s lack of readiness for hostilities. Yet pacifist sentiment among the British public, still traumatized by the memory of the Great War, provided a white noise of wishful thinking that muffled the warnings. Behind the unwillingness to rearm and resist aggression lay the gulf between the future Britons hoped for – one of peace – and the future the evidence indicated was approaching: war in Europe; just as today behind the unwillingness to cut emissions lies the gulf between the future we hope for – continued stability and prosperity – and the future the evidence tells us is approaching: one of danger and sacrifice.
Throughout the 1930s Churchill's aim was, in the words of his biographer, ‘to prick the bloated bladder of soggy hopes’ for enduring peace. But the bladder had a tough skin, far too tough to be penetrated by mere facts, even the ‘great new fact’ of German rearmament, which, said Churchill, ‘throws almost all other issues into the background’. The warnings of Churchill and a handful of others were met with derision. In terms akin to those now used in the Murdoch media to ridicule individuals warning of climate disaster – ‘fear-mongers’, ‘doom-sayers’, ‘alarmists’ – he was repeatedly accused of exaggerating the danger, of irresponsibility, of using ‘the language of blind and causeless panic’ and of behaving like ‘a Malay running amok’.

Late in 1938, Churchill’s trenchant criticism of Chamberlain’s Munich agreement – he attacked it as ‘a total and unmitigated defeat’ – earned him the fury of Conservative Party members. Anti-Churchill forces in the party rallied and as late as March 1939 – months before war was declared and a year before he was to become wartime prime minister – it seemed likely Churchill would be ousted as a Conservative MP by government loyalists. Although the evidence of German rearmament was incontrovertible, no one could be certain of the Third Reich’s intentions, a doubt that provided the leverage for Churchill’s critics. Of course, they all melted into historical obscurity when war broke out, which makes one wonder how, some decades hence, we will look on today’s climate deniers whose campaign slowed efforts to protect the Earth from the ravages of climate change. Perhaps some of them have an intimation of the historical retribution coming their way and are taking out an insurance policy by supporting geoengineering.
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Promethean Dreams

Fine-tuning the climate

Everyone is looking for an easy way out. The easiest way out is to refuse to accept there is a predicament. Another is to hope that the problem is not as bad as it seems and that something will come along. The technofix of geoengineering is a third way out and an emerging lobby group of scientists, investors and political actors is giving it momentum. Yet the appeal of climate engineering runs deeper, for as an answer to global warming it dovetails perfectly with the modernist urge to exert control over nature by technological means, a predisposition we begin to explore in this chapter.

Scientists, entrepreneurs and generals have long dreamed of controlling the weather. The development of computers and the accumulation of weather data using satellites have prompted a new and higher phase of dreaming. In 2002 the American Meteorological Society published a NASA-funded study titled ‘Controlling the global weather’. The author, Ross Hoffman, foresees the creation of an international weather control agency within the next three to four decades. ‘Just imagine,’ he enthused, ‘no droughts, no tornadoes, no snowstorms during rush hour etc.’ Control would be possible, the argument goes, precisely because weather systems are chaotic. Chaotic systems are very sensitive to small perturbations, so if we can identify and then control those perturbations then we can control the weather: ‘since small differences in initial conditions can grow exponentially, small but correctly chosen perturbations induce large changes in the evolution of the simulated weather’. He did not dwell on the implications of small but incorrectly chosen perturbations.

Controlling one country’s weather is not possible without affecting that of others, so the only way forward would be a global weather control system. Without close collaboration, Hoffman warns, there may be ‘weather wars’. Among the perturbations that could serve as control mechanisms for global weather he identifies the timing and location of aircraft contrails, solar reflectors that regulate the amount of sunlight and an enormous grid of fans that could redirect atmospheric momentum. A more recent scientific paper explores the possibility of a control strategy for El Niño, the periodic warming of central and eastern Pacific currents that causes drought in Australia and floods in South America. It too looks for leverage in small disturbances with large effects, the most promising lever being alteration of sea surface temperatures in the eastern Pacific through cloud brightening.

Stephen Salter, an engineer and principal researcher in marine cloud brightening, is convinced that we will soon know everything there is to know: ‘Noise is only a signal which you have not learned to decode yet’. He is excited by the prospect of total control of the Earth’s climate, and entertains plans of domination that would do Dr Strangelove proud. He defends further research with the claim that:

we might discover that to get more rain at Timbuktu in August but less rain during Wimbledon you should spray to the west of Cape Verde island from mid April to mid May and stop all spraying south of Kergulen during January and February. However spraying south of Tasmania from June to December never affects anywhere north of Hong Kong. By linking the strength of the beneficial effects with observations of the weather patterns and spray planning
we may eventually develop sufficient understanding to allow tactical or closed-loop control which could respond to other more random perturbing influences and make everyone happier with their weather.7

This kind of technological hubris, although not often expressed so brazenly in public, colours the advice governments are beginning to receive from geoengineering researchers. The idea is taking root that geoengineering could be used not just to counter some of the effects of global warming, but to manipulate permanently the planet’s weather system to suit our desires, or at least the desires of those who turn the knobs. To this end, climate engineers are beginning to talk about employing not one but a suite of interventions designed to tailor the climate. So stratospheric aerosol spraying might be used to cool the globe overall, while cloud seeding may be undertaken to fine-tune other environmental goals, such as preserving coral reefs, ‘hurricane emasculation’ and restoring polar ice caps.8 Engineering the global climate thus becomes an optimization problem.

No two researchers are more prone to the special kind of scientific excitement that can possess geoengineers than Ken Caldeira and Lowell Wood. We saw that damage to the ozone layer is likely to be one of the side effects of sulphate aerosol spraying, allowing more ultraviolet light to reach the surface, so risking more skin cancer. Caldeira and Wood have an answer. They argue that some kinds of ultraviolet light that cannot be seen ‘may be largely superfluous . . . for biospheric purposes, and thus portions of these spectra may be attractive candidates for being scattered back into space by an engineered scattering system’.9 This light is invisible to us, so why do we need it? Particles could be specially engineered to allow through more of some kinds of light than others. They argue that such a scheme could save us $10 billion a year from avoided skin cancers. An additional benefit of scattering redundant bands of the light spectrum is that the sky could be rendered discernibly bluer.

It is a strange kind of thinking that believes it can identify basic properties of the solar system that are surplus to requirements and may be dispensed with. A different kind of thinking assumes that things are there for a purpose and that the structure of life on Earth as a whole has evolved to fit the environment in which it finds itself. So on closer inspection ‘junk DNA’ turns out to be genetic material whose functions we had not yet worked out. Many insects rely on ultraviolet light for their vision, reptiles need it to bask in and it is essential to production of vitamin D. The multitudes of species on Earth have evolved to manage the potential damage from ultraviolet light. Yet Caldeira and Wood suggest that we can filter out this superfluous form of light, so that we regulate not only the quantity of light reaching the planet but its quality. There is no bridge to cross to engage with this type of thinking. There is only an abyss of incomprehension.

The Promethean plan for ultimate control has been set out explicitly by Brad Allenby, now an engineering professor at Arizona State University, in a strategy he calls earth system engineering and management.10 He begins with the observation that humans have not merely transformed the landscape but have imprinted themselves on every cubic metre of air and water, to the point where the Earth has become a human artefact. There is no more ‘natural’ so we must cast off all romantic notions and take responsibility for conscious planetary management. In a definition whose training manual phraseology says as much about its meaning as the words themselves, Allenby writes:

Earth systems engineering and management may be defined as the capability to rationally engineer and manage human technology systems and related elements of natural systems in such a way as to provide the requisite functionality while facilitating the active management of strongly coupled natural systems.11

In case it might be thought that such a vision excludes all that is essentially human, Dr Allenby
(who for some years in the 1990s was director for Energy and Environmental Systems at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory) assures us that ethics can be incorporated into his system. It can even encompass ‘religion’, while still maintaining the requisite functionality, thereby granting space for a system-compatible God. To reassure those who fear that managing the Earth system must entail ‘centralized control’ or ‘universal mandates’, Allenby is certain that engineering an artificial world can be carried out by the free market. Moreover, he writes, Earth system engineering will embody ‘inclusive dialog among all stakeholders’ and ‘democratic governance’, while at the same time being modelled on ‘highly reliable organizations’ such as a well-run nuclear power plant or an aircraft carrier.\textsuperscript{12}

It’s hard to know what to make of this kind of utopian techno-enthusiasm, except to note that it is very prevalent in the geoengineering community, especially in the United States. It drives Bill Gates, Richard Branson and Nathan Myhrvold and a hundred other techno-entrepreneurs whose understanding of the world has been shaped by the peculiar culture of Silicon Valley. Brad Allenby has more recently shifted his position, tempering his dream of Promethean mastery with a strong dose of political conservatism.\textsuperscript{13} Now he argues that climate science is disputable (there is a ‘real controversy’ over whether warming is caused by human-induced emissions or changes in solar energy) and that climate scientists do not have the same authority as other scientists. He believes, following standard denialist tropes, that contrarians have been unfairly ‘demonized’ and political polarization is due, not to the efforts of the merchants of doubt such as ExxonMobil and the Tea Party, but to the ‘strident tone’ of environmentalists. International collaboration won’t work, he believes, but there is little need for it because the prevailing social and economic systems are adapting to climate change (such as it is) ‘remarkably quickly’. No major policy interventions are needed, and that goes for geoengineering too. In short, the system is flexible and its components can adapt to whatever the climate throws at us; the real danger lies in overreacting to the apparent threat. Allenby has joined the small but influential group of ‘luke-warmists’, those who cannot be accused of denying climate science but consistently emphasize the uncertainties, downplay the risks and defend the prevailing order against policies that seem to threaten it.\textsuperscript{14}

Other experts with a more clear-eyed view of climate science and its implications are turning their attention to the kind of engineering system that would be needed for managing the solar filter. The Novim Group, a non-profit scientific corporation, identifies five core control variables available for the solar filter or ‘short-wave climate engineering’ (SWCE): the material composition of the aerosol particles, their size and shape, the amount dispersed, the location of dispersal into the stratosphere and the sequencing over time of the injections.\textsuperscript{15}

The development of a dynamic multivariate control system – incorporating robust monitoring of climate parameters, maximum intervention flexibility and intervention stability – is therefore an important component of SWCE research. Control-system design should pay particular attention to the likelihood of various climate parameter responses including delays, feedbacks, nonlinearities and instabilities across widely ranging temporal and spatial scales.\textsuperscript{16}

Temporarily forgetting just why they are detailing Plan B, the authors add that ‘strategic management’ of greenhouse gas emissions ‘must be considered a central component’ in managing the solar shield. Good luck with that.

The engineers are alert to the fact that installing a planetary thermal control system is not merely a technical problem. They are concerned that unspecified ‘socio-political system failures’ – perhaps climate wars, terrorist attacks, changes of government in the US and social unrest in China – may lead to ‘unintentional disengagement’ giving rise to ‘transient oscillations in the climate system’.\textsuperscript{17} Transient oscillations in the climate system may refer to monsoon
failure, but the climate engineers are not too worried because ‘disruptions of varying character and scale are common in comparably large and complex technical and socio-political systems’. What were they thinking of when referring to disruptions to comparably large and complex socio-political systems – the Russian Revolution, the Great Depression, the Black Death? Who knows? Even so, any control-system blueprint, they advise, should keep these possibilities firmly in mind.

The Novim experts then canvass the dystopian prospect of ‘counter-climate engineering’ – geoengineering deployed by one nation to undo the effects of geoengineering by another. ‘For example, the deliberate injection of short-lived fluorocarbon greenhouse gases might rapidly offset the regional or global cooling effects of a SWCE intervention.’\(^{18}\) (In the case of marine cloud brightening, the fleet of unmanned ships roaming the oceans would be sitting ducks for a disgruntled state.) Any such contest over global weather could be ‘disastrous’, so international governance arrangements should be carefully considered. They finish on an optimistic note, suggesting that ‘once engaged, the maintenance of a SWCE system becomes a permanent bequest to future generations’. A bequest to future generations. Words sometimes fail.

Some of those environmentalists and scientists most acutely aware of the dangers of global warming support geoengineering. Humans have caused such a build-up of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, they argue, that even radical cuts in global greenhouse gas emissions will not be enough.\(^ {19}\) To render the climate tolerably safe we will need to reduce atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide to 350 ppm or below from their expected peak at 450 ppm (an extremely optimistic target), 550 ppm (optimistic) or 650 ppm (likely on current trends), remembering that the long-term pre-industrial level was 280 ppm.\(^ {20}\) It’s a powerful argument with the best motives. By endorsing geoengineering their objective is not to find a way of defending the political and economic systems from the threat of climate change, but simply to protect us from calamity.

With their high level of understanding of the complexities of the climate system and the risks of global warming, those who take this position tend to favour early deployment of geoengineering because, even with radical abatement measures, carbon dioxide ‘drawdown’ will be necessary. So the sooner we start deployment of carbon dioxide removal methods the better. They tend to prefer more natural and local kinds of climate engineering such as reforestation and biochar rather than system-altering approaches such as ocean fertilization or a solar filter. The former are slow-acting methods that would require decades to take full effect and would therefore be of no use as a response to a climate emergency.

The grander climate engineering proposals operate on a scale far larger than previous interventions by humans in environmental systems. Nevertheless, some lessons can be learned from prior attempts to manipulate environmental systems.\(^ {21}\) The history of human interventions in complex ecosystems shows that they frequently trigger a burst of unintended effects. In one case, a freshwater shrimp was introduced into a Montana lake in order to augment the food supply of salmon. However, it was not understood that shrimp feed at night, while salmon feed during the day, so instead of the salmon eating the shrimp, the two species competed for the same zooplankton food source. Instead of salmon numbers multiplying they fell, and so did those of the local eagle population that depended on them for food, undoubtedly with flow-on effects elsewhere. The intervention was a kind of ‘ecological roulette’ – spin the wheel and see what happens.

Human interventions have had many successes,\(^ {22}\) but it’s the disasters that we should heed when considering schemes as audacious as some of those proposed by geoengineers. Success
depends above all on minimizing the chances of unintended consequences, which in turn depends in large measure on limiting the effects to a bounded geographical area. A disaster following an attempt to manipulate the Earth as a whole would render trivial those resulting from the introduction of the beetle-eating cane toad in Queensland and the rat-eating mongoose in Hawaii. In their review of the lessons of biological control, Damon Matthews and Sarah Turner write that this kind of miscalculation would be unlikely today because of our greater understanding of ecological processes, although they recognize that humans are entirely capable of repeating errors even when knowledge of the consequences is readily available. The assumption that humans learn from their blunders is rarely a safe one.

In trying to get a sense of the likelihood of unintended consequences from system-altering geoengineering schemes, the primary lesson from the study of biological interventions is that the risks increase with both the degree of system complexity and the limits to our understanding of those systems. To date, biological interventions have been confined to ecosystems that are bounded in various ways, so the damage is limited. In the case of system-altering climate engineering schemes the local is the global: every major and minor ecosystem process would be changed by sulphate aerosol injection, marine cloud brightening or ocean fertilization (just as it is by global warming). The complexity of the Earth system is almost inconceivably deep. Even with leaps in understanding over the next decades, a cascade of unanticipated consequences from intervention seems inevitable. And we return to the disconcerting fact that, despite the enormous advances in climate science over the last two to three decades, each advance opens up new areas of uncertainty. While advances in climate science ought to be teaching us to be more humble, advocates of schemes aimed at regulating sunlight or interfering in Earth-system processes seem to draw the opposite conclusion.

We know that ecosystems behave eccentrically, even ones artificially created for their simplicity. They change rapidly over short time-frames, and often develop over long time-frames in ways we barely understand. While Lowell Wood bullishly proclaims: ‘We’ve engineered every other environment we live in – why not the planet?’ 23 a more humble scientist, Ron Prinn, has asked: ‘How can you engineer a system you don’t understand?’ 24

**Thermo-economics**

Before the engineers are permitted to implement their climate control system, a decision must be made about where to set the thermostat. Here the kind of technocratic thinking of the climate engineers fits neatly with the calculative reckoning of a certain type of economics. A widely circulated paper on the economics of geoengineering by Eric Bickel and Lee Lane first identifies the positive and negative impacts of climate change, policies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and sulphate aerosol spraying. It then evaluates costs and benefits by placing dollar values on the various effects over time, before concluding that the benefits of geoengineering vastly outweigh the costs. 25 Using the DICE model of Yale economist William Nordhaus (DICE standing for Dynamic Integrated Model of Climate and the Economy), the authors calculate that every dollar spent on injecting sulphur dioxide into the stratosphere will generate $25 in returns, a rate of return that makes the hype of the Planktos expedition appear modest. In this way, they work out how to set an optimal temperature for the Earth for the next two hundred years. This optimal path specifies where the global thermostat should be set to balance out the costs of geoengineering with the damage caused by the increase in temperature. As figure 4 shows, Bickel and Lane have calculated that allowing the Earth to warm by 3.5°C is the ‘optimal’ amount after two centuries. 26
It would be pointless to deconstruct the economic analysis. One is reminded of Ralph Waldo Emerson’s aphorism: ‘Nature hates calculators.’ Any reader who has reached this point in the book will now understand that multiplying the uncertainties about the impacts of global warming by the greater uncertainties about the effects of sulphate aerosol spraying, then converting the result into net benefits by applying dollar values derived from economic forecasts 200 years into the future reaches a peak of analytical absurdity that is perhaps unsurpassed in the history of economics. When tax accountants are weighing up whether they should attempt to slip a questionable expenses claim past the tax office, they apply what they call the ‘laugh test’. If there were a laugh test for economic modelling, Bickel and Lane would be doing stand-up at the Comedy Club.

![Projected warming of the Earth through to 2205 under various solar radiation management regimes.](image)

So who are they? Lee Lane has been a ‘resident scholar’ at the American Enterprise Institute, a main cog in the denial machine, and is a consultant with CRA International, a consulting firm with a long history of working for the coal industry. Eric Bickel is an engineer at the University of Texas and a consultant to the oil and gas industry. He appeared in Cool It, Bjorn Lomborg’s film denigrating climate science. Bickel and Lane’s paper on the economics of geoengineering originated at the American Enterprise Institute and was subsequently published by Lomborg’s Copenhagen Consensus Center.

In their paper Bickel and Lane lament the fact that ‘twenty years of protracted diplomatic talk and laborious scientific study have so far failed to move the needle on emission rates’, as if those who sponsor their work – the American Enterprise Institute and Lomborg’s Center – played no role in preventing the needle from slowing. They refer back to an earlier faux-scholarly paper by Lane and David Montgomery, Vice President of CRA International, also published by the American Enterprise Institute, which argues that advocates of emission cuts fail to ask the ‘most important and pressing questions’, namely how it is that ‘political structures can sometimes block or distort the choice of the best response to a problem’. They blame the IPCC for the continued rise of emissions, suggesting that progress ‘has been almost purely rhetorical’. Of course, the objective of the American Enterprise Institute is precisely to block or distort the best response to climate change. Straight-faced through 50 pages of argument, the authors evince a confected concern at the inability of governments to curb emissions growth, before expressing their gratitude to ExxonMobil for financial support.

Bickel and Lane opine that one of the advantages of solar radiation management is that nations...
‘with relatively weak environmental lobbies’ – meaning China and Russia – will be able to deploy solar radiation management without domestic opposition. If they are right that it will not fly in a democracy, then solar radiation management is the dictator’s technology of choice. What is disturbing is that Lane and Bickel count the ability to by-pass democracy as one of the benefits of solar radiation management as a response to climate change.

The political objective of the paper is transparent. The authors praise solar radiation management because, compared to measures to cut carbon emissions, it ‘involves no infringement of economic freedom’. They are not reluctant to declare that the value of technofixes is that they can solve a problem that would otherwise require social change. Geoengineering is an essentially conservative technology, one whose political appeal risks obscuring its inherent faults. This is why the economists who lend support to it – William Nordhaus, Thomas Schelling, Lawrence Summers, Richard Tol – are uniformly free market conservatives. In a deft reframing, Holly Buck has observed that the global energy regime needs to be changed, not least to provide opportunities in poor countries for development that is less dependent on fossil fuels. So to the extent that a solar filter would lock in existing social structures it involves a very large ‘social opportunity cost’. Of course, the economists whose mode of analysis is designed to defend the status quo do not accept that change is needed.

The Livermore taint

It is striking to realize how many scientists working on geoengineering have either worked at or collaborated with the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, the Cold War nuclear weapons facility. Among the prominent players I have mentioned or will mention, Edward Teller, Lowell Wood, Roderick Hyde, Ken Caldeira, Mike MacCracken, Greg Rau, Ron Lehman, Jane Long, Brad Allenby, Govindasamy Bala and Haroon Kheshgi have at some stage worked there. Although there are differences between them (MacCracken in particular was not part of the ‘weapons crowd’), the common institutional origins and the early role of Teller and Wood have given geoengineering what Eli Kintisch calls ‘the Livermore taint’. This suggests that the history of Livermore may provide some insights into the deeper ideas behind climate engineering and the way some geoengineers understand the human relationship to the Earth. The best source on the scientific culture and political history of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is Nuclear Rites: A Weapons Laboratory at the End of the Cold War by anthropologist Hugh Gusterson. I will suggest that the kind of intellectual culture that characterized weapons research at Livermore during the Cold War is having a formative influence on the geoengineering debate in the United States and beyond.

Along with Los Alamos, the Livermore Laboratory, located outside San Francisco, developed the hardware for the nuclear arms race; but it also influenced the Cold War ideology that went with it. The Laboratory was established in 1952 by a consortium of the University of California and a number of major weapons corporations, but most of its funding came from the federal government. The Laboratory was at the centre of the US programme to design a range of nuclear warheads and earned what Jeff Goodell calls a ‘near-mythological status as the dark heart of weapons research’. It was co-founded by Ernest Lawrence, who had received the Nobel Prize for physics, and Edward Teller, soon to become the most vigorous advocate of the hydrogen bomb (which in the late 1940s other atomic physicists had opposed as ‘an evil thing considered in any light’). Teller was a Hungarian Jew who left Germany in 1933, arriving in the United States in 1935. Within a few years he became a central figure in the Manhattan Project, the Allied programme to develop an atomic bomb. After the war, as the actual or effective leader at Livermore, Teller was to become what one analyst described as ‘a major architect of
the cold war. . . [H]e did more than any other scientist, perhaps any other individual, to keep its structure intact and evolving’.³⁹ In the 1980s Teller was still regarded by some as ‘the most powerful scientist in the world’. Although his influence waned, he remained ‘the science hero of the Republican right’⁴⁰ and in the 1990s President Bush described him as ‘my friend of long standing’.⁴¹ Teller died in 2003, but his ghost haunts the debate over geoengineering today.

The influence in Washington of Teller and his protégé Lowell Wood caused ructions at Livermore itself. In the mid-1980s its director of nuclear weapons research, Roy Woodruff, claimed that Teller and Wood were providing misleading information to senior White House officials and arms control negotiators about progress in Star Wars technology, the nuclear-powered space shield championed by Teller. (Woodruff’s intervention to correct the misrepresentation of the science is a useful reminder that physicists played a vital role in the criticism of Star Wars, and indeed the nuclear arms race more broadly.)⁴² Although his claims were vindicated a few years later when Star Wars was abandoned, Woodruff was forbidden from correcting the misleading claims and resigned.⁴³ The incident illustrated both Teller’s sway and the dangers of scientists becoming advocates for favoured technologies.

Weapons researchers came to believe that their technical expertise gave them a privileged role in advising government on nuclear policy. Washington concurred, going so far as to include Livermore scientists in the identification of nuclear targets in the Soviet Union, which is perhaps why the Russians called Livermore ‘the City of Death’.⁴⁴ They also had a large role in deciding on the types of weapons to build. One said: ‘if you don’t understand the technology and physical effects of the weapons, then in my view you don’t have the right to an opinion on nuclear policy.’⁴⁵ Among weapons scientists the conviction grew that understanding and exercising control of the technologies was sufficient to render them safe, as if mastery of the technical sphere carried over into the political sphere. Confidence in the technology spilled over into the structures that determined how and when it might be used, reflecting the modern predilection to elevate technical truths over other kinds of truths, so that those who could articulate the former acquired authority to speak.

In the emerging geoengineering field, scientists have assumed a privileged place in advising not merely on technical questions but on governance arrangements, ethical concerns and international negotiations, despite their lack of expertise. There is a view that if you are clever enough to understand atmospheric physics then you are clever enough to grasp the nuances of politics, social change and ethics. As in the nuclear arms race, the allocation of authority to those with scientific expertise reflects the continued privileging of the hyper-rationality of physical science over the kinds of reasoning and knowledge valid in other spheres where the weaknesses of humans and their institutions are recognized and the lessons of history absorbed.

Gusterson found, contrary to expectations, that weapons scientists at Livermore held a variety of political views, with as many identifying as liberal as conservative. They traversed a range of religious orientations: three even identified as Buddhists.⁴⁶ The emerging divide over geoengineering is not principally along a left–right fault-line, or even a pro-environment versus pro-economy split. So David Keith identifies as an environmentalist who loves the outdoors, and Ken Caldeira helped organize anti-nuclear protests as a student and describes his friend Lowell Wood as ‘a right-wing nut’.⁴⁷ The divide is between Prometheans and Soterians, a technocratic rationalist worldview confident of humanity’s ability to control nature, against a more humble outlook suspicious of unnatural technological solutions and the hubris of mastery projects.
Nuclear weapons scientists did not avoid ethical concerns about their work but learned to locate their activities within certain officially accepted frames. In the context of the Cold War and the argument for nuclear deterrence, it was not difficult. Civil protests caused them to reflect on their work but rarely to alter their views. Gusterson notes that, among the dozens he interviewed, they uniformly adopted a consequentialist ethical framework, that is, one in which moral judgements depend on weighing up the presumed benefits and harms to humans, as opposed to making judgements based on the virtue of motives, duty to a higher principle or anxiety about the morality of pursuing a good end by threatening to use unspeakably awful means. From there it was an easy step to believing that developing nuclear weapons was more ethical than working on conventional weapons, because conventional weapons are used to kill while nuclear weapons exist to prevent killing. Some geoengineering scientists adopt the same kind of argument – attempting to develop means to prevent the worst ravages of a warming world is the most ethical action to take. It’s a widespread and compelling view. For nuclear scientists the argument works only if deterrence is effective and nuclear weapons are never used. Once they had been used, in Japan in 1945, the only justification could be that their use saved more lives than the alternative course of action (even though in selecting Hiroshima from among several short-listed targets, one objective of military planners was to kill as many people as possible in order to demonstrate the power of the new weapon).

Livermore scientists were not opposed to nuclear arms control treaties, but they were ‘almost unanimously hostile’ towards test bans. There is a similarly strong resistance among geoenengineers of the Promethean persuasion to any regulation of research and testing, especially from ‘the UN’. At Livermore, antipathy to test bans was not merely pragmatic. Gusterson divined deeper cultural meaning in testing. The ‘display of the secret knowledge’s power’ imparted a keen sense of community among participants. He read weapons tests as ‘powerful rituals celebrating human command over the secrets of life and death’. Tests were proof that human mastery of dangerous powers could be attained. In the same way we might expect that tests of geoengineering technologies, if they succeed, will persuade those carrying them out that technologies of planetary control can be mastered.

The analogy can be stretched too far. Although both groups of scientists are dominated by physicists and, in their different ways, both are developing technologies to control titanic powers, nuclear weapons scientists worked in tightly defined communities under conditions of secrecy in an officially sanctioned programme of defending the United States against an easily identified, human enemy. Geoengineering scientists do not set out to use technology to dominate an enemy but to respond to a non-human threat. Like nuclear weapons scientists they are competitive professionally, but unlike them they are spread across a range of institutions. Even so, the core group in the United States has developed a strong sense of group identity, apparent on internet discussion groups, that solidifies in response to outside criticism.

Gusterson notes that nuclear weapons scientists frequently used metaphors of birth to describe their work – generations of weapons, breeders, cribs and cradles. One described the feeling after a test as ‘postpartum depression’. They named the Hiroshima bomb ‘Little Boy’ and after the first hydrogen bomb test Edward Teller telegraphed Los Alamos with the words ‘It’s a boy’ to signal its success. A dud or ‘fizzle’ was known as a girl. The language of climate engineering is evolving but already it is plain that attempts are being made to frame it semantically as something that works benignly with nature rather than against it, a technology that is remedial, even nurturing, rather than dominating and controlling: in short, a technology with feminine virtues.

The physicists who became weapons scientists were trained to believe that emotions are an
obstacle to logical thought. At Livermore they derided the emotionalism of the anti-nuclear protesters who sometimes camped at the Laboratory’s gates – ‘a lot of hysteria but not a lot of solid thinking behind them’, sniffed one. When asked whether he, like some Americans, ever had nightmares about nuclear war, a Livermore weaponeer responded: ‘It’s not rational to have nightmares about nuclear weapons. There’s nothing you can do about them.’\(^{51}\) For less rational beings, the terror lies in the helplessness.

Those who worked at Livermore found a culture in which brilliant and often quirky scientists dreamed up and tested big technological schemes to protect American freedom and advance US strategic interests around the world. In the 1980s the Reagan Administration poured billions of dollars into Livermore to fund the Star Wars programme that promised a fleet of nuclear-powered satellites that could use enormously powerful lasers to vaporize Russian missiles. At the heart of Star Wars were Teller and Wood.\(^{52}\) Wood’s ‘personal fiefdom’\(^{53}\) was known as O Group, which focused on how to use space for strategic advantage on Earth and included plans for an array of orbiting mirrors to train particle beams on enemy missiles. O Group also dreamed up Brilliant Pebbles, a fleet of orbiting space ‘rocks’ that could be deployed to collide with enemy missiles.

If Cold War thinking could be congealed into an institution, it would take the shape of the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Yet in disarmament negotiations during the years of perestroika from 1985, reforming Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev would tell US presidents that all sides would need to move away from Cold War thinking.\(^{54}\) In place of Gorbachev’s more gradual process of democratic and market reform in the Soviet Union, Boris Yeltsin’s machinations led to the disastrous 1991 collapse. Instead of Russians achieving their own freedom, anti-communists in the United States claimed victory. Conservatives began writing of how Ronald Reagan had won the Cold War. Lowell Wood himself spoke of how he was ‘proud of the small part I played in this historic victory’.\(^{55}\) Such an interpretation of history vindicated the kind of thinking that Livermore embodied. Technological supremacy, militarization of strategic policy and a unilateralist intolerance of collaborative agreements under the United Nations had prevailed. These same tendencies are emerging in thinking about climate engineering.

With the end of the arms race after the Soviet Union’s collapse, Livermore, ‘the most feared laboratory in the world’, lost much of its raison d’être. While its leaders argued that weapons scientists were still needed to respond to threats from emergent nuclear nations and terrorist groups, they also began to look for new opportunities to keep Livermore relevant. As it happened, nuclear weapons research spilled over into atmospheric science. One of its tasks was to evaluate the effects of a nuclear exchange on the climate – nuclear winters – which required the development of sophisticated models to track the distribution of smoke, dust and radiation. This capacity was expanded in the 1990s to study the enhanced greenhouse effect.

In 1997 the Laboratory published a paper by Teller, Wood and Roderick Hyde, a senior scientist at Livermore, titled ‘Global warming and ice ages: Prospects for physics-based modulation of global change’. Although not convinced that anthropogenic global warming was actually a problem, the authors nevertheless argued that any untoward changes in the Earth’s climate may be better solved with technological interventions instead of ‘international measures focused on prohibitions’.\(^{56}\) Expressing cynicism towards democratic decision-making, they argued that a new technology of solar radiation management would be able to cut through international disagreements and win over public support. ‘Physics-based modulation’ would trump attempts at global consensus. In an article published in the Wall Street Journal two months later, Teller appealed both to economics and American exceptionalism. After noting
that ‘the jury is still out’ on global warming, and deplored an ‘all out war’ on people who use fossil fuels, he wrote: ‘Let’s play to our uniquely American strengths in innovation and technology to offset any global warming by the least costly means possible.’

Five years later, Teller, Wood and Hyde returned to the theme with a paper arguing even more strongly that the world should regulate solar radiation instead of attempting to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Although still casting doubt on the science of climate change, they set out ways to manage solar radiation actively (or practise ‘radiative budget control’, as they called it), which they insisted is the most practical approach to global warming. They drew on work by Ken Caldeira and Govindasamy Bala (also from Lawrence Livermore Laboratory) to claim that the environmental risks of a solar shield would be ‘negligible’. The question, they wrote, is no longer whether we should engage in geoengineering but only how best to do it. And with the bombast typical of some Cold War physicists they insisted that those who accept climate science must ‘necessarily’ [their emphasis] prefer active technical management of radiation . . . to administrative management of greenhouse gas inputs to the Earth’s atmosphere’. Not only is it technically easier, politically preferable and environmentally benign, the Livermore trio claimed, but sulphate aerosol spraying has large economic benefits – in the form of reduced skin cancer rates and improved agricultural productivity due to higher carbon dioxide – that render it worth undertaking even in the absence of any problem of global warming. We should be regulating the Earth’s sunlight no matter what. Moreover, they went on, although the negotiators at the 1992 Rio convention did not realize it at the time, we may be legally obliged to install a solar shield because it is the cheapest option, so that under the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change geoengineering becomes mandatory.

Technically brilliant people can at times be very stupid and it is tempting to dismiss these claims as the fantasies of techno-maniacs trapped in the Cold War. Yet Western culture is often blind to the foolishness of genius, and the thinking of the Livermore trio is accorded a respect that is mystifying to those who can see its perils, not least many other geoengineering researchers who might share the Promethean ambition but are more careful to avoid being put in the ‘mad scientist’ box. Nevertheless, the appeal of these kinds of arguments has spread well beyond the laboratories. I have already mentioned the American Enterprise Institute and the Heartland Institute. The Hoover Institution, a conservative think tank partly funded by ExxonMobil and with a long association with climate science denial, has also promoted geoengineering. Teller, until his death in 2003, and Wood have been Hoover fellows. So it should be no surprise that the US military is taking an interest in climate engineering.

Creeping militarization

In October 2011 a report strongly backing research into geoengineering was released by the Bipartisan Policy Center, a non-profit Washington think tank that claims to be politically balanced, although it’s not clear what a middle position can be if one party repudiates science and the other does not – half the science? Investigative journalist Robert Dreyfuss has described the Center as ‘a collection of neoconservatives, hawks, and neoliberal interventionists’. The Center’s engagement in geoengineering is significant in itself because it means that the issue has moved ‘inside the Beltway’. While the subject was off the table only five years ago, the normalization of geoengineering as a legitimate response to global warming is now proceeding rapidly. The next IPCC report will take a giant stride in that direction.

The Bipartisan Policy Center taskforce that prepared the report decided to rebrand geoengineering as ‘climate remediation’, which it deemed a more ‘useful’ term. The term,
which has been likened to ‘clean coal’, equates installation of a planetary solar shield with, say, decontaminating a former industrial site, a stretch by any measure.

In addition to the ubiquitous Ken Caldeira, David Keith and Granger Morgan, taskforce members included David Whelan, Boeing’s defence systems chief who for many years worked on weapons projects in the Pentagon’s research arm, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). It also drew in Frank Loy, chief climate negotiator in the Clinton Administration, Ron Lehman, director of the Center for Global Security Research at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, and Daniel Sarewitz, an author of the luke-warmist Hartwell report. It was chaired by Jane Long, associate director-at-large at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, and Stephen Rademaker, a former Assistant Secretary of State and now a Washington corporate lobbyist. The taskforce was described by journalist John Vidal as ‘the cream of the emerging science and military-led geoengineering lobby’. The panel had counted among its number ethicist Stephen Gardiner, whose work on climate ethics reflects a Soterian predisposition, but Gardiner withdrew because he felt that the process did not take the ethics of geoengineering seriously. He objected to the rebranding of geoengineering, saying that it cannot be regarded as a ‘remedy’ for anything. And he was uncomfortable with the ‘coalition of the willing’ approach to research and possible deployment because it was really a coalition of the willing and able.

The report made the mandatory statements about mitigation being preferred, called for a major research programme and opposed deployment until it was shown to be worthwhile. More interesting was the explicit attempt to locate decision-making over geoengineering in the White House, that is, at the highest level of governance. Between the lines of the report was an argument for the United States to seize the initiative, with a warning that research activities are already underway in Germany, India, Russia and the United Kingdom. The taskforce wants to resist international treaties, repeating the standard conservative criticisms of the ‘suboptimal’ decision by the Convention on Biodiversity to regulate ocean fertilization – premature regulation will stifle research and will not prevent unilateral deployment. It prefers oversight by a coalition of nations that can be trusted under a set of informal ‘norms’. As in most of the expert inquiries into geoengineering, despite the routine nod towards ‘consultation’ and ‘transparency’ (although the Bipartisan Policy Center forgot to disclose the financial interests of some taskforce members), the sentiment of the report is essentially anti-democratic. The more astute geoengineers are alive to the danger that nothing would kill off their research more quickly than the impression of a secret programme controlled by a powerful few, so democracy is embraced instrumentally, as a process that has to be negotiated in order to achieve their goals.

Alarm bells should have rung in 2009 when the Pentagon’s DARPA convened a meeting to consider geoengineering. Along with the involvement of the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, it was sign of the perhaps inevitable militarization of climate engineering. After all, officer training includes study of the often decisive role of the weather in battles. DARPA’s mission is ‘to maintain the technological superiority of the US military and prevent technological surprise from harming our national security. We also create technological surprise for our adversaries . . . ’ The semi-secret, military-linked JASON group of top scientists is also reported to be studying geoengineering. In 2011 the RAND Corporation, a think tank with deep links to the US military, published a ‘political and technical vulnerability analysis’ of geoengineering options as part of its National Defense Research Initiative. Pointing out the troubling uncertainties inherent in climate manipulation, it encouraged the US government to establish international norms to govern geoengineering research. (These anxieties do not
bother Lowell Wood, who has said there is no point arguing with him about geoengineering because deployment is ‘written in the stars’.)

Those familiar with the history of the US military’s close engagement with major technological programmes, including those with no obvious defence value, are not surprised by creeping militarization of geoengineering. Historian James Fleming refers to the ‘long paper trail of climate and weather modification studies by the Pentagon and other government agencies’, and concludes that ‘geoscientists with high-level security clearances share associations, values, and interests with national security elites’. Military planners have for decades imagined ‘weaponizing’ the weather; it formed an important focus of research on both sides of the Cold War. A 1996 paper commissioned by the US Air Force anticipated that by 2025 weather modification would be ‘a force multiplier with tremendous power that could be exploited across the full spectrum of war-fighting environments’ and that the United States could not afford to allow an adversary to obtain exclusive capability over the technologies. It concluded with the declaration: ‘We can own the weather.’ Climate change itself is now seen by the Pentagon not only as a force multiplier but as a conflict multiplier. A 2003 study it commissioned urged consideration of geoengineering options to control the climate.

With studies showing that a solar filter would have uneven regional impacts, the ‘optimal’ deployment strategy will depend on where you live. In such a situation, consensus becomes more elusive and the powerful are inclined to assert their will. Divergences in regional impacts are expected to grow over time under solar radiation management, making international agreement increasingly difficult and raising the potential for conflict. In the end decisions about climate control would become expressions of economic and military power. As Fleming observes after reviewing a century of climate wizardry: ‘If, as history shows, fantasies of weather and climate control have chiefly served commercial and military interests, why should we expect the future to be different?’

Europe versus America

In the 1960s and 1970s, the kind of scientific thinking that characterized the military-industrial complex of the Cold War era faced a powerful challenge from ‘environmental impact science’. Prompted by Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, the book that initiated the modern environment movement, independent scientists began scrutinizing the damage to natural systems and human health from chemicals used in a variety of industries. The hegemony of science that uncritically served industrial expansion was met with research that questioned the unalloyed benefits of ‘progress’. The threat to the established view that civilization rests on the base of science helps to explain the sustained fury of the backlash we see today. The muscular conservative belief that Western civilization rests on its superiority in science went into retreat but is now advancing again. It has been resurrected, for example, by Niall Ferguson in Civilization: The West and the Rest. The revolt against environmental impact science, in which climate science has become embroiled, can be understood as a campaign to protect the values, institutions and privileges that sustained the scientific-technological order of the Cold War era.

It is the desire to see Prometheus returned to the throne, from where he was unseated by Soteria, that explains why conservatives can both repudiate climate science, surely the pinnacle of Enlightenment rationality, and support geoengineering. Reflecting the human propensity to admit an ailment only if the medicine is palatable, some supporters of geoengineering regard it as an affirmation of a natural order in which technologically advanced humans exercise mastery
over nature, a direct repudiation of the environmentalist narrative that overambitious attempts to dominate nature are bound to come to grief.

In 2000 David Keith wrote that, although it had waned in the 1980s and 1990s, interest in geoengineering would return because ‘the drive to impose human rationality on the disorder of nature by technological means constitutes a central element of the modernist program’. In this he is surely correct. Yet Keith lamented only the absence of debate about the appropriate extent of planetary management and looked forward to the day when the Earth’s climate and carbon dioxide concentration ‘are seen as elements of the earth system to be actively managed’. He endorsed the view expressed in 1977 by the National Academy of Sciences when it urged Americans to ask: ‘What should the atmospheric carbon dioxide content be over the next century or two to achieve an optimum global climate?’

Faith in technofixes and an unapologetic desire to make money out of climate engineering bring a distinctively American worldview to climate engineering. There is of course a long history of criticism of technofixes in the United States, yet implicit faith in humanity’s ability to overcome threats and master the environment defined the science-as-saviour culture of that nation in the post-war decades. Like their counterparts in Europe, American geoengineers are worried about the threat of global warming; but they are less likely to accept any intrinsic reason why, if we have the means, we would not take control of the planet as a whole. It is true that it was a Dutch scientist working in Germany who let the geoengineering cat out of the bag, but only after intense soul-searching. It is also true that the godfather of climate engineering was Edward Teller, a naturalized American who grew up in Germany, which only confirms the penchant of converts to be more Catholic than the Pope.

While acknowledging exceptions on both sides, I have noticed a marked difference in attitude among geoengineering scientists in the United States and Europe. The Promethean ambition of planetary control – perhaps expressed most starkly by Lowell Wood when he declared, ‘We’ve engineered every other environment we live in, why not the planet?’ – is harder to defend in Europe. In Western Europe, and especially Germany, geoengineering is regarded with more circumspection and anxiety. The complexity and capriciousness of the Earth are accorded a greater respect, and there is a historical reservoir of mistrust for the good intentions of humans intoxicated with technological power. If in broad terms the American approach is Promethean, the European approach is Soterian. The latter characterization, as we will see, is not so easily applied to Russia.

It should not be thought that those more anxious about global warming are more likely to support climate engineering, just as it should not be thought that those who deny global warming science reject it. Table 2 attempts to locate some of the individuals and organizations I mention on a grid with two axes – concern about climate change (alarmed, hopeful or not too worried, in denial) and attitude to the development of geoengineering methods (opposed or deeply sceptical, cautiously supportive, strongly supportive). Of course, the classification conceals differences, including more nuanced positions regarding different types of climate intervention: it’s easier to support research into biochar than sulphate aerosol spraying; most environmental groups are very worried but remain hopeful (publicly at least) that the situation can be rescued; and the ETC Group is opposed in principle, while Gardiner’s scepticism grows from concern about the physical and social risks. The schema is instructive nevertheless.

Table 2 Anxiety about global warming and support for geoengineering
In general, the disposition shifts from the Soterian to the Promethean as we move from the lower left-hand box to the upper right-hand box. There is a reason for this: the two dimensions are expressions of one underlying belief about the distribution of power. For those in the top right box, humans have the power. If anything threatens to knock humans from their perch as lords of the Earth then it is a problem easily solved with a greater assertion of human power. For those in the lower left box, human exertion of power over nature has frequently failed and attempts to rescue the situation with further exertions of power are bound to fail too.

While some may find the division between Promethean and Soterian worldviews a helpful means of understanding attitudes to geoengineering in the United States and Western Europe, those categories perhaps have less application elsewhere. Sorting out national positions on climate engineering is impractical at this embryonic stage in the debate, although some signs are evident. They hint at how the geopolitics of climate engineering may play out, and it is to this question we now turn.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cautiously supportive</td>
<td>Paul Crutzen, Ken Caldeira, Granger Morgan, Bill Gates, Royal Society, IPCC</td>
<td>David Keith, Breakthrough Institute, Bipartisan Policy Center, Hartwell Group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deeply sceptical or opposed</td>
<td>ETC Group, Stephen Gardiner, Alan Robock</td>
<td>Governments, Most NGOs, Brad Allenby (2012)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alarmed about global warming</td>
<td>Hopeful or not too worried</td>
<td>In denial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Atmospheric Geopolitics

The Russian Prometheus

Military interest in weather control reached its zenith during the Cold War. In 1957 the chair of the MIT meteorology department wrote that human progress had been due largely to our ability to control the environment and that future progress could be had ‘by taking the offensive through control of weather’, adding that ‘I shudder to think of the consequences of a prior Russian discovery of a feasible method for weather control.’² The technological hubris of American science in the Cold War was mirrored in the Soviet Union. Competition was intense not only for military supremacy and in the ‘space race’ but also in programmes for weather modification. Between the great rivals, the Promethean impetus was indistinguishable. In 1960, in a book titled Man versus Climate, two Russian meteorologists wrote: ‘Today we are merely on the threshold of the conquest of nature. But if . . . the reader is convinced that man can really be the master of this planet and that the future is in his hands, then the authors will consider that they have fulfilled their purpose.’³

At around the same time, echoing his sworn enemies, Edward Teller declared: ‘We will change the earth’s surface to suit us.’³ The declaration was made in the context of his plan, launched at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, to use nuclear explosions to move mountains, open up canals and gouge out new ports.⁴ He named it Project Plowshare, although there was no talk of reassigning nuclear swords. Soviet scientists too proposed reshaping the landscape by detonating nuclear blasts to re-route Siberian rivers. The technological breakthroughs of the Cold War seemed to open up the possibility of total human mastery over any natural obstacle, and it was the scientists who possessed these god-like powers.

Today, the world’s most aggressive geoengineer is a Russian. Yuri Izrael is the first to carry out tests of aerosol spraying, albeit at low altitudes from helicopters, to gather data on the optical characteristics of various particles.⁵ As director of the Research Institute of Global Climate and Ecology at the Russian Academy of Sciences in Moscow, Izrael was said to be close to President Putin. However, there is no evidence I am aware of that the Russian government views geoengineering with anything other than indifference, and it is probably unaware of it. Although an IPCC vice-chair until 2008, Izrael often gives the impression of being a climate science denier. He invited the guru of American deniers Richard Lindzen to a conference of the Russian Academy of Sciences in 2004, and he himself featured at a conference of the Heartland Institute in 2008. Izrael has variously claimed that warming will not be harmful, that the Kyoto Protocol has ‘no scientific basis’, and that it would be cheaper to resettle Bangladeshis threatened by sea-level rise. And he argues for geoengineering instead of emission cuts.⁶ His critics in Russia describe him as a ‘fossil communist’.⁷

If Izrael does not reject climate science wholesale, his frequent collaborator Andrei Illarionov, said to have been Putin’s top economic adviser, does not hold back. Invoking nationalist resentments, he described the Kyoto Protocol as ‘war’ against Russia.⁸ In the Moscow Times he wrote that it was killing off the world economy like an ‘international Auschwitz’. In the London Financial Times he compared it to fascism and communism because it was ‘an attack
on basic human freedoms behind a smokescreen of propaganda’.9 If Izrael is a fossilized communist, Illarionov is a newly minted libertarian, close enough to the ideology of the right-wing Cato Institute in Washington to be made a fellow. In Izrael and Illarionov, old Soviet communism and new Russian libertarianism come together to reject climate science and endorse climate engineering, proving once again that environmentalism has always been equally threatening to the established order in the Soviet Union and the United States.

There are some more reasonable Russian voices talking about geoengineering, including a handful of scientists modelling the impacts of sulphate aerosol spraying.10 They take a realistic view of the prospects of mitigation, noting that ‘CO₂ emissions increase is exceeding even the most pessimistic of the IPCC projections’ and draw the conclusion that engineering the climate is inevitable: ‘Therefore, humankind will be forced to apply geoengineering to counter the unwanted consequences of global warming.”11 The results of their model show that sulphate aerosol spraying is most effective at reducing global temperature if it occurs near the equator and at an altitude of 22–24 kilometres, but it is the following kind of conclusion that is more likely to influence the attitude of the Russian government when the time comes to make decisions: ‘A decrease in precipitation of about 10% can be expected in the middle and high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, particularly in most of Russia’.12 They are alert to the dangers to the ozone layer from sulphate aerosol spraying, making the novel claim that climate engineering of this kind should not be deployed until the ozone hole has been repaired: ‘emissions of ozone-destroying substances into the atmosphere must be significantly reduced in accordance with the Montreal Protocol by the time of the possible geoengineering forcing.”13

**Tempting China**

Although much of the analysis so far has focused on the United States, where most of the research and advocacy has occurred, it is likely that the future of geoengineering lies as much in China. In an important and timely analysis of the status of solar radiation management in China, sinologists Kingsley Edney and Jonathan Symons begin by reminding us that China is the world’s biggest emitter of greenhouse gases and that its government is acutely aware of the harm that climate change is likely to do to the nation.14 Both of these facts help to explain the effort China is putting into promoting the growth of low-carbon energy sources, while it continues to build coal-fired power plants. China today operates on an unstated compact between the Communist Party and the populace: the party commits to providing jobs and rising incomes and in return expects the people to accept its grip on power. This explains the paramount importance placed on maintaining high rates of economic growth; yet that same preoccupation has made China the world’s biggest emitter and is the cause of the most anxiety among climate scientists, and anyone with a modicum of foresight. And the impact of China’s helter-skelter growth on air pollution, water supplies and food safety is creating its own upsurge of social protest. A 2011 Gallup poll found that 57 per cent of Chinese people believe that environmental protection should take precedence ‘even at the risk of curbing economic growth’. Only 21 per cent put more growth above the quality of the environment.15

After a thorough review of commentary in the media, Edney and Symons conclude that the openness of discussion indicates that the government has yet to adopt an official position on solar radiation management. Chinese scientists are alive to the emerging debate in the West. ‘However,’ they write, ‘we have been informed by distinguished scientists in China that SRM is not currently being researched or developed locally.’16 More recently, the Chinese government listed geoengineering among its geoscience research priorities. Scientists quoted in the Chinese media adopt a range of views, from scepticism about its effectiveness to support for research,
although overall they view it negatively. One story published by the official news agency Xinhua is titled ‘Experts pour cold water on “geoengineering”, cite high level of difficulty in project implementation’. A senior meteorologist, Zhu Congwen, stressed the unintended consequences and the punitious of humans in the face of nature in the past: ‘we emphasized humanity’s triumph over nature, which left us with some bitter lessons.’ Given the preference of US economists for technofixes that obviate the need for social change, it is remarkable to read one Chinese scholar, Professor Tan Zhemin of Nanjing University, declaring that instead of resorting to technology China would be better off ‘changing people’s lifestyles’.

Edney and Symons found that there is plenty of information available on geoengineering in China, with several lengthy feature articles discussing the pros and cons. Some headlines give a flavour of the recent coverage: ‘How to save the warming earth by raising a “giant umbrella”; ‘Seeking a climate change “Plan B”; ‘Geoeengineering technology: Method of last resort’; and ““Geoengineering”, can it save the world?’ The coverage has moved from treating geoengineering as science fiction, still a prevalent trope in the West, to more serious consideration. Xinhua published an article in 2010 dwelling on some of the crucial political questions raised by geoengineering, including the risk of undermining abatement efforts and the danger of Western countries controlling the technology. (One scientist returned from China saying that after a severe cold spell in 2008 some people there were saying that the Americans had already started their geoengineering.)

China is a big country with a variety of climatic zones and already the differential impacts of climate change may be making themselves felt, with severe drying in the north and more flooding in the south. Studies to date indicate that solar radiation management can lower the average temperature of the Earth but will have a range of effects at the regional level that are hard to predict. A vigorous internal debate would precede any deployment of a solar filter by China, for there are likely to be sharply differing views among provincial governments. China has a long history of cloud seeding, although it should not be assumed that support for local weather modification implies support for geoengineering. There are already provincial tensions over cloud seeding, with complaints by some provinces that others are stealing their rain.

Over the last decade China has assumed a vital role in international climate change negotiations, and will take a close interest in climate engineering. Indeed, Edney and Symons expect that as the impacts of a changing climate become more severe, China will one day advocate deployment of a solar filter. Worries about the global political fall-out might be overwhelmed by the need to maintain domestic stability and continued growth, even though the regional impacts are likely to be highly uncertain and a solar filter cannot be a permanent solution. Edney and Symons take the view that preserving global harmony may see China prefer that sulphate aerosol spraying be managed by an international body. It would vigorously resist any attempt at unilateral deployment by another power or a compact among Western nations, which would be seen as an attack on China’s sovereignty. The response might include organizing the G77 group of developing nations to oppose this new form of ‘ecological imperialism’, although China’s leadership of G77 was damaged at the Copenhagen conference in 2009.

Interestingly, Edney and Symons speculate that the United States, G77 and China may align in resisting attempts by the European Union to restrict solar radiation management. A China–US compact is on the cards, but it is not clear that the divisions that marked international negotiations over emission reductions will map onto attitudes to solar radiation management. It is true that a reluctance to adopt emission abatement measures makes solar radiation management appear more attractive, but we are already seeing trenchant opposition to
climate manipulation from the South. There is plausibility in Edney and Symons’s suggestion that nations may divide along pro-growth and pro-environment worldviews, but there are dangers in imposing on developing countries a Western-sourced divide between Prometheans and Soterians.

Even so, some commentators have found a similar cultural split in China. In the 1950s China scholar Joseph Needham made comment on the age-old competition between Taoist and Confucian schools of hydraulic engineering. Practising wu wei (‘No action contrary to Nature’), the Taoist engineers ‘believed that the great river [the Yellow River] should be given plenty of room to take whatever course it wanted’, but ‘those who believed primarily in low dykes set far apart were opposed by those who believed in the main strength of high and mighty dykes, set near together’.24 If the Three Gorges Dam is emblematic, then today the Confucian engineers rule supreme, but the complex cultural history of China urges caution. Confucianism is said by some scholars to emphasize harmony, respect for cosmic totality and belief in the vitalism of nature,25 which ought to place it in the Soterian camp. Be that as it may, neither Taoist nor Confucian wisdom is a match for the power of the individualism and materialism that have now overwhelmed China.

Regulating the engineers

Around the world, experts, legislatures and international bodies concerned at the ‘wild west’ character of geoengineering research have begun to consider how it might be regulated, and how climate intervention should be governed if at some future point deployment is proposed. While there is no sense of urgency about the need to put in place regulatory mechanisms, there is recognition that controls will be needed and that it is better to begin consideration of governance mechanisms sooner rather than later.

To this end various processes have been initiated aimed at developing proposals for the governance of research, testing and deployment. They include: an inquiry by the United Kingdom’s House of Commons; an inquiry by the US Congress’s Government Accountability Office; two reports by the Royal Society; a decision to include assessment of geoengineering in the IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report; and a resolution by parties to the Convention on Biodiversity seeking to limit testing of certain geoengineering technologies. Mention should also be made of the Asilomar conference, a private meeting of geoengineering researchers and other interested parties in 2010, which developed a set of voluntary guidelines for geoengineering researchers.26

Should regulation occur at a national or international level? The answer is not straightforward. Land-based carbon dioxide removal activities – air capture machines, biochar, reforestation – are likely to be regarded as a component of the host nation’s national or international commitment to reduce its net greenhouse gas emissions. Domestic laws would regulate them, although to meet international obligations and to qualify for carbon credits they would become enmeshed in the existing international system of greenhouse gas regulation.

Where carbon dioxide removal activities occur in global commons, such as ocean fertilization, existing international treaties come into play. A number of treaties already impose a duty on parties not to cause significant transboundary harm.27 The London Convention and London Protocol, designed to outlaw the dumping of wastes at sea, adopted a resolution in 2008 declaring that its provisions covered ocean fertilization, although it permitted legitimate scientific research while urging ‘utmost caution’.
Compared with carbon dioxide removal, certain features of solar radiation management make governance more necessary and more difficult. Transboundary effects create the potential for conflict, arguably even more than greenhouse gas emissions themselves as geoengineering involves deliberate attempts at climate modification. Testing is likely to require new legal instruments and organizations. There is widespread concern that a unilateral attempt to reduce warming through sulphate aerosol injections is a possibility because the technology is feasible, effective and cheap. Any medium-sized or large country could deploy a fleet of modified aircraft with the aim of transforming the Earth’s atmosphere.

While some conceive of governance options on a scale ranging from a total ban to an unregulated free-for-all, a more helpful, and less tendentious, conception is to consider options ranging from early, comprehensive and escalating regulation to late, minimal and fixed regulation. Despite the framing by some geoengineering researchers, regulation does not equate to ‘bans’ but means a system of oversight and assessment on a case-by-case basis. In most countries, any publicly funded research is already subject to various systems of approval and reporting.

Some scientists engaged in geoengineering research are fearful that any kind of regulation would inhibit their ability to pursue their research, a sentiment apparent at the Asilomar conference and in the Royal Society inquiry into governance of solar radiation management. To ward off interference they argue for ‘bottom-up’ regulation according to a set of professional norms or voluntary guidelines, and invoke the ‘basic principle of scientific freedom’, interpreted to mean that as long as they do not impose harm or physical risk on others, scientists should be free to conduct the research they choose. This begs the questions of who should decide whether a piece of scientific research is potentially harmful.

For those who invoke the principle of scientific freedom, the only consideration in developing regulations governing research is the potential physical effects of experiments, so that research that has no or negligible physical impacts on the environment should not be subject to regulation. A more plausible view is that, while research may have no or negligible physical impacts on the environment, there are social implications of any research into climate engineering which provide a justification for regulation. There is legitimate concern that research and testing of solar radiation management technologies would set the world on a slippery slope to ultimate deployment. I have already described the formation of a constituency of scientists and investors whose interests lie in further research and deployment. Path-dependency and technological lock-in are well-recognized problems.

Most people are alive to the danger that even talking about geoengineering will further delay mitigation, which explains why geoengineering was not on the table for serious discussion until 2006 when Paul Crutzen made his landmark intervention. However, governments remain wary of any discussion of climate manipulation. A good illustration is the response in 2010 of the UK government to a report on the regulation of geoengineering developed by the House of Commons Science and Technology Committee. The committee urged the government to promote discussions within the UN towards the development of an international regulatory framework. Reflecting its nervousness that discussing governance processes would appear implicitly to endorse geoengineering, the government took the view that such moves would be ‘premature’ and that, as a great deal of preparation would be needed, a regulatory framework is many years away. At the same time, it reiterated its position that mitigation should be the priority.

Even so, governments will be compelled to grapple with governance sooner or later. Let me
outline four options. First, a collection of national governance regimes, with more or less
coordination between states, could be left to emerge. Existing environmental laws in various
jurisdictions cover various aspects of geoengineering research and testing, including: laws on
ecosystem disturbance; laws covering air; land and water pollution, including toxic substances;
and, perhaps, laws relating to weather modification. In addition, although no nation has
developed specific regulatory structures, some forms of geoengineering research are subject to
public oversight through funding bodies and the ethics procedures of universities and
government agencies. There are inevitable gaps and ambiguities in existing laws. The 2009
LohaFex iron fertilization voyage went ahead despite a dispute over its legality.31 The
experiment was approved by the German research ministry but opposed by the German
environment ministry, which believed it was contrary to the resolution of the Convention on
Biological Diversity (CBD).

Second, a collection of codes of conduct, principles and soft law could be developed by the
scientific community and applied to its activities. Two codes – the Oxford Principles and the
Asilomar Recommendations – emphasizing disclosure, independent technical assessment and
some kind of government oversight have been developed. While appealing in the early stages
of research, such voluntary codes are unlikely to satisfy public demand as geoengineering
research develops and real-world testing is planned, as we have already seen in Britain with the
cancellation of the SPICE experiment.

Third, one or more existing international treaties or organizations could be co-opted or
extended to encompass regulation of climate engineering. While a number of existing treaties
have a bearing on geoengineering, none of them has the scope or capacity to provide a
comprehensive regulatory regime, which is not surprising given the novelty and diversity of
geoengineering methods. A 2012 study commissioned by the CBD assessed the state of the
regulatory environment and noted that, in addition to the Convention itself, a number of
international treaties have a bearing.32 They include the Law of the Sea, the London Convention
and London Protocol on ocean dumping, the Montreal Protocol on ozone protection, Space law
and the Convention on Long Range Transboundary Air Pollution. The ENMOD Convention –
whose full name is the Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any Hostile Use of
Environmental Modification Techniques – is also salient. Following their use in the Vietnam
War, any deployment of weather modification methods for hostile purposes is outlawed.
Nevertheless, for regulating climate engineering there is a big gap in existing international law.
There is no law, for example, that could prevent an individual deploying a solar shield through
sulphate aerosol spraying.

Fourth, a new treaty or international organization with the mandate of governing one or more
category of geoengineering could be developed. Reflecting the early stage of the debates, the
diversity of technologies, and the existing complexity of international law, there are no
proposals for a comprehensive treaty governing geoengineering research.33 As the momentum
for climate engineering gathers pace, it is inevitable that UN agencies, and the Security Council,
will become engaged.

Already at international forums, the putting of resolutions has forced national governments to
articulate an early position. Perhaps the best indication of emerging official attitudes to climate
engineering can be deduced from the positions parties took at the 2008 and 2010 conferences
of the Convention on Biological Diversity. The 2008 conference passed a resolution placing a
moratorium on all ocean fertilization experiments, and the 2010 conference adopted a broader
resolution declaring that ‘no climate-related geo-engineering activities that may affect
biodiversity take place’ without adequate scientific assessment of the risks, ‘with the exception
of small scale scientific research studies that would be conducted in a controlled setting’ and even then ‘subject to a thorough prior assessment of the potential impacts on the environment’. At these meetings, resistance to geoengineering was led by countries of the South, some of which expressed passionate opposition. The most prominent were the Philippines, Malaysia, Ecuador, Bolivia, South Africa, Ghana, Malawi and Ethiopia. They were supported by Sweden and Norway. India too spoke strongly in favour of the resolutions. Their objections were rooted not in fears that the big polluting nations would attempt to use geoengineering to shirk their responsibility to cut emissions but that messing with nature would be wrong and dangerous.\footnote{34}

Russia and Japan argued for weaker resolutions, and Canada put up some resistance, but overall there was no strong opposition to the restrictions on geoengineering research contained in the resolutions.\footnote{35} It’s worth remembering that, although it generally adheres to its provisions, the United States is not a signatory to the CBD and so was not present. There is a view in the South that the momentum for geoengineering is coming from the United States and the United Kingdom, although the United Kingdom has taken a constructive stance at CBD meetings.

However, we are at the stage in the evolution of geoengineering where governments are concerned principally with the optics of their positions, where bold pledges come at no cost. Even Germany, which has been bolder than most, could declare that the CBD resolution was ‘not binding’ when the research ministry decided to approve the LohaFex iron fertilization experiment. And when circumstances become worrying enough to trigger serious plans for climate regulation, the major powers are not going to be too concerned about a non-binding resolution of the Convention on Biodiversity. Still, the CBD resolutions may be seen as the first well-aimed shots fired by elements of civil society in a long campaign. The communiqué agreed at the Rio+20 convention in 2012 expressed concern about ocean fertilization, resolving to treat it with ‘utmost caution’.

Talk of regulation meets stiff resistance from the small group of scientists who carry out most of the research and dominate the various inquiries and meetings on the topic. It is likely that, over time, pressure will increase to make governance of all research, testing and deployment of solar radiation management subject to international decision-making, probably via an existing or new UN treaty, although Catherine Redgwell, an international legal scholar, believes it is inconceivable that there would be the political will for a new international instrument to regulate geoengineering.\footnote{36} A New Zealand legal scholar, Karen Scott, sees geoengineering as ‘the next great challenge for international environmental law’ and argues persuasively that the best solution would be the adoption of a geoengineering protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.\footnote{37} The 1992 Convention, ratified by virtually all nations, provides the global framework for climate change negotiations, and could be modified to set out general principles for all forms of climate engineering. If intervention is authorized in principle, detailed regulation could be devolved to other international bodies. A third scholar, William Burns, argues that sulphate aerosol spraying could not be deployed because it violates intergenerational equity, ‘a binding principle of international law’ that is ‘incorporated in a wide array of treaties, domestic and international case law, domestic law, and soft law instruments’.\footnote{38} In the midst of a global climate emergency, however, the niceties of international law may be expendable.

If fear of unilateral action in the future is ever present, measures to reduce the chances could be implemented now. As a model, the Convention on Biological Weapons has developed a number of so-called confidence-building measures ‘to prevent or reduce the occurrence of
Management, acceleration significantly management. The to thawing world than free face soft players in. Keith, Scott Barrett, Phil Rasch, John Latham, Stephen Salter and Lee Lane. The authors of the workshop’s report were Caldeira and Lane, along with two scientists at NASA’s Ames Research Center.

The report noted that the justifications for research into solar radiation management are built on two broad scenarios that could motivate deployment. One ‘strategic vision’ sees it deployed pre-emptively once its feasibility and cost-effectiveness have been established. The soft version of this strategy sees solar radiation management as a technological intervention that can ‘buy time’ for the world to develop cheaper emission abatement technologies in the face of political difficulties in reaching international agreement. The hard version, pushed by free market economists, is that if solar radiation management is economically more efficient than reducing emissions then there is no reason why it should not be adopted as an alternative to abatement and deployed as soon as feasible.

The second strategic vision of the NASA workshop imagines rapid deployment of solar radiation management in response to a climate emergency. No definition of a climate emergency is given, but the Novim report has more recently obliged: ‘We define climate emergencies as those circumstances where severe consequences of climate change occur too rapidly to be significantly averted by even immediate mitigation efforts’. Actual or imminent sharp changes in world climate might include sudden and rapid melting of the Greenland ice sheet, acceleration of permafrost thawing or a prolonged and severe heatwave. The report goes on to note that different kinds of emergency would require different kinds of solar radiation management, with longer or shorter ramp-ups, and that some emergencies, such as the
breaking off of the Ross Ice Shelf (Antarctica’s biggest), could not be reversed by any kind intervention.

The NASA document notes that framing climate engineering as an emergency response effectively rules out carbon dioxide removal methods, as they take decades to have a substantial impact. This limits the discussion to stratospheric aerosol injections, and perhaps marine cloud brightening. Those who anticipate deployment in these conditions favour sustained research into solar radiation management so that, once developed and refined, the technology could be ‘put on the shelf’ to be used as necessary. ‘In this situation,’ the report suggests, ‘politically, the decision to deploy solar radiation management would be relatively straightforward.’ The workshop participants were alert to the fact that their strategies have far-reaching implications for the governance and political legitimacy of solar radiation management. In words that would later be virtually cut and pasted into Lee Lane’s report for the American Enterprise Institute, the authors argue that, in the emergency framing, there is no point thinking about political objections and popular resistance to solar radiation management because, in a crisis, ‘ideological objections to solar radiation management may be swept aside’. They count the ability to sweep aside civil society objections to deployment of solar radiation management as an ‘obvious political advantage’. That the American Enterprise Institute should support the bypassing of democracy is no surprise; that a government agency should endorse such disdain for public participation in decisions determining the future of the planet comes as a shock.

A breakout group of the workshop proposed the development of a curriculum ‘to train a generation of geo-engineers with emphasis on system engineering’. In another breakout group, on ‘policy sciences’, the assembled experts considered how to go about making solar radiation management acceptable to the public, suggesting that work could be done on understanding the political strategies of opponents and identifying international treaties that might act as barriers. A pre-emptive deployment strategy ‘could encounter strong resistance both domestically and abroad’, but opinion research could reveal how proponents of solar radiation management can better use the threat of pre-emptive deployment as a ‘bargaining chip’.

Reading the report of the NASA workshop, it is hard to avoid the impression that this was a meeting of a highly select group of technical experts in positions of great influence who regard the democratic process as an obstacle to their plans. The disdain for public opinion in their own country, let alone the interests of the countless millions who may be harmed by deployment of a solar shield, oozes from the pages. They seem almost to welcome the arrival of a climate emergency in which democratic processes can be overridden by scientific experts who control the means to save the world.

Since the NASA meeting, arguments for research funding have increasingly relied on the prospect of a climate emergency. Emergency responses often entail a decision by a powerful authority to override normal processes of democratic decision-making. Desperate times call for desperate measures. They usually give priority to one objective at the expense of others; in this case, solar radiation management intervention may be aimed at reducing warming, paying less attention to concerns about ocean acidification, drought in the Sahel or ozone depletion. Economic and natural emergencies are often exploited for political benefit, following the maxim ‘never let a good crisis go to waste’. Those who defend solar radiation management research as a form of preparation for a crisis have yet to provide answers to the following questions: What are the criteria for a climate emergency requiring rapid intervention? Who would determine that an emergency exists? Who would authorize the emergency response, and from where would they derive their legitimacy? Who would decide that the emergency is
over? Of course, the development of apparently effective solar radiation management technologies may well make a ‘climate emergency’ more likely; by reducing political and popular incentives to introduce abatement measures, the continued growth in emissions increases the likelihood of a crisis, at which point supporters of deployment will be able to claim that ‘there is no alternative’.

All of these ideas about the geopolitics of climate engineering in a world under climate stress are only beginning to circulate in the opaque world of international strategizing. They give a flavour of the geopolitical imbraglos that geoengineering portends. It ought to be apparent by now that at the heart of geoengineering lie some deep ethical questions, and it is to these we now turn.
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Ethical Anxieties

Justifying geo-research

At its core, climate engineering is a moral question. The same is true of all major environmental disputes – over nuclear power, genetically modified organisms and lead pollution. Each controversy has been driven by ethical arguments. In the case of geoengineering the moral landscape is only just beginning to be recognized.

In his 2006 intervention Paul Crutzen wrote: ‘By far the preferred way to resolve the policy makers’ dilemma is to lower the emissions of the greenhouse gases. However, so far, attempts in that direction have been grossly unsuccessful.’ The starting point for any consideration of the ethics of geoengineering is this failure of the world community to respond to the scientific warnings about the dangers of global warming by cutting greenhouse gas emissions. When I say it is a failure of the ‘world community’ this should not obscure the fact that it has been certain powerful nations, and certain powerful groups within those nations, that have been responsible for this failure. As we will see, not all those promoting geoengineering research and deployment view it as a response to moral failure, so it helps to set out briefly the arguments in favour of research into geoengineering. I will refer mainly to the case of sulphate aerosol injections because it illustrates the ethical anxieties most starkly. Some of the arguments apply equally to the other system-altering technologies, notably ocean iron fertilization and marine cloud brightening, but may have less force when applied to more localized interventions.

Three main justifications are used to defend research into geoengineering and possible deployment: it will allow us to buy time, it will allow us to respond to a climate emergency and it may be the best option economically.

The *buying-time argument* – the main one used in favour of more research in the 2009 Royal Society report – is based on an understanding of the failure to cut global emissions as arising either from political paralysis or from the power of vested interests. The logjam can only be broken by the development of a substantially cheaper alternative to fossil energy because countries will then adopt the new technologies for self-interested reasons. Sulphate aerosol spraying would allow warming to be controlled while this process unfolds. It is therefore a *necessary evil* deployed to head off a greater evil, the damage due to unchecked global warming. It is a powerful, pragmatic ethical argument for research into geoengineering and its possible deployment.

The *climate emergency argument* was Crutzen’s motive for breaking the silence over geoengineering. Sulphate aerosol injection, he wrote, should only be developed ‘to create a possibility to combat potentially drastic climate heating’. Today it is an argument growing in influence, reflecting concern about climate tipping points. It envisages rapid deployment of a solar filter in response to some actual or imminent abrupt change in world climate that cannot be averted even by the most determined mitigation effort. It’s easy to see how, in some circumstances, this argument could be an overwhelming one. Although the solar shield may have drawbacks, failing to deploy it could result in much greater harm.
As in the case of buying time, the *best-option argument* would see sulphate aerosol spraying deployed pre-emptively rather than being left ‘on the shelf’ until an emergency occurs. Rejecting the understanding of geoengineering as an inferior response, it argues that there is nothing inherently good or bad in any approach to global warming. The decision rests on a comprehensive assessment of the consequences of each approach, which is often reduced to the economist’s assessment of costs and benefits. In this narrow consequentialist or utilitarian approach the ‘ethical’ decision is the one that maximizes the ratio of benefits to costs. As we saw in chapter 5, some early economic modelling exercises have concluded that geoengineering is cheaper than mitigation and almost as effective and is therefore to be preferred.

Those economists who adopt the best-option argument see geoengineering as a potential substitute for mitigation rather than as a complement to it. They do not accept that geoengineering represents a necessary evil. If Plan B proves to be cheaper than Plan A then it would be unethical *not* to use it. They thereby avoid accusations that their advocacy undermines the incentive to choose the better path; geoengineering *is* the better path.

Philosophically, this requires the adoption of a narrow utilitarian moral viewpoint. Using this framework it is possible to maintain that geoengineering is (or could be) a good thing only when all of the positive and negative effects of all plans are commensurable, so that one can be traded off against another. More precisely, for the utilitarian they can be traded off without feelings of guilt, regret or anguish.\(^6\) We all at times have to make forced choices; but what makes some choices forced is that the decision entails a moral struggle. For the utilitarian no choices are forced because all effects can be traded off on rational grounds. Utilitarianism is the emotionless philosophy.

One implication of the narrow consequentialist approach is that there is nothing inherently preferable about the natural state, including the current climate. Depending on the assessment of human well-being, there may be a ‘better’ temperature or climate as a whole. In other words, it is ethically justified for humans to ‘set the global thermostat’ in their interests, if they can agree on what their interests are.

Another uncomfortable implication of the best-option argument is that it implies that the ethics of geoengineering actually excludes values because the argument can be reduced to apparently objective scientific and economic facts. So the utilitarian position rejects the view, implicit in the other two arguments, that motives count when making ethical judgements. The economists and utilitarian philosophers who adopt this approach see themselves as pragmatic – what matters, practically and ethically, is what works. Most people believe that intentions matter morally, which is why courts judge manslaughter less severely than murder. Against this everyday intuition, some philosophers argue that there is no defensible distinction between a harm caused intentionally and the same harm caused unintentionally, that the degree of ‘wrongness’ of an action has no bearing on its degree of ‘badness’.\(^7\)

The issue is complicated by the fact that, since we know that continuing to burn fossil fuels will cause harm, it could be said that global warming is now ‘deliberate’ even if warming is not the intention. Continued release of greenhouse gases is unquestionably negligent, but I think there is a moral, and certainly an attitudinal, leap to a conscious plan to modify the Earth’s atmosphere. This is why studies concluding that sulphate aerosol spraying could disrupt the Indian monsoon are potentially explosive.\(^8\) Certainly, one would expect the law to take the view that damage to someone arising from a deliberate action carries more culpability. In law, culpability for harms caused by an action depends in part on *mens rea*, literally ‘guilty mind’.

Moral corruption

The psychological strategies we deploy to deny or, more commonly, to evade the facts of climate science, and thereby to blind ourselves to our moral responsibilities or reduce the pressure to act on them, were described in chapter 4. They include wishful thinking, blame-shifting and selective disengagement. For selfish reasons we do not want to change our behaviour or be required to do so by electing a government committed to deep cuts in emissions. Stephen Gardiner argues that this kind of situation gives rise to moral corruption, ‘the subversion of our moral discourse to our own ends’. Unlike the moral hazard and slippery slope arguments (considered in the next sections), moral corruption is not concerned with the consequences of our actions but with notions of ‘bad faith’, that is, duplicity and self-deception.

Climate engineering may lend itself to moral corruption. If we are preparing to pursue geoengineering for self-interested reasons – because we are unwilling to restructure our economies or adjust our lifestyles – then the promotion of geoengineering can provide us with a kind of cover or even self-absolution. But if climate engineering is inferior to cutting emissions (in the sense of being less effective and more risky) then merely by choosing to engineer the climate instead of cutting emissions we succumb to moral failure. It should be remembered that consideration of climate engineering comes after a long history of bad faith in international negotiations, in which various nations have engaged in pious declarations of concern coupled with ruthless obstructionism. Even when agreement has been reached, as in Kyoto in 1997, some nations have reneged on their commitments.

This picture of moral failure and bad faith cannot now be wiped away using some kind of historical Etch A Sketch, because climate engineering is a direct result of that failure. If we resort to climate engineering then the efforts of ExxonMobil, for example, to subvert the truth would be rewarded. More generally, those most negligent in carrying out their duties would be able to use geoengineering to avoid censure. Installing a solar filter would cement the failure of the North in its obligations to the global South. This is another way of making the case that what matters ethically about geoengineering is not only the outcome but also the human virtues or faults it reveals. In the end it might be judged that rewarding those guilty of bad faith is an unfortunate necessity.

Accusations of ‘copping out’ may not apply to those who are constrained in their actions, so that implementing the best plan is beyond their power. This is sometimes called the ‘control condition’ for moral responsibility. It presents a moral dilemma for environmental groups: if they believe that Plan B is inferior to Plan A, then supporting geoengineering can be justified only if they believe they can no longer effectively advance Plan A. The dilemma deepens if it proves that supporting geoengineering actually makes emission reductions less likely to be pursued. Most environmental groups have adopted a wait-and-see approach, although they are instinctively suspicious of climate engineering.

Scientists who defend geoengineering research are mostly exempt from the moral failings that have given rise to the situation. After all, most are among those who have supported strong abatement action and have become alarmed and frustrated at the failure of political leaders to act. It’s not their fault and, deeply concerned, they are looking for ways of saving the world from the consequences of institutional failure. For both environmentalists and researchers who see geoengineering as a necessary evil, to maintain their integrity they must continue to argue that mitigation is superior. So, like Crutzen, the 2009 Royal Society report declared resolutely that mitigation is to be strongly preferred and geoengineering cannot be ‘an easy or readily
Nevertheless, simply restating this belief may not be enough; unless one continues to act on it, the declaration risks becoming merely a means of deflecting censure. This draws attention to the position of governments and major fossil fuel corporations – for it would be hollow for them to argue that they are pursuing Plan B even though they believe Plan A is superior. They have the power to implement Plan A, or not to block it, and their reluctance or obstructiveness is the reason Plan B is being considered in the first place. To promote geoengineering they must convince others that it is not in their power to reduce emissions, a tactic that is frequently used. Even in the United States some argue that there is no point in cutting US emissions if other major emitters do not do the same, an appeal to the ‘prisoner’s dilemma’ that all too easily serves as an excuse for inaction.

Recourse to the prisoner’s dilemma – a situation in which it is in the collective interest to cooperate but, in the absence of trust, in the individual interest to behave selfishly and penalize others – is often an attempt to ‘rationalize’ moral decisions, that is, to shift surreptitiously to a consequentialist framing in which calculating outcomes gives the moral answer. Ethics becomes a ‘game’ that abolishes the motivation to do the right thing. So the prisoner’s dilemma is often not a bona fide reason for lack of progress, but the opposite, a cover for bad faith. ‘Hey, we want to do the right thing, but if others will not cooperate, what can we do?’

Moral corruption is a danger to geoengineering researchers tempted to accept financial support from governments, or fossil fuel corporations seeking to avoid their obligations. In 1962, noting the amount of money poured into universities by chemical companies, Rachel Carson observed: ‘This situation . . . explains the otherwise mystifying fact that certain outstanding entomologists are among the leading advocates of chemical control. Inquiry into the background of some of these men reveals that their entire research programme is supported by the chemical industry’.13 Bad faith stains those who get too close. It’s worth noting that when the time arrives at which they feel they can back research into climate engineering, governments and fossil fuel corporations are unlikely to appeal to the climate-emergency justification because highlighting the severity of global warming would only underline their moral failure. Moreover, as we saw, those able to implement emission cuts will lack credibility if they defend climate engineering with the buying-time argument. This leaves them with the best-option economic argument. In the case of the solar shield, the empirical basis remains speculative, not least because the risks of unintended consequences appear so high. Moreover, the appeal to economics as the basis for making such a momentous decision risks accusations of abandoning ethical concerns and treating the atmosphere as a resource.

The same moral failure arguments could be used by poor countries against rich ones. As it will probably be industrialized nations, including China, that invest most in geoengineering research and, if the time comes, deployment of the technologies that result, poor countries will accuse them of evading their obligations to reduce emissions. Studies indicating that some poor countries may suffer harms from some climate engineering techniques reinforce the likely sense of grievance. The ethical situation would be reversed if a small, poor and vulnerable country decided to protect itself by engineering the climate with sulphate aerosol spraying (something that may prove technically and financially feasible). The Maldives, for example, would have a strong moral case to argue that the threat to its citizens’ survival from rising seas caused by the refusal of major emitting nations to change their ways, and its own inability to influence global warming despite sustained efforts, leave it with no choice.
Moral hazard

It is widely accepted that having more information is uniformly a good thing as it allows better decisions to be made. Geoengineering research is strongly defended on these grounds. Yet for many years research into geoengineering, and even public discussion of it, was frowned on by almost all climate scientists. As we saw, when Paul Crutzen made his famous intervention in 2006 calling for serious study of sulphate aerosol spraying he was heavily criticized by fellow scientists. They felt that investigating climate engineering would erode the incentive to reduce emissions, the response to global warming strongly preferred by scientists, including Crutzen himself.

In other words, they were worried about ‘moral hazard’, a concept developed by economists to capture the impact on incentives of being covered against losses. For example, it is argued that the incentive to drive a car carefully may be reduced if the driver is insured because the costs of an accident are spread across all who are insured. Although commonly used in the climate change context, the argument mistakenly transposes an understanding of incentives developed for private market behaviour into the realm of public policy decision-making. There are a number of ethical and practical objections to this move,\(^\text{14}\) perhaps illustrated most starkly by the unwitting \textit{reductio ad absurdum} embedded in the claim by economist Martin Weitzman that assessing the worth of ‘life on Earth as we know it’ is ‘conceptually analogous’ to deciding, for example, how much to pay for additional airbags in a car. Life on Earth itself is converted into a financial value by reducing it to how much we’d be willing to pay in the market.\(^\text{15}\)

Nevertheless, the idea of moral hazard, suitably modified, is useful for drawing attention to political incentives. The availability of an inferior policy substitute that can be made to appear superior may make it easier for a government to act against the national interest.\(^\text{16}\) It is well established that those whose financial interests would be damaged by abatement policies have been using their power in the political system to slow or prevent action.\(^\text{17}\)

So does geoengineering research create moral hazard? Geoengineering researchers tend to be vague and somewhat dismissive of the likelihood, as though it is only of theoretical concern. The 2009 Royal Society report, dominated by geoengineering researchers, treats it as an uncertain effect that may even work the other way, and refers to some distinctly unpersuasive focus group work suggesting that individuals might increase their efforts to cut their emissions if government invested in geoengineering.\(^\text{18}\) Overall, the report saw moral hazard (wrongly interpreted as concerning individual behaviour) as a ‘factor to be taken into account’, but in no way decisive.

Yet in practice any realistic assessment of how the world works must conclude that geoengineering research is virtually certain to reduce incentives to pursue emission reductions. This is apparent even now, before any substantial publicly funded research programmes have begun. Already a powerful predilection for finding excuses not to cut greenhouse gas emissions is obvious to all, so that any apparently plausible method of getting a party off the hook is likely to be seized upon. For the moment, governments and energy companies are staying at arm’s length from geoengineering research, precisely because they fear being accused of wanting to evade their responsibilities. But the day when it becomes respectable to support geoengineering research cannot be far off. Already, representatives of the fossil fuel industry have begun to talk of geoengineering as a \textit{substitute} for carbon abatement.\(^\text{19}\) Economic analysis is in general not interested in the kind of judicious technology mix or emergency back-up defended by some scientists, but will readily conclude that geoengineering should be
pursued, even as the sole solution, if that’s what the cost curves show. Indeed, the popular but error-riddled book *Superfreakonomics* insists that the prospect of solar radiation management renders mitigation unnecessary: ‘For anyone who loves cheap and simple solutions, things don’t get much better.’²⁰ Instrumental thinking does not come much cruder, yet it is just this kind of Promethean wand-waving that prevails in the power centres of the world. For the authors, economics renders ethical concerns redundant: ‘So once you eliminate the moralism and the angst, the task of reversing global warming boils down to a straightforward engineering problem: how to get thirty-four gallons per minute of sulfur dioxide into the stratosphere?’

We have seen that conservative think tanks are joining the fray, with the climate-denying Heartland Institute and American Enterprise Institute supporting climate engineering. Former Republican presidential candidate and House Speaker Newt Gingrich declared: ‘Geoengineering holds forth the promise of addressing global warming concerns for just a few billion dollars a year. Instead of penalizing ordinary Americans, we would have an option to address global warming by rewarding scientific invention . . . Bring on the American ingenuity. Stop the green pig.’²¹ For these advocates the problem of moral hazard evaporates because there is nothing wrong with eroding the incentive to cut carbon emissions if a cheaper means of responding to global warming is available.

Gardiner has offered a left-field argument for the irrelevance of concerns about moral hazard.²² After the Copenhagen fiasco, the prospects for substantial emissions abatement policies in the foreseeable future sank so low that the availability of a substitute to abatement could not drive them any lower. It is an argument from despair. Against it, in some parts of the world – notably the European Union and China – substantial efforts are being made to reduce emissions and accelerate the development of alternative energy technologies. In 2011 parliamentary support for the Australian government’s carbon tax was on a knife-edge. Inadequate as they are, these efforts depend on a level of political resolve that could be weakened. Moreover, incentives to act could change rapidly as the effects of climate change become more obvious over the next decade and the availability of an apparently effective alternative to emission cuts could determine the kind of action taken.

That in practice moral hazard is the most powerful ethical argument against the development of geoengineering technologies is suggested by the highly germane case of carbon capture and storage (CCS).²³ Soon after the 1997 Kyoto agreement, the governments of the two nations that refused to ratify it, the United States and Australia, began talking up the benefits of CCS, a technology that promised to extract carbon dioxide from the smokestacks of coal-fired power plants, pipe it to suitable geological formations and bury it permanently deep beneath the earth. Burning coal would be rendered safe so there was no need to invite ‘economic ruin’ with policies mandating emission reductions. Quickly branded ‘clean coal’, the promise of the technology was increasingly relied on by the world coal industry to weaken policy commitments and spruce up its image.²⁴ The promise of CCS has been used repeatedly by both governments and industry as a justification for building new coal-fired power plants. In the United Kingdom, Prime Minister Gordon Brown declared that we must have it ‘if we are to have any chance of meeting our global goals’,²⁵ US President Barack Obama’s public endorsement of ‘clean coal’ was featured in PR videos made by the coal lobby.²⁶ German Chancellor Angela Merkel backed industry plans to build dozens of new coal-fired power plants, expecting that at some point they would be able to capture the carbon dioxide and send it to subterranean burial sites.²⁷ In Australia, the world’s biggest coal exporter and the nation most dependent on coal for electricity, Prime Minister Kevin Rudd declared CCS ‘critical’ to generating jobs and bringing down greenhouse gas emissions.²⁸
Economists also bet on the technological promise. The Stern report called CCS ‘crucial’.29 Jeffrey Sachs, Director of the Earth Institute, repeated the common opinion that there is no way China will stop building coal-fired power plants, so the technology ‘had better work or we’re in such a big mess we’re not going to get out of it’.30 The Garnaut report wrote that the success of ‘clean coal’ will ensure that any negative impacts of greenhouse policies on coal-dependent regions are ‘many years away’.31 The International Energy Agency promoted it enthusiastically, describing an ambitious roadmap for the deployment of the technology, to be led over the next decade by developed countries, after which ‘CCS technology must also spread rapidly to the developing world’, because without it costs of emissions reductions will be 70 per cent higher.32

Torrents of public funding flowed to CCS research. The Obama Administration’s 2009 stimulus bill allocated US$3.4 billion and the US Department of Energy announced it would provide US$2.4 billion to ‘expand and accelerate the commercial deployment of carbon capture and storage technology’.33 In the same year, the Rudd government in Australia announced it would commit A$2.4 billion (around US$2 billion at the time) to an industrial-scale demonstration project.34 In 2009 the high hopes invested in CCS provoked the conservative business magazine The Economist to comment that ‘the idea that clean coal . . . will save the world from global warming has become something of an article of faith among policymakers’.35

Yet from the outset impartial experts argued that the promise of CCS was exaggerated.36 Even supporters of CCS conceded that the technology, if it worked, would have no impact on global emissions until at least the 2030s, well after the time scientists say deep emission cuts must begin. The most damning assessment was made in 2009 by The Economist in an editorial titled ‘The illusion of clean coal’:

The world’s leaders are counting on a fix for climate change that is at best uncertain and at worst unworkable. . . . CCS is not just a potential waste of money. It might also create a false sense of security about climate change, while depriving potentially cheaper methods of cutting emissions of cash and attention – all for the sake of placating the coal lobby.37

The Economist was echoing the warnings of critics who, from the outset, identified one of the major risks associated with pursuit of CCS as the way in which it would undermine global mitigation efforts by giving national governments an excuse to do nothing in the hope that coal plants could be rendered safe.

It turns out that the critics were right. Despite the hype, the hopes and the public investment, the promise of CCS is now collapsing. Its leading experts are expressing disappointment at the failure of governments and the coal industry to follow through on their commitments.38 In November 2010 Shell’s Barendrecht carbon capture project in the Netherlands was cancelled due to local opposition.39 A month later ZeroGen, a huge project identified by the Australian government as a ‘flagship’ carbon capture project, was shelved because of cost blow-outs and technical difficulties.40 The New York Times commented: ‘Australia’s experience with CCS mirrors technical, financial and political hurdles experienced in the United States.’41

There could not be a more vivid illustration of moral hazard than CCS, yet it is into this political and commercial environment that geoengineering arrives as the next great white hope. It is presented as a solution to the same global warming problem, to the same politicians, with the same recalcitrant industry, the same public prone to wishful thinking and the same largely uncritical media. The conditions are perfect for moral hazard.

The false promise of CCS played a vital role in the lost decade of response to climate change. Will geoengineering be the excuse for another lost decade? There is no sign that political
leaders have been chastened by the sorry experience of CCS. If they are resolved to avoid
difficult decisions and cosset the coal industry, why would they not just move on to the next
technological boondoggle? Once the political threshold that currently restrains governments
and coal companies from publicly backing geoengineering is crossed, warnings such as that
made by the Royal Society – ‘None of the methods evaluated in this study offer an immediate
solution to the problem of climate change and it is unclear which, if any, may ever pass the
tests required for potential deployment’\textsuperscript{42} – are likely to be swamped by bold claims. The
caveats at the front of geoengineering reports declaring that mitigation is the best solution will
quietly disappear. Climate engineering has ‘moral hazard’ written all over it.

**Lure of the technofix**

If Plan B is inferior to Plan A the moral hazard is that its political attractions will undermine the
incentive to cut emissions. So engineering the climate is deemed preferable despite the
evidence. The slippery slope is an ethical concern closely related to moral hazard; moral hazard
applies to policy-makers, while the slippery slope applies to those who back geoengineering. A
lobby group of researchers, investors and, perhaps, regulators backing geoengineering is
naturally inclined to overstate its benefits and understate its costs, and its risks. In 1962 Rachel
Carson wrote: ‘The chemical weed killers are a bright new toy. They work in a spectacular way;
they give a giddy sense of power over nature to those who wield them, and as for the long-
range and less obvious effects – these are easily brushed aside as the baseless imaginings of
pessimists.’\textsuperscript{43}

As we saw in chapter 4, the constituency for geoengineering is growing, and already reaches
into stratospheric levels of wealth and power. Several influential inquiries have called for
research programmes; it is being talked about in the White House; parliaments are interested;
military planners are becoming engaged; venture capitalists and billionaires are investing; and
patents are being registered. The conditions are ideal; we are already sliding down the slippery
slope and it is only a matter of time before policy-makers come under intense pressure to
choose the less desirable options. There is therefore a legitimate concern that the knowledge
generated by geoengineering research will be misused in foreseeable ways.

However, the strength of the moral hazard and the slippery slope dangers depend in part on
the absence of technological hurdles that appear insurmountable. While the experience with
carbon capture and storage points to the strength of the moral hazard concern about
geoengineering, it also suggests a brake on the slippery slope. A very powerful constituency
formed around the promise of CCS, perhaps reaching its pinnacle with the creation in 2009 of
the Global Carbon Capture and Storage Institute.\textsuperscript{44} ‘Clean coal’ is not dead yet but, as the
technical difficulties become more apparent, it is waning as a credible alternative to emission
reductions, and the momentum is stalling. Yet a decade was lost. The slippery slope towards
the deployment of, say, sulphate aerosol spraying will depend on continued research and
testing not turning up some severe risk or insuperable obstacle that its more open-minded
supporters cannot ignore. On the other hand, as the severity of global warming manifests, the
predisposition to downplaying the risks will intensify.

On the slippery slope, technologies gather added political momentum because we live in
societies predisposed to seek technological answers to social problems. Previously, I have
attributed our failure to cut emissions to political systems influenced by sectional interests,
dominated by growth fetishism and led by individuals too timid to act on the scientific
warnings. I have also attempted to explain widespread denial and evasion in terms of the
comfortable conservatism of consumer society and the gradual alienation from nature. Among conservatives there is a tendency to regard these as immutable facts of modern life. So instead of promoting change in political and social structures we are urged to resort to technological solutions that will bypass the blockages. Advocating far-reaching social change is dismissed as ‘utopian’. But is social change in response to climate change impossible? Debating radical social change was part of the daily discourse of Western society from the time of the French Revolution until the 1980s, when the neoliberal revolution brought about ‘the end of history’, so the unwillingness today to consider changes to economic, social and political structures is all the more striking in the face of a threat as grave as the climate crisis. Shunning deeper questioning of the roots of the climate crisis avoids uncomfortable conclusions about social dysfunction and the need to challenge powerful interests. Calls for a technofix, including geoengineering, are thus deeply conformable with existing structures of power and a society based on continued consumerism. The slippery slope to the technofix promises a substitute for the slippery slope to ‘revolution’.

An extreme kind of technofix as a response to global warming has recently been put forward by three philosophers (of the Anglo-American school) in a bizarre paper titled ‘Human engineering and climate change’. The authors, Liao, Sandberg and Roache, argue that we should consider seriously proposals to ‘engineer’ humans to reduce carbon emissions. One leading idea is genetic intervention to allow parents to select shorter children because smaller people eat less. They also use less petrol in their cars, need less energy-consuming fabric for their clothes, and wear out their shoes more slowly. If families had a cap on their emissions, parents could choose ‘between two medium-sized children, or three small-sized children’ or, if they wanted a basketball player, ‘one really large child’, although an unintended consequence of using hormone treatment to create smaller children is a greater risk of gallstones.

Their other proposals for human engineering include genetically engineering human eyes to be more like those of a cat because ‘if everyone had cat eyes, you wouldn’t need so much lighting’; reducing the birth rate by ‘cognitively enhancing’ unintelligent women because ‘women with low cognitive ability are more likely to have children before age 18’; ‘pharmaceutical enhancement of altruism and empathy’; and pills that make those who take them vomit if they eat beef, thereby reducing demand for beef.

The paper, published in a respectable journal, is beyond satire and its only likely effect is to bring the philosophy profession into disrepute. Analytical philosophy, it seems, does not have a ‘laugh test’ for filtering out whacky proposals. If we are to engineer humans to have cat’s eyes and midget babies, why not genetically modify black people to make them white in order to cool the Earth by increasing its reflectivity?

Defending his decision to publish, the editor of the journal claims the authors are engaged in a ‘Swiftian philosophical thought experiment’. In fact, the opposite is true. Jonathan Swift’s ‘modest proposal’ that poverty-stricken Irish peasants support themselves by selling their babies to be eaten by the rich – ‘a young healthy child well nursed is at a year old a most delicious, nourishing, and wholesome food, whether stewed, roasted, baked, or boiled’ – was a savage satire on the heartlessness of society in the face of mass suffering. The three philosophers are not lampooning our disregard of the threat of climate change. It is as if Swift had put forward his modest proposal as a legitimate response to famine. No doubt it could be wholly justified in utilitarian terms; indeed Swift himself carried out the cost-benefit analysis in order to heighten the ridicule.

The three bio-ethicists suggest that people who are appalled at the idea of human engineering
may have a ‘status quo bias’, resisting their innovative ideas because of an unthinking conservatism. They seem oblivious to the irony, since their own proposal takes the technofix to a sublime plane, one made possible by an intensely individualistic understanding of the world, which sees the failure to respond to climate change as arising not from political, institutional and cultural forces but from a lack of personal willpower. Rarely in intellectual history has such a dire social problem been so trivialized by this kind of psychologism. The authors are keen to stress they would never compel people to produce small children or grow cat’s eyes, which only raises the question of why anyone who is unwilling to buy a smaller car or switch to green power would be willing to genetically engineer their children.

In his critique of the Royal Society’s 2009 report on geoengineering, Gardiner poses the question bluntly: ‘if the problem is social and political, why isn’t the solution social and political as well [and] if, as the report asserts, we already have adequate scientific and technological solutions, why assume that research on alternative solutions will help?’49 In the end, the answer from geoengineering supporters must lie in an implicit judgement that social change is inconceivable so the only answer is to buy time for the costs of renewable energy technologies to fall far enough or to prepare to deal with an inevitable climate emergency. Yet in investing so much in our ability to take control of the climate are we in danger of attempting to emulate God?

**Playing God**

Weapons scientists inside the fence at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory were divided from the anti-nuclear protesters at the gates less by their political leanings or religious beliefs than by their commitment to a Promethean as opposed to a Soterian worldview. In a similar way, the concern about Promethean overreach, often known as ‘playing God’, is not confined to theists but may resonate just as strongly with atheists. For atheists, ‘playing God’ is a metaphor either for humans assuming God-like attributes or for mortals attempting to occupy a domain that is not properly theirs. In the first, the idea is that there are certain qualities that humans cannot and should not aspire to, both because they are beyond us and because aspiring to them invites calamity.50 The philosopher Tony Coady identifies three attributes of God or the godhead that are beyond human capabilities – omniscience, omnipotence and supreme benevolence – which seem to capture the common sense.51 We will return to this meaning.

The second interpretation reflects a ‘spatial’ metaphysics of the world. Playing God entails humans crossing a boundary to a domain of control or causation that is beyond their rightful place. In this view, there is a limit to what humans should attempt or aspire to because the division between domains is part of the proper order of things. For theists, this other domain may be the dwelling place of God. For atheists, the domains are contained in an intuitive metaphysical order that defines ‘the scheme of things’ within which one can find what it means to be human. For both, the idea of staying out of ‘God’s realm’ is an essentially Soterian outlook, sensitive to human shortcomings and the danger of ignoring them.

So what in practice is ‘God’s domain’? In the debate over human genetic enhancement the playing God argument has been prominent. Biologically, DNA is the essence of life, coding all of the information that makes an individual unique. As such, tinkering with genes (and especially the germ-line, or changes to DNA that can be passed on) can be seen by the theist as invading the sacred, or by the atheist as disturbing the essential dignity of the human. Michael Sandel argues that it is the gifted character of human capacities and potentialities that incites a natural
reverence, and that there is something hubristic and unworthy about attempting to overrule or improve upon this gift through genetic enhancement. Manipulating genes to human ends is ‘a Promethean aspiration to remake nature, including human nature, to serve our purposes and satisfy our desires’. Life is reduced to a manipulable genetic code.

The particulars are not of much help in the case of geoengineering because we are not talking about transforming humans but the world in which humans live. Yet global dimming via sulphate aerosol injections is a similarly Promethean aspiration to remake ‘nature’ to serve our purposes, this time not at the microscopic level of DNA but at the macroscopic level of the Earth as a whole. The domain being invaded is not that of the essential code of each life but the sphere in which all life was created or emerged. With solar radiation management the concern is not so much a lack of gratitude for a unique and precious gift, but the invasion of and dominion over the atmosphere that encompasses the planet – the benevolent ring that makes it habitable, supplies the air breathed by all living things and sends the weather. In most cultures for as long as humans have lived, the sky has been the Heavens, the dwelling place of the gods. Global dimming would not only transform the atmosphere but also regulate the light reaching the Earth from the Sun. For some cultures the Sun has its own divine character because it is the source of all growth, the food of plants and thus all living things. It is the origin of the most primordial rhythms that have always governed our lives – the cycles of day and night and the annual seasons. For those cultures the Sun is God, and attempting to regulate it would surely be out of bounds. I mention these cultural facts not because they prove anything but to invoke in the sympathetic reader a feeling for the role of the Sun as a symbol of powers beyond the reach of mortals. The popular preference, revealed by many surveys, for solar energy over nuclear power can probably be traced to a felt distinction between using a natural gift that flows freely to the Earth and relying on an unnatural and dangerous contrivance that has diabolical connotations. In general, people are more inclined to endorse technologies that appear to work with, rather than go against, nature.

So the intuition is that the grander schemes to regulate the climate trespass in a domain properly beyond the human. To cross over successfully would require mortals to possess a degree of omniscience and omnipotence that has always been reserved for God or the great processes of Nature that are rightly beyond human interference. To make matters worse, in this view, we want to supplant the gods in order to counter the mess we have made as faulty humans. Instead of embarking on a vain quest to mimic the gods, it seems safer and more within our powers to face up to our failures and attempt to become better humans. The usual appeals to the power of reason and science make little headway because they are deployed in the service of the same conquering spirit that drives the desire to play God, as if human ratiocination can function as a battering ram to enter the gods’ domain, there to dethrone them and elevate humans in their place.

So the first argument against mimicking God is not about the dire consequences of entering the domain of the gods, but that playing God betrays a deep fault in the human character. What of the second caution about playing God, that human aspirations to omniscience, omnipotence and benevolence invite calamity? In modern times, we have come to believe that the relentless accumulation of scientific knowledge is taking us closer to total understanding. Recent developments in Earth system science have increased our knowledge substantially, but they have also uncovered cavernous gaps. We have come to see more clearly that the climate system is extremely complex both in itself and because changes in it cannot be isolated from changes in the other elements of the Earth system. Human-induced warming is expected to reconfigure global precipitation patterns, but predictions of regional rainfall changes are very
crude. The importance of tipping points’ that define rapid shifts from one climate state to another have become apparent from the Earth’s geological record, but our understanding of why and when they occur is rudimentary. Predicting when or how thresholds might be crossed is extremely imprecise. And how marine ecosystems will respond to acidifying oceans is barely grasped. In this light, omniscience appears as remote as ever.

Apart from the uncertainties, unknowns and threshold effects arising from the complexity and non-linearity of the Earth system, the dominant fact is that carbon dioxide persists in the atmosphere for many centuries. So it is possible – indeed, likely – that before the larger impacts of warming are felt, humans will have committed future generations to an irreversibly hostile climate lasting a thousand years. Yet some economists are telling us that they can use their models to estimate future streams of monetary costs and benefits to determine the optimal temperature of the Earth over the next two centuries, as if we know enough to install and begin to operate a ‘global thermostat’. Truly this qualifies as monstrous hubris.

Humans are powerful, but what kind of power do we aspire to with climate engineering? Beyond deliberate management and exploitation of particular resources or geographical areas, and beyond the unintentional degradation of land, rivers and oceans, we now aspire to take control of and regulate the atmosphere and climate of the planet as a whole. As we will see in the next chapter, geoscientists are now arguing that humans have become a planetary force in their own right. We have so transformed the face of the Earth that we have created a new geological epoch, one expected to be characterized by more climatic instability than the previous one. In other words, our Promethean aspirations have made the world less controllable.

If humans were sufficiently omniscient and omnipotent, would we, like God, use climate engineering methods benevolently? Earth system science cannot answer this question, but it hardly needs to, for we know the answer already. Given that humans are proposing to engineer the climate because of a cascade of institutional failings and self-interested behaviours, any suggestions that deployment of a solar shield would be done in a way that fulfilled the strongest principles of justice and compassion would lack credibility, to say the least. We find ourselves in a situation where geoengineering is being proposed because of our penchant for deceiving ourselves and inflating our virtues. If a just global warming solution cannot be found, who can believe in a just geoengineering regime? It is believed that a solar filter would offset some of the impacts of global warming more effectively in some parts of the world than others. In some areas it may even exacerbate droughts. The temptation of those who control the heat shield to manipulate it in a way that suits their interests first would be ever present and almost irresistible. And at no forum will non-human species have a voice. All of these anxieties are deepened by the creeping militarization of geoengineering and the possibility of unilateral deployment.

The playing God argument is not necessarily a categorical injunction against solar radiation management, but it does sound a warning about Promethean recklessness, calling for utmost caution and deep reflection. On one view, calculating risks is enough. On another, our attitudes and beliefs about ourselves and the nature of the world are so deeply ingrained that they necessarily constrain any calculative thinking to a narrow range of outcomes. According to this Soterian view, if we are so mistaken in our understanding of the world and our role in it that we are drawn into playing God with the future of the planet, then thinking must be grounded in a different relationship between humans and the natural world, one that recognizes the boundary between the domain of mortals and that of the gods.
This Goodly Frame

this goodly frame, the earth, seems to me a sterile promontory . . . What a piece of work is a man!

Hamlet

At the outset of this book I described how interest in climate engineering blossomed with rising anxiety among climate scientists about the widening gap between the actions demanded by the evidence of global warming and the measures nations seemed willing to take. The angst is due to a simple but paramount fact that few among the public and political leaders have yet grasped – the carbon dioxide we are putting into the atmosphere will persist, altering the climate of the Earth, for thousands of years. This verity makes climate change unlike any other environmental problem, whose harms and solutions are marked by their immediacy. When one’s eyes are opened to the paramount fact, it is natural to shift one’s perspective, to stand back and rethink climate change and geoengineering in the wide sweep of human and geological history. In this last chapter I make some first, tentative observations from this standpoint.

A new epoch dawns

The Earth’s climate over the most recent 10,000 years has been remarkably stable. These ten millennia, the geological epoch known as the Holocene, were preceded by more than 100,000 years of climatic chaos. For much of it most of northern Eurasia and North America were buried under ice sheets several kilometres thick, yet the variability was enormous. Palaeoclimatologist William Burroughs writes that the climate ‘swung from the depths of glacial frigidity to relative mildness [often] in the space of a few years’.¹

Armadas of icebergs or floods of icy fresh-water swept out into the North Atlantic altering the circulation of the ocean at a stroke and with it the climate of neighbouring continents. With a flick of the climate switch, Europe and much of North America could be plunged back into icy conditions, having only just emerged from the abyss of the preceding millennia.²

So for most of its 200,000 years on Earth, Homo sapiens has had to contend with a climate much more capricious and less friendly. Although it was overall much colder than today (especially in higher latitudes), over the last ice age sudden warming events occurred frequently. They often began with an abrupt warming of Greenland, with 5–10°C of warming over a few decades or less.³ As ice sheets retreated, forests spread north from southern Europe as far as southern Russia. Cold snaps were just as frequent.

Although humans survived these wild swings, at times large populations were decimated. For instance, there was a collapse in the numbers of humans around 73,000 years ago, perhaps to as few as 10,000, a catastrophe thought to have followed the eruption of the super-volcano Mount Toba in Sumatra which blanketed South Asia with 15 centimetres of ash. The consequent ‘volcanic winter’ cooled the Earth by as much as 3–5°C for six to ten years and may have accelerated a glaciation, helping to cool the Earth further for a thousand years.

As can be seen in figure 5, around 20,000 years ago, following 100,000 years of chaotic climate,
the Earth began a dramatic warming. Although interrupted 13,000 years ago by the Younger Dryas, a cold phase lasting a millennium, around 10,000 years ago the climate stabilized around an average temperature very close to the modern one prior to the influence of industrialization. The Holocene epoch had arrived. Rising sea levels were one of the consequences of the warming that gave us the Holocene, although higher seas can lag many centuries behind a spell of warming. Twenty thousand years ago, sea levels were 130 metres lower than today. Ten thousand years ago humans could still walk from England to France and from New Guinea to Australia. The Holocene’s temperature has been exceptionally constant, varying no more than half a degree on average, although more in some regions. The so-called Medieval Warm Period, which peaked in the tenth and eleventh centuries, and the Little Ice Age of the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries were relatively minor and localized blips confined to parts of the northern hemisphere. Burroughs estimates that with the advent of the Holocene the variability in temperature declined by a factor of five to ten; it was like walking out of the long grass on to a well-tended lawn.
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**Figure 5** Variations (from recent average) in Antarctic temperatures over the last 140,000 years.

It was the Holocene’s unprecedented climatic stability and mildness that permitted human civilization to flourish. Settled agriculture, which had been impossible in the wild swings of previous times, emerged. Regular floods following seasonal snowmelt in the mountain sources of the great rivers allowed irrigation to multiply crop yields on fertile soils. The breakthrough began some 7,000 years ago in the ‘cradle of civilization’, the river valleys that drain into the Persian Gulf. The new conditions permitted the development of the wheel, writing, mathematics, legal codes, centralized government and social strata. It is for this reason that we can speak of the ‘halcyon millennia of the Holocene’.

Now, the Holocene has come to an end. Humans have flourished so successfully in the sympathetic environment of the last 10,000 years that they have shifted Earth’s geological arc. The impact of burning fossil fuels on the Earth’s atmosphere has been so far-reaching that it is the principal factor, along with population growth (up from 800 million in 1750 to 7 billion today), that has persuaded Earth system scientists to declare that the Earth has entered a new geological epoch known as the Anthropocene. The post-Holocene epoch is defined by the fact that the ‘human imprint on the global environment has now become so large and active that it rivals some of the great forces of Nature in its impact on the functioning of the Earth system’. It was Paul Crutzen who in 2000, with ecologist Eugene Stoermer, first announced its arrival. In
a seminal intervention, they suggested that the Anthropocene, the ‘Age of Humans’, may be said to have begun in 1784 with the commercialization of James Watt’s steam engine. As we will see, in a scientific debate with profound implications the starting date of the Anthropocene is in dispute. Whatever the case, the Anthropocene entered a turbocharged phase in the 1950s when greenhouse gas emissions accelerated sharply. A plethora of indexes of resource consumption, waste output and environment degradation show a sudden and sustained acceleration from that decade.

In one of the strongest interpretations of the new epoch, Erle Ellis writes that in the Anthropocene

the terrestrial biosphere is now predominantly anthropogenic, fundamentally distinct from the wild biosphere of the Holocene and before . . . [N]ature is now human nature; there is no more wild nature to be found, just ecosystems in different states of human interaction, differing in wildness and humanness . . .

By any but the purest definition of wilderness, this claim is excessive. Studies vary, but the Wildlife Conservation Society estimates that 26 per cent of the Earth’s land surface may be classed as ‘last of the wild’. And in what only appears to be a contradictory sign, there remain perhaps a hundred uncontacted tribes in the Amazon and West Papua. As we will see, Ellis represents a new Promethean ecological politics that welcomes the disappearance of wilderness because it seems to justify human domination.

Nevertheless, the trend is unmistakable and Ellis is on surer ground when he adds: ‘By the latter half of the twentieth century, the terrestrial biosphere made the transition from being shaped primarily by natural biophysical processes to an anthropogenic biosphere in the Anthropocene, shaped primarily by human systems.’ Ellis is preoccupied with the landscape and biosphere; but the principal motivation for announcing the arrival of the Anthropocene comes from human transformation of the atmosphere.

The climate under the enhanced greenhouse effect is expected to be much less clement than the one to which we have grown accustomed. This is apparent from the intense focus of climate researchers on feedback effects, tipping points, extreme weather events, abrupt climate change and climate emergencies, all driven by rates of atmospheric carbon dioxide and temperature increase unprecedented in the palaeoclimate record. Greater variability, in the form of heatwaves, floods, cyclones and so on, is to be expected when more energy, in the form of heat, is stored in the atmosphere. In a landmark intervention in 2009, 27 experts wrote in Nature:

Many subsystems of Earth react in a nonlinear, often abrupt, way, and are particularly sensitive around threshold levels of certain key variables. If these thresholds are crossed, then important subsystems, such as a monsoon system, could shift into a new state, often with deleterious or potentially even disastrous consequences for humans.

Contrary to the comforting conception of robust Nature, these scientists believe the upheaval of the Anthropocene ‘could see human activities push the Earth system outside the stable environmental state of the Holocene’. The focus on past resilience may ‘lull us into a false sense of security because incremental change can lead to the unexpected crossing of thresholds that drive the Earth System’.

The Anthropocene is now the subject of extensive scientific investigation, but almost no thought has yet been given to its larger meaning. On the one hand, modern humans have
acquired an extensive array of know-how, a book of blueprints that could help protect us from a climate shift. After all, technological civilization has been driven in large measure by the desire to isolate ourselves from the vagaries of the weather. Yet our ability to survive is hostage to a vast network of static infrastructure – water supplies, power grids, industrial estates, road systems, central business districts, suburbs, agricultural systems – all designed to function smoothly in the climatic conditions of the Holocene, and whose fragility in the face of extreme weather events is all too apparent to anyone with a television set. For all of our fantastic achievements, in the face of a rapid climate swing we may discover we have feet of clay.

The fact that the infrastructure for 7 billion people to live as they do today has taken several hundred years to build (a few thousand if we include agriculture), and has been possible because of the relatively stable and sympathetic climate that marked the Holocene, is an awkward truth for those who argue that the Earth’s climate has always changed and humans have survived so there is no need to worry about more change. If survival of the species is the only goal then there is perhaps no reason for alarm. But for those who value civilized society and who are not willing to turn their faces away from the poorest and most vulnerable people of the world, the reasons to fret are numberless.

**Suppressing ice ages**

That the persistence of excess carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is the most profound and least understood fact about human-induced climate change has already been stressed. The climatic effects of burning fossil fuels will last longer than Stonehenge, longer even than nuclear waste.\(^\text{17}\) Thus the future of the Earth over the coming millennia is already inscribed in the atmosphere, with more disturbance locked in by fixed patterns of thought that will see us release more greenhouse gases in the next decades, etching the future more deeply into the sky. The long-term effects are understood well enough for palaeoclimatologists to make projections for the evolution of Earth’s climate over the next tens of thousands of years. This astonishing emerging story, one that throws everything we understand about human beings into a new light, is told in two recent books by palaeoclimatologists David Archer and Curt Stager.\(^\text{18}\) The story goes like this.

Over the last 34 million years, since the Antarctic ice sheet formed, the Earth’s climate has fluctuated around a pattern of long glaciations punctuated by warm periods. Compared to the ice ages the warm periods have been brief, around one-tenth of the duration of an ice age, short enough for them to be dubbed ‘interglacials’. After a century or so of close study, the mechanisms behind these fluctuations are well, if not completely, understood. The great glacial succession responds to three primary cycles, each of which influences the amount of solar energy or insolation reaching the planet.\(^\text{19}\) In calculating the effects, changes in the intensity of sunlight hitting the top of the Earth (north of latitude 65°) in the summer months are especially significant because the northern zone has the most influence on the amount of ice on the planet. As Archer puts it: ‘The northern hemisphere summer is the solar-forcing sweet spot that drops the entire planet into an ice age’, or bounces it back out, which helps to explain why climate scientists watch the Arctic so nervously.\(^\text{20}\) Ice formation at the top of the Earth is much more dynamic than it is at the bottom.

The first of the three cycles is the Earth’s wobble around its axis of rotation. Occurring roughly every 23,000 years, this *precession* cycle changes the amount of solar radiation reaching the northern hemisphere (with an equal and opposite amount reaching the southern hemisphere but with less impact). The second cycle is the Earth’s tilt, or *obliquity*, which changes how far
the Earth’s axis leans away from its orbit. A greater lean means that seasons are more distinct. This tilt from side to side occurs with regularity over a period of 41,000 years.

The third is the *eccentricity* cycle. The Earth’s annual orbit around the Sun varies from nearly circular to somewhat elliptical. When it is more circular the amount of sunlight reaching the Earth is more constant through the year. This cycle occurs over a period of approximately 400,000 years, with a shorter cycle of around 100,000 years within it.

The three cycles interact and together are largely responsible for the arrival and cessation of ice ages. Using knowledge of these cycles climatologists are able to predict that Earth is due for its next ice age in about 50,000 years’ time – although our confidence in all such predictions is eroded by the instability arising from human disturbance to the Earth system. Such an ice age would normally be associated with a concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere of around 250 ppm. However, fossil fuel emissions over the last century or so have raised the concentration from 280 ppm before the industrial revolution to 395 ppm today, and over the next decades will raise it to at least 550 ppm and perhaps as high as 1,000 ppm. This greenhouse gas blanket will cause the planet to warm for a very long time. In fact, palaeoclimatologists expect that the persistence of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere means that releasing 1,000 billion tonnes of extra carbon into the atmosphere (we are halfway there already) *will suppress the next ice age*. If emissions rise to the higher level of 5,000 billion tonnes of carbon (by burning all known fossil fuel reserves) then a couple of centuries of industrial activity could stem the subsequent ice age as well, expected in about 130,000 years, and indeed all glaciations for the next half a million years.21

Nothing humans have ever done approaches the momentousness of this conclusion. Our activities have so changed the climatic future that we have prevented one and possibly several ice ages. I think it will take decades for us to understand the enormous implications and meaning of this fact. The Earth will take tens or hundreds of thousands of years to reach a new equilibrium following the pulse of carbon emissions sent into the atmosphere by humans mostly over the century from 1950 to 2050. Only then could the era of human-induced global warming come to an end.

**Converging histories**

Climate change is destabilizing the modern conception of the Earth as a complex system whose secrets can be known and whose course can be foreseen. Science itself is pointing towards the inherent inscrutability of the natural world. We have seen how global warming is affecting the biosphere, the hydrosphere and the cryosphere. Scientists are now beginning to grasp the way in which human-induced climate change can affect the lithosphere (the outer crust of the Earth) and the geosphere (the deeper structures of the planet). It is now emerging that by shifting the distribution of ice and water over the surface of the Earth, human-induced global warming is likely to provoke geological and geomorphological responses, including seismic, volcanic and landslide activity.22 Changes in the seasonal snow-load, for example, affect seismic activity in Japan by changing the compression on active faults. According to a recent scientific review of the field, in Iceland and Alaska ‘melting of ice in volcanic and tectonically active terrains may herald a rise in the frequency of volcanic activity and earthquakes’.23 Volcanoes can cool the planet, but a warming planet can also trigger volcanoes. When glaciers melt, the earth ‘rebounds’. With a decline in ice load of 1 kilometre, the Earth’s crust may rise by hundreds of metres. Moreover, although effects on the climate and biosphere are far more important impacts, the melting of polar ice due to global warming and the consequent
redistribution of the weight of the Earth’s water can be expected to alter slightly the Earth’s rotation speed and its orientation in the solar system. In the words of Bill McGuire, the geophysicist who wrote the book on the geological implications of climate change, our knowledge reveals:

the all-encompassing and all-pervasive nature of rapid and severe climate change. So complex and entangled is the Earth System that, looking to the future, nothing can be regarded as immune to the influence of anthropogenic warming . . . we are already seeing the first signs of the geosphere responding to changes wrought by rising temperatures.

The point of all this is that the effects of human-induced warming go far beyond changes in the weather; everything is now in play, and not only scientifically. So let us now make a leap from the land of science to the grounds of the humanities, because the astounding new facts uncovered by Earth system science force us to rethink our understanding of history.

The idea that humanity makes its own history and does so against the backdrop of the Earth’s slow unconscious evolution is deeply implicated in modernity. We are accustomed to thinking of humans, having emerged from the primordial darkness, as independent entities living and acting on a separate physical world, a world we plough up, mine, build on and move over but which nevertheless has an independent existence and destiny. This understanding of the autonomy of humans from nature runs deep in modern thinking; we believe we are rational creatures, arisen from nature, but independent of its great unfolding processes. To be sure, human exceptionalism has an ancient lineage; but before the Enlightenment the special place humans occupied was contained in a unified cosmos and it was God who blessed humans with uniqueness. The mark of the modern world was that humans designated themselves the unique species. The theory of evolution was implicated in this view of human distinctiveness, but the modern idea of human exceptionalism emerged only with the science of geology. It was geology that gave the Earth a history and it was only after nature acquired its own history that humans could acquire theirs.

Before the Enlightenment the historical process was understood to be identical with the unfolding of God’s purpose. In 1605 Francis Bacon famously argued the doctrine of the ‘two books’, the book of Nature and the book of Scripture, successfully splitting off the natural world for a new and different mode of understanding, eruditio as distinct from divinatio, which would later that century evolve into the scientific method. Bacon argued that we should apply our understanding of things in nature in order to interpret the words of the Scripture, rather than drawing on Scripture to interpret nature – just as Galileo had argued that we should use physics for scriptural exegesis, to reveal ‘the true senses of the Bible’.

Since in Genesis the origins of the Earth and the origins of the cosmos were seen to be concurrent, a vital stage in the emergence of a distinct human history was the separation of the history of the Earth from the history of the cosmos, a task initiated by Giordano Bruno and taken up by René Descartes, who suggested a scheme in which the Earth had its own origin. Moves like this allowed the development of cosmogonic stories that combined geological knowledge with Scripture in what became known in the eighteenth century as ‘theories of the earth’.

The emerging discipline of geology – marked by the new scientific emotions of sobriety and detachment – adopted Bacon’s compromise so that the history of the Earth could be separated out from the biblical narrative. Freed from fealty to Genesis, natural scientists could pursue their own method of inquiry, and use their results, if they were so inclined, to explicate and fill gaps in the scriptural story.
One consequence was that human history, which had been enfolded with natural history into the comprehensive account of the cosmos found in Genesis, began to be more clearly distinguished too. The narrative of Genesis, wrote Martin Rudwick, made it ‘plausible to regard human history as virtually coextensive with earth history; without mankind the earth and the cosmos would have seemed to lack meaning and purpose’, so before the emergence of modern geology the ‘history of the earth was seen only as a stage for the drama of human history, the drama of the creation, fall, and redemption of a unique set of rational beings’. In the seventeenth century Sir Thomas Browne could unselfconsciously remark: ‘Time we may comprehend, ’tis but five days elder than ourselves.’

In Britain, Bacon’s ‘two books’ compromise lasted into the nineteenth century, at which stage scriptural loyalists found that, as new and persuasive chapters were added to the book of science, the authority of the Bible could be bolstered only by more subtle exegesis or a new revelation, which proved elusive. Reconciling biblical accounts with newer discoveries in astronomy and the fossil record became increasingly awkward. The fossil evidence could no longer be accounted for by the Flood, and accumulating proof for the antiquity of man suggested a human history that pre-dated Adam. The discovery that beneath the ‘secondary’ rock strata that contained fossils there were ‘primary’ rock strata devoid of fossils, including human ones, implied an earth history prior to humans, and one of very long duration. Earth had a history before the arrival of humans; indeed, before the arrival of life.

It was these discoveries that eventually led Charles Lyell in 1830 to declare that his aim was to ‘free the science from Moses’. It was still possible for those so inclined to argue that all stages of the Earth, including the pre-human ones, were the result of divine providence, and thus part of God’s design. Nevertheless, such a view seemed to rely more on faith than evidence, and evidence now mattered more. Darwin’s theory on the origin of species told a story of life developing against the backdrop of an Earth history following its own course. Darwin’s ideas were built on geology and it was the palaeontologists, combining biology with geology, who gave the Earth a history that could encompass evolution. The prising of Earth history away from a larger religious cosmology allowed the flourishing of a new human history too, driven not by divine purpose but by mundane forces like states, empires, technological change, class conflict and economic growth.

In this sketch of geology’s emergence we can see that Earth history and human history have taken separate courses for not much more than two centuries. The bifurcation was an essential moment in the evolution of the modern subject, the autonomous agent acting on the external world. The autonomous subject, taken collectively, must have an autonomous history. Moreover, human history acquired the quality of progress, while that of the Earth lost its telos. Darwin was to supply it with an unconscious evolutionary dynamic. Even so, the evolution of humans has nothing to do with history but lies in the province of ‘deep history’. In 1964 E. H. Carr expressed the universal modern view when he wrote: ‘History begins when men begin to think of the passage of time in terms not of natural processes – the cycle of the seasons, the human lifespan – but of a series of specific events in which men are consciously involved and which they can consciously influence.’ It is true that in more recent times environmental historians have emphasized how nature and natural events have always shaped human affairs, so that human history can never float entirely free of the Earth’s constraints. Nevertheless, those ideas have not yet dented the essential modernist belief, expressed in the nineteenth century by Jacob Burckhardt, that history is ‘the break with nature caused by the awakening of consciousness’.

In an important observation, historian Dipesh Chakrabarty has pointed out that the distinction
we have drawn between natural history – slow processes that occur on a scale of millions of years – and human history – a series of events that occur on the scale of years, decades and centuries – has now collapsed. With the Anthropocene, humans have become a geological force so that the two kinds of history have converged and it is no longer true that ‘all history properly so called is the history of human affairs’. Our future has become entangled with that of the Earth’s geological evolution. Anthropogenic climate change affects not just the atmosphere but the chemical composition of the oceans (acidification), the biosphere (species extinctions and shifting habitats), the cryosphere (melting ice masses) and the lithosphere itself.

The force of this is redoubled when we remember that the long-lasting effects of increased atmospheric carbon dioxide mean that human activity is likely to suppress the next ice age, so that the two histories are inseparable for at least that time. It turns out that the ‘clever animal’ who managed to separate itself from nature so completely that it could acquire its own history has so transformed the Earth that it now peers nervously into a future of unaccustomed instability and danger. Contrary to the modernist faith, it can no longer be maintained that humans make their own history, for the stage on which we make it has now entered into the play as a dynamic and largely uncontrollable force.

A good Anthropocene?

One response to the arrival of the Anthropocene, the usual one, is to argue that it has arisen because of a regrettable failure of foresight. We have not given enough thought to the side effects of our technological progress, so to save the situation we need better scientific understanding and technological know-how. On this view, the response to the climate crisis and the broader dangers presented by the Anthropocene lies in raising to a higher level the characteristic of humans that makes us distinctive as a species, our reasoning capacity. The disruption of the Anthropocene demands that we redouble our belief in the perfectibility of humankind. Yet how can we think our way out of the problem when the problem is the way we think? There is something increasingly desperate about placing more faith in technological cleverness when it is the unrelenting desire to command the natural world that has brought us to this point. Unless we understand why a certain kind of rationality seems to have failed, appeals to more reason are quixotic. After all, the separation of natural and human history and the dominance of a certain form of calculative rationality were each products of the same Enlightenment process.

The type of thinking embedded in the framework of systems analysis, risk assessment and cost–benefit calculation can be called ‘technological thinking’. Technological thinking understands the world as a collection of more or less useable resources. According to this view, technology transforms potentially useful things into useful things without asking about the origins of the world as an assortment of potentially useful things. As such, modern technology reveals something essential to the nature of modern humans – the determination to shape the world around us to suit desires that seem to have no limit.

Plans to engineer the Earth through the deployment of contrivances to manipulate the atmosphere represent the fulfilment of three and a half centuries of objectification of nature. The Earth as a whole is now represented no longer simply as a collection of objects but as an object in itself, one open to regulation through the ‘management’ of the amount of solar radiation reaching the planet. So we begin to consider suitable political institutions for regulating the amount of light reaching the planet, a task that since the formation of the Earth
4.5 billion years ago has been left to the Sun mediated by the Earth’s atmosphere. It seems we are no longer happy with the arrangement and want to assume control ourselves. Earth-as-object also underlies the idea that we can adjust the volume of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere to a level calculated to be ‘optimal’. In this view, why wouldn’t we make plans to prevent the next ice age, due in 50,000 years’ time? Curt Stager himself reflects on how science can inform ‘long-range planetary management’ which might include leaving some coal in the ground so future generations can burn it, ‘in a responsibly controlled manner’, to keep an ice age at bay.40

In their 1997 paper ‘Global warming and ice ages: Prospects for a physics-based modulation of global change’, Edward Teller, Lowell Wood and Roderick Hyde developed a proposal to eliminate what they call ‘climate failures’.41 The Earth’s climate system ‘fails’ when it no longer provides the requisite functionality, its requisite function being to satisfy the needs of humans. It may be necessary, they argue, to suppress ice ages by pumping more greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, or by deploying a cloud of sunlight-deflecting particles to a position slightly offset from the Earth–Sun axis to direct additional sunlight on to the Earth. After all, while greenhouse warming is only ‘a possibility’, ice age cooling ‘is a practical certainty’. Perhaps it is mere idle speculation or scientific hubris to consider plans for overruling the next ice age when the arrival of that event is 25 times more distant from today than the birth of Christ. When asked to respond to the coming of the next ice age, Prometheans think of technological interventions; Soterians are inclined to reply: ‘Ask me in 49,000 years time.’ Yet the need to consider how to deal with the next ice age is being used to justify regulating the climate now; we will need the technology at some point, Teller and Wood reason, so let’s go. For the true Prometheans it is not enough to regulate today’s climate; the goal is to take control of geological history itself. To the Earth they repeat the words of the creature to Dr Frankenstein: ‘You are my creator, but I am your master.’

For some, the lesson to be learnt from the arrival of the Age of Humans is not the need for greater humility but its opposite, an invitation to assume total control. Throwing off all small-minded fears, their slogan is ‘Welcome to the Anthropocene’. Here we come to a debate in the scientific literature with the most far-reaching implications. The debate is over when the Anthropocene began.

Contrary to the claim that the shift occurred with the industrial revolution, palaeoclimatologist William Ruddiman argues that the Anthropocene began some 8,000 years ago with the onset of forest clearing and farming, which led to enhanced levels of methane and carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.42 Paul Crutzen and Will Steffen defend the claim that it properly began in the late eighteenth century with evidence showing that human impact on the world as a whole was not discernible 7,000 or 8,000 years ago, and certainly was not large enough to upset the stability of the Holocene. Looking at the record it is indisputable that a step change occurred in the late eighteenth century, the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, the event that ‘unbound Prometheus’ and sparked the modern urge to mastery over nature. Beyond that step, the charts also show a startling leap after World War Two. ‘The mid-twentieth century was a pivotal point of change in the relationship between humans and their life support systems,’ write Crutzen and Steffen. ‘The period of the Anthropocene since 1950 stands out as the one in which human activities rapidly changed from merely influencing the global environment in some ways to dominating it in many ways.’43

The dispute is not merely academic. One implication of Ruddiman’s ‘early Anthropocene’ argument is that if humans have been a planetary force since civilization emerged, then there is nothing fundamentally new about the last couple of centuries of industrialism. It is in the
nature of civilized humans to transform the Earth, including by the use of geoengineering, and what is in the nature of the species cannot be resisted. By focusing attention on ‘humankind’ in general rather than forms of social organization that emerged more recently, the Anthropocene becomes in some sense natural. It is not the product of industrial rapaciousness, an unregulated market, human alienation from nature or excessive faith in technological power; it is merely the result of humans doing what humans are meant to do, that is, use the powers Prometheus gave us to better our lot. If humankind is in this sense inseparable from Nature then there is nothing inherently preferable about the natural state or the Holocene climate. Thus in one reading of the ethics of geoengineering, ‘there is no prima facie justification for attempting to preserve the current climate, if some other climate might be better for humans and animals’.44 Depending on the assessment of human well-being (and perhaps other sentient beings), there may be a ‘better’ temperature or climate as a whole. It is therefore justified for humans to ‘set the global thermostat’ wherever we please.

Erle Ellis, an ally of Ruddiman in the debate, defends the ‘good Anthropocene’. He is confident ‘human systems’ can adapt and indeed prosper in a hotter world because history proves our flexibility. There are no planetary boundaries that limit continued growth in human population and economic advance. The Anthropocene is barely distinguishable from the Holocene; the only barrier to a golden future is human self-doubt.

A good . . . Anthropocene is within our grasp. Creating the future will mean going beyond fears of transgressing natural limits and nostalgic hopes of returning to some pastoral or pristine era. Most of all, we must not see the Anthropocene as a crisis, but as the beginning of a new geological epoch ripe with human-directed opportunity.45

Humans look for ways to welcome that which seems inevitable. Ellis is in the vanguard of a movement to re-imagine the Earth, a cheerful vision articulated by science writer Emma Morris in her book *Rambunctious Garden*. Instead of lamenting the loss of wilderness, we remake it: ‘Rambunctious gardening is pro-active and optimistic; it creates more and more nature as it goes, rather than just building walls around the nature we have left.’46

For Ellis, Morris and those of like mind, humanity’s transition to a higher level of planetary significance is ‘an amazing opportunity’. Ellis expects that ‘we will be proud of the planet we create in the Anthropocene’.47 In his embrace of the benevolent Anthropocene, and in a foretaste of a conservative reframing, Ellis is joined by Ronald Bailey from the libertarian *Reason* magazine, who believes we can only become better at being the ‘guardian gods of Earth’.48 The early Anthropocene hypothesis is interpreted as exonerating modern humans from blame for environmental decline. The new epoch is read as the ‘manifest destiny’ of humanity, a reading that finds a more sympathetic ear in the United States than in Europe. Even so, this kind of American Promethean dreaming meets stiff resistance in its homeland; the *New York Times* opinion pieces in which Ellis and Bailey expressed their views were met with a barrage of Soterian objections: ‘nothing to be proud of’; ‘the Anthropocene era may be extremely short-lived’; ‘we have not much control over what mother nature has in store for us next’; ‘Ozymandias’; and so on.

Perhaps the defenders of the ‘good Anthropocene’ intuitively understand that if the beginning of the new epoch is located at the end of the eighteenth century, with a step-change in the 1950s, we must ask what was distinctive about those times. The answer of course is the inception of industrial capitalism and then the turbocharged era of expansion that followed World War Two, a surge only intensified by the outbreak of consumerism that washed over the rich world in the 1990s and 2000s. If industrial rapacity and ‘affluenza’ are the source of the problem then perhaps the system’s inclination to excess can be curbed, or even reversed, a
conclusion from which conservatives instinctively recoil.

If by looking back 8,000 years the defenders of the good Anthropocene can allay their anxiety with a redoubled confidence in human creativity, a deeper form of stress relief is available to those who look back even further. The more one studies the deep history of the Earth the more a sense creeps over the mind that everything we have built is ephemeral and insignificant and will inevitably be overwhelmed by the great geological processes that lift mountain ranges, split continents and cause sea levels to plunge. Humanity becomes a species that arose because conditions arrived that suited it, a species that sometimes flourished and, as conditions turned hostile, sometimes struggled to survive. In this mode of thinking, politics, suffering, hopes and dreams – in short, the lives of actual mortals – lose their meaning. It lends itself to a kind of palaeofatalism, an existential complacency that settles over those who spend too long immersed in geological timescales. It helps explain why so many geologists are indifferent or hostile to the warnings issued by climate scientists. Curt Stager has fallen victim to it: ‘A deeply historical perspective can make modern greenhouse heating seem no more outlandish that the natural PETM and Eemian warm periods of the distant past . . .’ Of course, when the Earth suddenly went into hothouse conditions in the Palaeocene–Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM) 55 million years ago there were not 7 billion mortals living on it. ‘Why fear change when we live in such an inconstant world?’ Stager asks. ‘I sometimes wonder if it’s not global warming that worries us so much as change of any kind’ – an indifference to suffering perhaps reserved for those best placed to survive in a world of climate change.

Growth fetishism

In his 1784 essay ‘What is enlightenment?’, Immanuel Kant captured the anti-clerical mood sweeping Europe with the motto ‘Sapere aude!’ – Dare to know! The ideas of the Enlightenment spread from Europe to America through the writings of Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jefferson, among other republicans, and the United States subsequently became the powerhouse of modern scientific achievement. Yet it now seems that science could remain pre-eminent only as long as its knowledge served a deeper purpose: unceasing expansion. Today the motto of those US conservatives who have turned against science might be ‘Fear to know’! It is a fear that finds its most primitive expression in declarations such as that of US Senator James Inhofe: ‘God’s still up there. The arrogance of people to think that we, human beings, would be able to change what He is doing in the climate is to me outrageous.’

Beyond understanding them as mere human weakness or distorted expression of political objectives, I suggest that the kinds of denial and evasion that have led us to the point of contemplating geoengineering are means of attempting to resolve the contradiction deep within the modern understanding of the world itself.

The contradiction arises because science has thrown up some facts that challenge the foundation of the modern understanding of the world, that is, the conception of humans as self-determining agents able to control the future by exercising power over nature. Climate engineering and the ‘good Anthropocene’ hypothesis can be understood as an attempt to resolve this contradiction.

The pressure has been building for some decades now. The disproportionate rage that greeted the publication of The Limits to Growth in 1972 begins to become explicable when we understand just how deeply rooted in the modern Western soul is the expectation of endless expansion. Growth has become fetishized, that is, invested with magical powers. Growth is the modern world’s most powerful emblem – the symbol of virility, of the future, of life itself.
Continuing growth provides the ballast for our dreams and our hopes. The distant and abstract language of systems analysis used by the MIT authors of *The Limits to Growth*, language that had been appropriated by techno-expansionism, only added to the sense of betrayal many felt at its stunning conclusion – that humanity must ‘begin a controlled, orderly transition from growth to global equilibrium’.

The truth is that restricting global greenhouse gas emissions to something approaching a safe level is an impossible burden for technology to carry.

‘Hell is the impossibility of expanding,’ observed the philosopher Peter Sloterdijk. To question the possibility of, let alone the need for, endless expansion is to commit the modern sin. Those who seem to challenge this most holy of truths must be cast out. This is the only explanation I can think of for the extraordinary hostility directed by some at environmentalists, who are now regularly accused of being responsible for environmental decline. They have become the scapegoats for our sins, loaded up with our own guilt and sent off to the wilderness. Indeed, those environmentalists who have taken themselves off to the wilderness – to live more simply and grow organic foods – have cast themselves out and so become easy targets for ridicule and vilification.

The disclosure of the Anthropocene – and the paramount fact of the persistence of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere – means that the grand narrative of the Enlightenment – that of unending progress achieved through the application of human ingenuity applied to an inert external world – can no longer hold up. As the basis for our deepest social structures, as well as our individual understandings of our own futures, the destabilization of the narrative calls everything into question. The direction in which we thought we were going has now been denied to us. The historical force of this should not be missed, for it means that the utopian promise of all political and religious ideologies, both materialist and metaphysical, vanishes.

So we have reached the point in history where we must face up to the tragic consequences of ‘the American way of life’, a way of life also lived in other affluent countries, albeit typically with less intensity and ideological conviction. The same qualities that made the United States a great nation – relentless optimism, commitment to know-how, determination to expand – have become the enemies of its preservation and, collateral, the preservation of the rest of humanity. A nation that has expansion running in its blood can barely conceive of contraction, and so the question we will soon be forced to ask is how much of the rest of the world will be sacrificed to prolong the dream of affluence?

We have seen that it is not true that Prometheans must favour climate engineering and Soterians must oppose it. Nor is it true that Soterians are against technology. It is not so simple. Yet among those who believe we should make preparations to engineer the climate there is a sharp division between Prometheans and Soterians. The former are inclined to see it as a way of defending the established order so that expansion can continue uninterrupted. The latter see it as a regrettable measure to protect those deeper values now threatened by the consequences of endless expansion – viable societies, vulnerable communities, ecological values and life itself. So there are two distinct questions we must face with climate engineering: should we undertake it and, if we do, how do we use it? Do we use it to ‘save’ growth and so jeopardize those deeper values because it can only postpone the reckoning; or do we use it to protect those values while we wean ourselves from endless growth? I hope I have said enough about climate science to convince the reader that using geoengineering to defend continued expansion cannot work in the long term. The only justification for deploying geoengineering is to make it easier politically to transform our economies and societies so that we live in a way that does not disrupt Earth’s natural cycles and the processes that have allowed life to flourish. So if it comes to pass that a World Climate Regulation Agency is created, then prudence
demands that it be staffed by Soterians, and that every advertisement for positions at the agency be marked with the words ‘Prometheans need not apply’.

Yet the prospects of this occurring are slim; the agents of Prometheus are colonizing climate engineering. We can see in embryo a lobby that unites fossil fuel corporations opposed to carbon reduction policies with investors in geoengineering technologies. The two could soon overlap. We see powerful forces of denial in the United States and elsewhere shift to supporting geoengineering, and conservative political leaders beginning to see the electoral advantages. The high priests of the Prometheus cult, the free market economists, are naturally drawn to it. The strategic significance of climate engineering is likely to lead to its progressive militarization. Technological thinking structures our consciousness in a thousand subtle ways that make climate engineering attractive, indeed, almost inevitable.

Prometheans rule. Over three centuries of advance, displaced workers, romantic poets, dismayed clerics and far-seeing ecologists put up resistance; all sooner or later were crushed. Who can hold back such a force? Yet history proves that the invincible can be thwarted and the mighty brought to heel in unexpected ways. As the Chinese proverb has it: when taken to their extreme, things revert to their opposite. Only history can answer whether the time has come; but if the meek are ever to inherit the Earth then they had better be quick. Hubris, profligacy, weakness of will, power-hunger, fear, wilful blindness, false hope and the capriciousness of Nature – titanic forces are at work in the world. Ovid’s story of Phaëton echoes down the centuries. To prove his love, Helios promised his son Phaëton anything he desired. When he asked to drive his father’s chariot, the Sun, for a day, Helios balked at the thought of this callow youth holding the reins of such power. But he had made a promise. When Phaëton took charge of the chariot he lost control of the horses, whose wild path across the heavens first froze the Earth then scorched it.

Th’ astonisht youth, where-e’er his eyes cou’d turn,  
Beheld the universe around him burn.

To bring the chaos to an end, Zeus aimed a thunderbolt at Phaëton, who plunged to earth.

And o’er the tomb an epitaph devise:  
‘Here he, who drove the sun’s bright chariot, lies;  
His father’s fiery steeds he cou’d not guide,  
But in the glorious enterprize he dy’d.’

In the next decades we will discover whether attempting to engineer the climate is glorious enterprise or ruinous folly, whether Prometheus will crow or Soteria will weep.
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